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FRONTIER DERRINGER

Genuine rare old Trapdoor rifles
for the collector and shooter.
Model 1873, 45-70 cal. Select
Grade $59.95

SALE
MFG. in Germany.
The NeW' Over &
Under Derringer-

.22 Cal. Blue Finish $16.95

.22 Mag. Chrome 24.9S

.22 Cal. Chrome 19.95

.38 Spl. Chrome 39.95

SADDLE CARBINE

COLT SINGLE ACTION
Catalog 50c

An entire catalog devoted to genuine
hard to find early model Colt Single
Action revolvers. Complete listings on
engraved guns, parts, grips and hol
ster sets. Outstanding values oil Qual
ity collector Colts. Prices start at
$4,4.00.

ANTI9UE PERCUSSION CONV.

1f(jJrslliii.iIliiiii""""'~~

~ CARBINE
Lots of Brass. Good collectors item-

Goad Condo $19.95
Very Good Condo 24.95

A RARE COLLECTORS FIND
...44-.~0 Caliber. Original

Blue FInIsh, ,n Excellent Mechanical
'th S ddl R' and Shooting Condition, Complete

tk Na ~ :r· .. · ·.. ·.. · ·.. ·· .. $39.95
I e ew on ItlOn $49.95

COLT 45 CAL.
REVOLVER

$25.00
Original blue finish. Walnut grips.
Good condition. Excellent condition
$31.00. Ammo: $3.50 box. Holster:
$3.50.

. German Mauser Army Rifles,
as Issue 8mm $39.95

Mauser 7mm Carbines, Good Cando $25.00
Argentina Mauser M-91 7.65mm, like new 19.95
Swedish Mauser carbines, near mint 34.95

Brand new unfired Argentina 45
autos. Beautiful blue finish wal-
nut grips $39.95
45 auto holsters. Brand new •.•.. 4.95
Ammo--$3.50 Box
U.S..45 Auta XLT Cond••....... $39.95

.45 AUTOMATIC

MAUSER RIFLES & CARBINES

GREAT WESTERN
Catalog 50c

Completely. illustrated, showing all
models of Great Western Arms. The
Single Action, Derringer, Buntline,
Deputy. Also complete selection of
holsters and Quick draw sets and
equipment. Parts, presentation case
and engraved models are also included.

BRAND NEW UNFIRED
An Outstanding Collectors Find. Finest High Quality Rifle, Blue Finish,
Walnut Stock Only $24.9S.

Exact Copy of Early Tower Flint
lock. Polished Finish, Solid Brass

Mountings. Nice Collector's & Shooter's
piece. RARE NEW PRECISION 41 CAL.

10" Bbl. $24.95

A Rare Antique Collectors Find. Very
goad candition $12.95

(Send $1.00 for Shipping)

GERMAN MAUSER 11 MM A'RMY RIFLES

CUTLASS & SCABBARD
po. .t (---{t.M.":- h',h ~~-,.~;,:::~:,<,._:t::-;jM:;o_

TOWER FLINTLOCK PISTOL

$49.95

PISTOL,

SMITH & WESSON
REVOLVERS

38 cal. M & P revolvers. Excel
lent select grade condition-
Military finish $29.50
Cammercial finish 32.00
S. & W. 45 Cal. Revolver-V. G $32.00

FINEST QUALITY LONG ARMS
Enfield SMLE Mark IV .303 Rifles $16.95
Enfield Mark III Rifle 14.9S
Enfield Mark V with Peep Sight 19.95
Enfield Sniper Rifle .303 44.95
Enfield Jungle Carbine .303 .....•............... 24.95

GERMAN MILITARY
Catalog 50c

Outstanding collection of German
Military Arms. German Lugers, P-38's,
Mauser Military pistols, Browning au
tomatics and many other German
Arms. Also parts, holsters, grips and
accessories, current listing of de-acti
vated m,<lch ine guns.

36 CALIBER
PERCUSSION

9mm LUCER

Used by Germans in
WWII. Beautiful blue
finish. Exit. Condo
$29.95. LikeNewCond.
$34.95. Ammo: $4.00
a box.

Blue Fin ish, Walnut Grips.
PRICE $89.95. Holster $9.20.

Bullet Mold $9.95

MAUSER ARMY RIFLE 1MM

Original as issued. Beautiful

~~::~;;~lIII!~~~~~~:'-:~~Jw~:alnutStock, Blue Finish. Excellent Action.
~ Good Shooter. Ammo $2.50 per box.

PRICE $24.95. MAUSER 7MMCARBINE $25.00

CLOSE OUT SPECIAL *

JUMBO USED GUN
Catalog $1.00

Tremendous selection of modern and
antique gun bargains. Colt Single
Action, Colt and Remington Cop and
Ball revolvers, used rev.olvers and au
tomatics. Used shotguns and rifles
and hundreds of other hard to get
items for the collector and shooter.

RiflE ACTIONS

MAUSER
MODEL

95

Good working (ond.
complete as issued.
Bargain $13.00.
Send $1.00 far

shipping.

SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
DO-IT-YOURSELF

GUN KITS
Brand new-comes complete with
all parts & instructions on how to

assemble your gun. All machine opera
tions have been performed and only,

Fillting, Polishing and Blueing remain to
be done. Identical in size weight and

appearance to the Colt S.A. All steel parts Mfg. By
Great Western Arms Co. USA.
CALIBERS: 38 Spl., 45 Long Calt, 44 Spl., 357 Mag
num. 4%-5Y2-7Y2" Barrels. Only $55.00.

*

RARE SWEDISH WW"
Bayonet &.Saber-Verr finest Quality&~.ork
manship-Collectors find-mint con-
dition-$4.95
Enfield Rifle .
Bayonet
mint-$4.95

EARLY &. MODERN FIREARMS Inc~ ~~~~~:~~
P.O. Box 1248, Studio City, California ' $4.95 (Send SOc for Shipping)

.ClcccacccaocccccClaccccaccccccaccccccClccccacccccocacccaccCClCOCClCCCaCClCCCaCacccccClccca~

~ClClaCV'.r.r~~.rJ"...ocoolCC:lOClCalCa)lCl)la:)aoc·cc:~IOClC)l:)OOCICC:IOCIOClC)l:)OOCICC:IOCIOClC)l~~~~~~~!?OOCIOCIOC~
NEW REMINGTON ARMY WEBLEY GERMAN 9MM P-38

$42.50
44 CALIBER .45 AUTO CAL. 514.95 Fine High quality German
PERCUSSION Quality English WWII revolvers. Walther, World War II German

Beautiful blue fin·ish. Select automatic. Fires 9mm Luger car-
Grade $19.95. tridge. Original condition. Like new
Nickel Plated Gun Like New condo $47.50. Extra clips $7.50. Ammo

.........•.......... $28.75 9mm, $8.50 for 100 raunds.
Ammo $3.50 Per Box Original as issued, Army Holster $8.75

8

MANNLlCHER A\'ILiTARY PISTOL
VERY

8 RARE
ONLY ... $1995
FREE BOX OF AMMO G~~T~R~~~~D

If you like quality plus you can't afford to miss this
rare collectors find. Designed by Von Mannlicher and
produced by Steyr Arms Co. in Austria. Beautiful blue
finish, walnut grips. 7.65mm.

Very Good Condition ..$19.95
Excellent Condition 24.95
Like New Condition.. 29.95



- now bui-Ids the frD E E RSTAL K E R," a new .44 magnum self-loading gas-operated
carbine. It weighs five and three-quarter pounds. It holds five shots (totaling nine thousand
foot pounds of muzzle energy). It combines lightness and small size with tremendously
effective sporting fire power. Detailed descriptive literature available upon request.
Deliveries are scheduled to arrive at your RUGER dealer in June.•••••• $108.00

Manufactured entirely in the U. S. A.

S T U'R M ~ RUG E R & COM PAN Y ~ IN £.
8 LAC Y P L.A C E, SOU T H PORT, CON NEe TIC U T, U. S. A.
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SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
Div. of Gene,al Sporting Goods Co,p.

Congressman James F. Battin
2nd Dist., Montana

I HOLD AS INVIOLATE the right of the people of this country to own and possess
guns and to use them for any lawful purpose. The framers of our Constitution were
men of vision and though the ideas may have been basically different at the time of
the adoption of the Amendment, the reasoning applies equally as much today. It is my

belief that the Fedcral Government has no right to regulate the
possession of guns by the people of this country, but that this is'
the province of the states. The word "militia" is of special
significance today. With the power of world destruction in the
hands of a few men (some of whom need men tal examination).
the availability of people in the various states to be able tG
organize and provide for the protection of this country is'
vital. This would be a duty not only to the country but to our
families. There are exceptions to any general rule. We must

have some control over the interstate transportation of guns that are designed for
violence or for evil purpose. I think specifically of the sub·machine gun. Montan1i; my
state, provides a stiff pcnalty for the possession of this type of weapon. Any excep
tion, however, must be studied with care and not passed in the heat of debate or
passion. We cannot give up our right to defend ourselves, nor must we allow ourselveS'
to be placed in a position of unnecessary regulation or registration.

Congressman Paul Findley
20th Dist., Illinois

I ... CAN OFFER very little comment at this time (on the 2nd Amendment). If
you would like to send me some reference material, I would be glad to look it over
and then give you my ideas.

Congressman William Henry Harrison
Wyoming at large

THIS AMENDMENT IS of importance in today's world, and it should remain un·
abridged. In my opinion, the Founding Fathers' meaning of the word "militia" was

used in a broad sense, not only to cover the organized military.
but also to cove,r those who would be called upon to aid in
defending this country in the event of an emergency. I believe
that it was realized that the right to keep and bear arms
was important, not only for the preservation of the country, but
for protection of the individual. This right, of course, could be
restricted through reasonable laws such as registration, but
should never be completely eliminated.

. . . In reply to your question as to my name, I am the great
great grandson of William Henry Harrison and a grandson of Benjamin.

Readers Note: All Congressmen may be addressed at "House Office Building," and all
Senators at "Senate Office Building," 'both at "Washington 25, D. c." Address all
Governors at: State Capitol, name of capital city, name of State.

Congressman Earl Wilson
9th (Bedford) Dist., Indiana

WHILE PRESSURE GROUPS campaign, and rightfully so, against discrimination
of various types in our nation today, it seems to me that Americans should be more
conccrned about the growing trend toward infringement on the Second Amendment
to the Constitution, which guarantees the right to all to have
and to bcar arms. There is an increasing trend in the legislative
bodies of the states and nation today to make it more difficult
for Amcricans to own, keep and use firearms of various types.
This seems to me to be as much of an insidious attack on a
phase of our liberties as is any attempt to curtail any of the
other freedoms... Having been a farm boy with a modest back·
ground, I grew up with a love for the out-of-doors and will
always stand ready to guard the American privilege of having
and using a firearm for peaceful, recreational pursuits. I also count myself among the
number who feel it is a good idea to have a firearm around my home for purposes of
protection. In addition to hunting, I greatly enjoy trap and skeet shooting and spend
many leisure hours on the range. At present I am competing with the Prince Georges.
Md., Rod & Gun Club in one of the best trap and skeet leagues in the east. Maga
zines such as "Guns" do much to foster interest in firearms and deserve the praise
of all.

Norma's made a. dream come
true for all handgun hunters
and reol gunbugs. Here's a .44
Magnum cartridge with super
accuracy ••• tremendous shock.
ing power.

Want more
handloading info?

Send 10¢ for the NEW
"Gunbug's Guide.".

Box GM-6

This new non-fouling, jacketed
bullet is pleasant to shoot, too.
Muzzle velocity is 1470 fps in a
6Y2 inch barrel, even more in
carbines. Breech pressure is
moderate.

And famous Norma "Re"
quality cases insure safe func
tioning, easy extraction, mini
mum gun wear.

Don't miss this chance 10 fire
the first .44 Magnum soft point
ever offered for handguns or
car bines. Ask for the brand
new .44 Magnum Norma soft
point cartridge at your favorite
gun dealer.

Norma's exclusive .44 soft
point bullet makes the big dif
ference ••• doesn't deform as
do ordinary lead bullets • • •
.packs enough wallop to literally
flatten a moose!
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Deluxe Slip
On Recoil
Absorber
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EDITOR'S

T
HIS SEVENTY-EIGHTH issue of GUNS is the first in
which William B. Edwards has not been listed as our
Technical Editor. Mr. Edwards' resignation, which be
came effective March 1st, is not a severance of relations

but merely a change of functions. Because of other interests,
Mr. Edwards is no longer able to devote full office time to
editorial duties, but he will continue to work with us in a close
advisory capacity as Technical Consultant and frequent con
tributor. Bill's home addre~s is 843 Judson Ave., Evanstun,
Illinois.

Replacing Edwards in our office staff is R. A. Steindler,
formerly with Hearst Magazines, recently well known as a
freelance writer in the field of guns and shooting. Bob
Steindler's title on the masthead of GUNS, GUNS QUARTERLY,
and SHOOTING GOODS RETAILER will be that of Managing
Editor. We expect that his name will become even better
known than it is now in all areas of gun publishing, the shoot
ing sports, and the firearms industry. Bob is a devoted gun
enthusiast, with a keenly inquiring, science-trained approach
that will, we believe, benefit both GUNS and its readers.

Several new names appear also, with this issue, on our
Editorial Advisory Board. As our new Military advisor: Col.
Lyman P. Davison, chief of the Chicago Office of Special
Investigation, USAF. Col. Davison is an expert in firearms
investigation and identification, an ardent competitve pistol
man (Master), and a hunter of wide experience.

To advise us in matters relating to Trapshooting we are
proud to add the name of Dick Miller, Widely known in the
shotgun sports and well known to our readers as the con
tributor of our popular "Pull!" department.

Adding a new category as well as a new name, Jim Dee,
Director of Shooting Promotion, Sportsmen's Service Bureau,
will keep us up-to-date on the Junior Hunter Training Pro
gram in which he is an active leader. The work of Sports
men's Service Bureau in the promotion of shooting sports
has been the most progressive and the most effective new
action in this direction that has been undertaken in many
years, and we are pleased indeed to welcome Jim Dee as a
member of our "family."

And, finally, joining Bill Toney as our advisor on police
matters is Chicago Police Detective Frank J. Schira, President
and Executive Director of the National Police Officers Asso
ciation. Those who remember Schira's Widely published state
ment of the NPOA's position in defense of civilian ownership
of firearms will appreciate our pride in having him with us.

. Other new names will be added to this Advisory Board in
the months to come, and we will announce them as they
occur••.. E.B.M.

THE

Easily slips on to an'y
shotgun or rifle.
"Progl'essive Action"
absorbs shoel\:. "\ViIl
give years of service.
Only $2.00

MERSHON "10 Point" Grips
Fits all modern Colts and S & W Revolvers
and pistols. Easily installed. Inlproves shoot
ing accuracy. Prevents gun from slipping if
hands are moist or wet. Can be cut or shaped
to fit your hand. Only $5.75

See your Mershon Dealer or write for FREE
literature

MERSHON
Sure Grip Shell Packs

'Viii eafely and conveniently can'y your"
~artridgeswithout daHlage or loss. A model
for most cartridges. Shells :won't sticl(
when removed. Fits on any belt up to 2"
wide. Only $2.50

"White Line" Recoil Pads
Unique design offers gradual resistance to
n~·coil. instead of "nlushy" cllshioning or
abrupt "bottoming." There is a model for
eVel'Y purpose, whether rifle or shotgun.
For quality. long life and unexcelled shoot
ing cOlnfort. insist on "White Line" Recoil
Pads. Deluxe (shown) $3.75

, ,

'--- S-' ~" \~£ ~'= -=,s&,{'~~*
_ ..\." ,_ c'x._

Mershon
Custom
Walnut Grips
Designed fOl' target shooters. In
this grip you will not experience
"Rocldng" with recoil or ugly
gaps, Of finest imported walnut, expenl)'
checH:ered with a hand-rubbed oil finish.

Mershon Deluxe Handgun Cases
4 and 5 gun capacity

Compact and light, these
beautiful sturdy cases
have rack for 4 or 5 guns.
space for accessories and
spot'ting scope. Available
in two models - with or
without bacl\: door. The
exterior is finished in
your choice of 8 attrac
tive colors and materials
and is fully lined to
match. 4 gun capacity
without back door only
$29.50.

~.
rMERSHON

IWHITE
UHF
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NEW

.22 REMINGTON JET
CENTER-FIRE MAGNUM CTG.

2460 F.S. VELOCITY

535 F.P. ENERGY

1 INCH MIDRANGE TRAJ.

AT 100 YD.

DUAL IGNITION-CENTER .OR RIM FIRE;

CONVERTS WITH A FLIP OF

THE THUMB

DUAL. CHAMBERING-.22 C.F. MAGNUM

OR .22 LONG RIFLE THROUGH THE

MEDIUM OF SUBCALIBER INSERTS

PIONEERED AND
DEVELOPED BY

The nMARK" of the
'MAGNUMS

AN AUXILIARY CYLINDER

ON

SPECIAL ORDER

SMITH & WESSON
JVtuiJ, <Ike ModV~

(!)I ~hem ,(J1l!

SMITH & f"'ESSO NSPRINGJ"~~~.'MASS.
COVERED BY U.S. PATENT #2,470,259
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Bama Hair Socks
These are short moccasin-type socks of goat

hair, to be worn over wool socks in rubber
boots or leather top rubbers. We found by
test that they do take up the natural per·
spiration and keep the feet warm and dry.
With a couple pairs of them on a trip, the
hunter or fisherman can have warm dry fe~t.
They are fairly thick, and allowance must be
made for them as to boot size, but they pad

also be fine for fishermen working the Alas
kan streams where the big brown bear may
be met at any turn. It weighs only 5 pounds
12 ounces, so it won't add much to the load.
My hat is off to Bill Ruger for further im
proving the .44 Magnum load and for bring·
ing out the first modern carbine for it.

.22 R.F. Magnum Smith & Wesson
We have been testing a little Smith &

Wesson Kit Gun for the new .22 W.R.F.
Magnum cartridge. This cartridge makes a
real small game killer of the little gun. It
seems just as accurate as a fine K-22 for
the .22 L.R. or mag cartridge, but is a very
much smaller and lighter gun to carry.

The little gun has ramp front and fully
adjustable rear sight, and a perfect trigger
pull. It would stay on a silver dollar at 15
yards, if you can hold it. Being smaller, it
is a bit harder to shoot than a larger heavier
gun, but the inherent accuracy is there and
if you do your part it will account for any
small game very nicely. It seems a far better
killer even than the .22 L.R. high speed
hollow point.

We took the little gun to Alaska with us.
and it is ideal for killing spruce grouse or
other small game, and it is so small and
light you hardly know you have a gun on
you. To my notion, this .22 Mag Kit Gun is
the most effective small sixgun I have seen
for the big game hunter wanting a very light
auxiliary weapon for killing small game for
the pot. It is equally useful and effective for
the fisherman.

For a lighter load, we found the old .22
Special (or .22 W.R.F., as it is also~called)

made an ideal shot and light load in this
gun. It seems to shoot exactly the same at'
close grouse ranges. This load would be good
on frogs, cottontails, and other easily killed

. game; but the magnum load will prqve better
on big fox squirrels, big grouse, or sage
hens. For anyone wanting a very light super·
accurate, target sighted .22 caliber pistol that
will really do the work, we heartily recom
mend this new S & W Kit Gun for the .22
Rim Fire Magnum cartridge. Jack Nancolas
wants to kill some treed cougar with it, and
it will do the job.

8

The Ruger .44 Magnum Carbine
I was one of the men Bill Ruger invited up

to his farm in New Hampshire some months
ago to try out his new "Deerstalker" carbine
in the .44 Magnum caliber. Bill asked all of
us not to print anything about this baby
until after March 21, but I see some of the
magazines broke the deadline. Since it is
Bill's gun and Bill was picking up the checks
for the nice hunt he gave us, I think he had
a right to set a release date and I'm glad
Bev Mann, my editor, observed it. My story,
along with Bill Edwards', about the "Deer
stalker" is in Vol. IV of "Guns Quarterly,"
out April 1st, but I'll repeat some of it here,
in case you missed it.

I have never favored automatics for hunt·
ing, and the new Ruger is a five-shot auto
loader, but it is a good one, and maybe my

.30 years of work on the development of the
.44 Magnum cartridge prejudices me in its
favor. Anyway, I like it. The little rifle hal·
ances well and handles very fast, and should
be ideal for timber shooting of deer and
black bear or even larger game at close
range. The .44 Magnum sixguns have demon
strated the effectiveness of this load on game,
and the new jacketed Winchester-Western
loads and the Norma .44 Magnum Carbine
load should be even better. The "Deerstalker"
is a real gun, not only as to fit and feel but
also as to cartridge potential.

One of the things that appeals to me as
an old timer is that this carbine combines
with. the .44 Magnum revolvers to make a
rifle·handgun-cartridge combination similar
to but better than the old .44-40 carbine·six·
gun. The same cartridges will serve both the
carbine and the revolver, and this should be
a big selling point for hunters and also for
law enforcement officers.

The new Ruger Carbine has smooth flow·
ing lines, and the one-piece stock carries a
rather full fore-end to house and 'cover the
gas take-off and action rods. Take-down and
re-assembly are fast and simple, the only tool
being the rim of a cartridge to loosen or
tighten a single screw. Safety is a cross bolt
in the front of the trigger guard. Magazine
holds four shells which, with one in the
barrel, gives five shots as fast as you can
pull the' trigger. It loads slick and easy, and
there is no detachable magazine to get lost
or to get battered so it will not feed properly.
Recoil is practically nil, being lighter than
my two Winchester M92 carbines. Accuracy
with the new Remington full jacketed bullets
is a consistent 2Y2" at 100 yards, which is
plenty good.

I predict that this new Ruger will become
a very popular deer gun, especially for white
tails or for muleys in the timber. It will

Hinged
fore·end of

black tenite.
Turns DOWN

to form
hand grip
or ground

rest.

FREE:
Complete

catalog
on request.

OTHER
"CHUCKSTERS"

640K, 5-shot
rifle.

640KS 5-shot,
deluxe,
golden

·'Chuckster".
620K

top·loading
single
shot.

Most dealers
have all four

"Chucksters. I'
Don't fail

to see
them.

O. F. MOSSBERG
!k SONS, INC.

18106 ST. JOHN ST.,
NEW HAVEN 5, CONN.

On left
side of
stock are
swivels and
adjustable
web
carrying
strap.

Model 642K
5-shot, clip

carbine

$3988

Look out varmints!
Here comes another
Mossberg "Chuckster."

A sure-fire beauty
only 381,4" long, weighs
only 5 pounds.
But what a wallop
it packs!

NE 22 cal. rim fire

MAGNUM
CARBINE



$44.95

the feet in addition to keeping them warm
and dry. For sale by Bob Hinman Outfitters,
Box 1222, Peoria, Ill., at $1.95 per pair.
These are almost unknown in this country,
but are widely used abroad.

•300 H & H 220 Grain Norma
We used trus ammunition from a .300

H & H Jefferson Rifle with K-4 Weaver
scope in Alaska in taking a very nice small
grizzly at long range. It was superbly accu
rate ammunition, and we knocked the bear
over at 400 yards from prone position as she
stood on her hind feet, and hit her again
running at that range. All bullets expanded
well even at long range.

I never did consider any .30 caliber as an
ideal rifle for grizzlies, even small ones; but
this load performed as well as any factory
220 grain .300 H & H we have used over
the years, and I started using a .300 Magnum
on game back in 1926. One of the guides also
secured his mulligan bull moose at 200 yards
with one shot that broke left shoulder and
went on through heart. The bull ran about
60 yards, stopped, teetered around awhile,
then reared and fell over backwards. The
bnllet broke the heavy shoulder bone' before
entering and smashing the heart. We were
hunting with Don DeHart of" Slana, Alaska.

Bohlin Police Holster
Edward H. Bohlin, 931 N. Highland,

Hollywood 38,. Cali£., makes a very fine
holster for all police and peace officers, to
be worn on a Sam Browne or other wide
belt. It has the helt loop fastened with
heavy glove fastenhs so the holster can be
snapped on or off the belt 'in a few seconds.
The pitch of the gun is adjustable in the'
holster, even allowing for use as a cross
draw holster. Adjustment is regulated by a
glove snap on the back.

The holster is of stiff, heavy leather, fully
lined. It covers and protects the rear sight,
and incorporates his famous spring-operated
safety strap with slot for the hammer spur
of the gun. The gun cannot be jerked from
the holster until that spring-loaded strap is
jerked up and released.

All told, this is one of the most practical
police holsters we have seen. It is made for
the .44 Mag. in S & W or Ruger, or any
smaller gun of most any make. For my own
use, I would prefer it with a fixed belt loop
to fit tight on a waist belt, and with the
holster in the fixed position with butt tipped
well ahead for my own plain clothes draw.
Bohlin can make them to suit most any
fancy, using finest leather and workmanship.
Such a holster is good life insurance for the
police or peace officer.

Speer Half-Jacket
Speer Products Co. of Lewiston Idaho

are now out ,with their version of the Half:
jacket .44 Magnum bullets. These bullets still
incorporate something of my original nose
and sharp shoulder shape, but the forward
lead bands are smaller in diameter, evidently
to prevent their flowing back into a shapeless
blob of lead on the nose, as about all half
jacket bullets of pure lead core do when
fired at high velocity from sixguns. These
are very well made bullets in 225 grain
hollow point or 240 grain solid. They load

. perfectly and easily, as the hard base jacket
(Continued on page 63)

MODEL

2·4

Fun, ful' 01' feathel's...
there's no gun as useful

as the famous Savage 24
There's no other gun like the famous over-and-under
Savage 24! As a 22 rifle, it's accurate for small game,
varmints, targets. A flick of the selector button makes it a
.410 shotgun for flying or running game. With the Savage
24, you get the fun and utility of both kinds of shooting!~'

The 24 is a must for experienced sportsmen ... perfect for
campers, trappers, fishermen ... a great "first gun" for begin
ners. See it at your sporting arms dealer's. While you're
there, look over the new Savage 24-M-with upper rifle
barrel chambered for the hot new 22 magnum rimfire car
tridge, effective at ranges of 100 yards or more!
Write for free catalog of Savage, Stevens and Fox firearms.
Savage Arms, Westfield 27, Mass. Prices subject to change.
Slightly higher in Canada.

Nowavailable...ModeI24·M, 8
for powerful 22 magnum

rimfire cartridge.
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ROSSFIRE

Many of the above were marked in more
than one way. It is my desire to procure
enough information to depict each marking
variation of all of the arms produced by every
contractor of the above period.

If you have information regarding any of
the above, please contact:

Antique Arms Data Wanted
As the author of a forthcoming book on

U.S. Firearms of the 1816-1865 period, I am
urgently in need of photographs or pictures
clipped from magazine articles, etc., which
clearly show the lockplate markings on all
arms produced during this period by the
following contractors;

Writers Please Note
I have been a regular reader of a number

of American shooting & outdoor publica
tions since about 1934, and spend many a
pleasant hour reading over old numbers. It
is both interesting and amusing to read the
various buildups over the years that accom·
pany the announcement of a new cartridge;
the gun editors' "This is it" write-ups, fol·
lowed later by the field reports. In due
course, the ballyhoo dies down, the years of
fault finding set in and pass on, until an·
other arrives that "has everything." Such a
cartridge was the .257 Roberts, now being
talked out of business by the "six em-ems."

(Continued on page 14)

Richard D. Branum
4049 McDerined Drive

Houston 25, Texas

to be suitable to carry on the back in a
pack.

I am deeply concerned by the compla
cency of many Americans; by their lack of
interest in many of· the things that have
made America great. Democracy is a con
tinuous revolution. Unless we realize this
and stop being so busy with the urgent that
we have no time for the important, this
Great Experiment that we call "a Demo
cratic United States" could fail.

Keep. u1J the good work.
Richard V. Underwood

Stillwater, Oklahoma

Wants Trap-Door Rifle Data
I am gathering information and Gonducting

serious research for the eventual purpose of
writing a truly complete, accurate and com·
prehensive series of articles (or a book) on
the U.S. Springfield "Trapdoor" longarms. It
would be greatly apprecia]ed and immensely
helpful if owners and/or collectors of any
model or type of Trapdoor Springfields would
write me and supply information on their
guns. As much data as is possible would be
desirable, but as a minimum this information
should include Serial Number, Model, Type
(rifle, carbine, etc., for example), Description
and dates of inspectors markings, etc. The
more of this' kind of information that I can
accumulate, the better I will be able to estab
lish relationships between serial number, date
of manufacture, model, type, etc.

I am particularly interested in receiving
data on the more unusual variations, such as
experimental types, Officer's Models, Shot·
guns, etc., but information on ANY type
or model is of value. In addition, official
Ordnance publications, manuals, letl.ers, etc.,
from the period from 1865 to 1894 are des
perately needed. A listing of the full title,
and date of publication of such documents
would be appreciated.

H. DERINGER

W. L. EVA S

L. POMEROY

E. WHITNEY

EDWARDS & GOODRICH

B. FLAGG

LANE & READ

N. STARR

JUSTICE

SCHALK

A. CARRUTH

B. EVANS

A. MC RAE

J. ROGERS

M. T. WICKHAM

TRYON

E. BUELL

MILL CREEK

A. JENKS

KRIDER

Robert M. Reilly
3604 W. 84th Street
Chicago 52, Illinois

A Continuous Revolution
Among the most important of the articles

you have published in your fine magazine
were three about armed citizens for national
defense: ".22s For Survival," "Where Are
Tomorrow's Minutemen?," "The Rifleman
in Civil Defense."

I am glad to see that others, like myself,
are interested in this sort of thing. More ar·
ticles of this nature are in order. Especially
useful would be an article on the basic equip
ment necessary in Civil Defense action. Prob·
ably much of such equipment would have

"Anonymous"
I have no respect for a man who sends

scurrilous material through the mails and
has not the courage to sign' his name. On
the other hand, I must minimally respect the
caution of a man who knows better than to
sign his name to some of the letters I have
recently received without signature but bear
ing the postmark of St. Louis 3, Mo. I can
agree in part with some of this writer's refer
ence to anti-firearms legislation; but much
of the rest of his missives are, in my layman's
opinion, grossly libelous of men in high
places. I suggest that my unknown corre
spondent cease writing me, and assure him
that all of his letters to date have gone, and
all future ones will go, to the federal offices
of investigation I consider best equipped to
handle them as they deserve.-E. B. Mann,
Editor.
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Is extreme velocity the only. reason
for owning a Weatherby Magnum?

Flat traj.ectory, long range, superior killing power - these
are basic advantages owners expect from their Weatherby

rifle. Weatherby Magnums have lead the way in demon
strating the superiority of lightweight bullets traveling at
ultra-higb...speeds.

-However, the satisfaction of owning a Weatherby is not
confined to performance alone. Everything about a
Weatherby - its design, its "feel;' its safety, its features
makes it a most satisfying personal possession.

Purposefully Designed
A Weatherby is as different from ordinary rifles as

advanced design and engineering skill can possibly make it.
It is a genuinely graceful rifle - every line is functional,
every feature has meaning and purpose.

We believe the exclusive Weatherby bolt action is literally
the world's strongest. It embodies advances found in no other
rifle. It incorporates such safety features· as gas escape ports
. . . an enclosed cocking mechanism ... nine locking lugs
instead of the conventional two. The action is velvet smooth
and operates with only a 54 0 uplift of the bolt handle.

Exclusive Hammer-Forged Rifling
The perfectly proportioned barrel is rifled by an exclusive

new Hammer-Forged process. The rifling grooves are cold
swaged into the chrome steel barrel under one-half million
pounds of preSS\,lre. The result is a bore of almost incredible
hardness ... glass-smooth for greater accuracy, longer life.

Weatherby barrels are carefully hand bedded in the spe
cially designed Weatherby stock. Cheek rest, Monte Carlo

comb, slanting 450 fore-end tip, and meticulous hand checker
ing are unmistakably Weatherby.

A Sound Investment
The ownership of a Weatherby provides a lasting sour~e of

pride and satisfaction. It is an investment that goes beyond
computation in terms of dollars and cents alone.

Your nearest dealer will be glad to show and demonstrate
a Weatherby for you. Available in the following Weatherby
Magnum calibers: .257, .270, 7mm, .300, .378, and '.460.
Weatherby Mark V De Luxe models are priced from $265.
Left hand models from $295.

New Departure in Fine Scopes
A Weatherby Imperial scope is the perfect companion for

any nne rifle. It offers exclusive features that make it supreme
in the fine scope field.

Send for "Tomorrow's R~fles Today." The all-new 1961 11th Edi·
tion. 144 pages of valuable information and ballistic data. Profusely

illustrated. Onlg $2.00 postpaid."I..
.Write today for FREE LITERATURE, ~ ~.

l<

L '_"'#-'1/ ~ I

VIo~V' , HC. . ";, '

BUILDER OF THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL RIFLES

Home office: 2775 Firestone Blvd., South Gate 3, Calif. '
CANADIAN DISTJUBUTOR: Canadian Sauer, Ltd

1
103 Church St" Toronto, Ontario, Canada

:~~:~~:S:~~~~~~YsI::;J'Se;~~D~sa:iJoJ~Gt;~~~~rf.Gennany
Dealers all over the wbrld.



brought out their Centennial Model rifle.
This rifle was chambered for the .40-60,
.45-60, .45-75, and the .50-95; the formel' two
being shortened versions of the .45-70 Spring
field. Other arms makers followed suit and
soon we had a line of Ballard, Bullard,
Marlin, Maynard, Sharps, Remington, Wes
son, Winchester, and Peabody cartridges
adapted to many varied repeating and single
shot rifles.

The majority of these rifles were cham
bered for the "Express," "Buffalo," and
"Long Range" rounds, ranging from .38 to
.50 caliber and loaded with anywhere from
50 to 140 grains of black powder. The more
common cartridges, some of which are still
available in quantity were the .38-55, .38-56,
.38-70, .38-82, .38-90, .40-50, .40-60, .40-65,
.40-70, .40-82, .40-90, .40-ll0, .44-60, .44-70,
.44-90, .45-60, .45-70, .45-75, .45-82, .45-85,
.45-90, .45-120, .50-70, .50-90, .50-95, .50-100,
.50-ll0, .50-140, and the .50-ll5.

A word of explanation concerning these
rather intriguing sets of numbers is now
in order. The early cartridges were named
by their caliber, powder charge, and some
times, bullet weight. An example is .45-70
500. The first number designates the caliber,
in l00ths of an inch; the second figure is
the weight of the black powder charge in
grains; the third number gives the weight of
the bullet in grains. When something like
.45-120-550-31,4 is encountered, the last num
ber is the length of the case. Most of the
early Sharps cartridges were named accord
ing to caliber and case length, such as
.45-2.6. With the exception of the .38-55 and
the .45-70, none of these cartridges are ~anu
factured today.

Cartridges above, from left to right, are: .44-70 Sharps Necked; Model
1882 Maynard; Ballard; Sharps Straight; Winchester Model 1886; Peabody
"What Cheer"; Bullard; Model 1873 Maynard; and, last, percussion Maynard.

ARE YO the proud possessor of grand
1\.. father's old Sharps Buffalo Rifle? Have
yOll given up the idea that it may ever be
fired again ? You are not al~ne in this belief.
There are thousands of people just like you
who possess these larger black powder rifles
but cannot shoot them because the proper
cartridges cannot be bought; but, you can
make and load them yourself.

What are these larger black powder car
tridges? For our purpose let us say that
these are the cartridges brought out between
1870 and 1900 whose original loadings were
50 grains or more of black powder. A few
of these cartridges such as the .38-55 and
.45-70 are made today. The cartridges in
question are all of the centerfire metallic
type.

In 1873, Winchester introduced their new
lever-action repeating rifle chambered for
the .44-40. This rifle proved immediately
popular, with 760,000 of them being manu
factured. It gained fame as "The Gun That
Won The West," a title it shares with the
Colt Single Action Army.

The .44-40 was a great improvement over
its predecessor, the .44 Henry Flat rimfire.
It utilized a 200 grain lead bullet backed up
by 40 grains of black powder to give a
velocity of 1300 feet per second. It was
quite adequate for almost all the then plenti
ful North American game, encountered at
short ranges.

However, a demand was soon created for
a repeating rifle which could use a larger,
more powerful cartridge similar to the army's
.45-70. Cartridges such as the .45-2.4 Sharps
were then available but only in single shot
rifles. Accordingly, in 1876, Winchester

r···_·-·······~·-···=·-·_·····--·_ - - .

UNNECKED CASE

SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
Div. of General Sporting Goods Corp.

7.5 MM NAGANT

This is Q one-time offer.
Stock up now,
while the.y last.

Want more handfaading info?
Send 10¢ for the NEW

"Gunbug's Guide."

Box GM-6

efiminate the trouble of fireform.
ing your own wildcats with Norma's
special cylindrical cases ••• complete.
Iy finished ••• ready for necking.

Brass is Norma's famous liRe"
quality-with reinforced wall thick
ness for extra strength.

Available with outside head di
mensions to .300 H& H speeitlcations.

Here are the cartridges that can
make your 7.5 MM Nagant revolver
a working gun instead of a souvenir.

Norma's usual superb quality
throughout-made to rigid Swedish
Army specifications. Non.foul
ing Berdan primer. Can be reloaded
with suitabfe Berdan primers.
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with
orig.
peep
sights

$24.95 with 4X scope
mounted and bore

sighted complete.

Modern safety, authentic Western lines.
Ideal for beginners, fishermen, campers,
family fun. .22 long rifle, long, short. At
your dealer's now. For free firearms catalog",.
write Savage Arms, Westfield 9, Mass.

WORLO'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF C02 GAS·POWERED RIFLES AND PISTOLS'

''I~e used guns for years as a U. S. Border Patrol~
man. Believe me, this CO2 gas-powered pistol is
one of the finest handguns I've ever- shot.

Accuracy, balance, and action are perfect for
slow, timed, and rapid-fire target practice. And,
you can't beat IO-shots-ln-3-seconds speed for
fast plinking and fun shooting-at low cost."
ONLY $19.95 at your Crosman Select Dealer's.
Write tor tree literature. Crosman Arms Co.,
Inc., Dept. 0-1806, Fairport, New York.

@OSmaneHAHN
P{LLGUNS BB GUNS

PRESLEY O·GREN says:

"This Crosman '600
Semi-Automatic is

terrificI"

NATIONAL POLICE PISTOL CHAMPION

Enfield bolt action l'ifle proof fired in Britain. Witll Roy,,:!
Army ordnance marks. Pistol-grip sporterized stock. Ac·
curacy guaranteed. Ideal for a.ll North American big game. & NEW
American made .303 ammunition available at all stores. ACCESSORIE
Add $5 for specially selected exterior. (sold only wit
SP,ECIAL SCOPE OFFER: 4 power color corrected rifle- ,if/••) • .:50·,d•. t.,
scopes with internal adjustments for windage and clev. get ammo, I~.OO. 40
These are perfect scopes. rejected by mfar. because of rds. &oftpoint hunting
slight exterior blemhhes. \Ve mount free with rIfle, $24.95 emmo. $5.90 • New Leather
complete. ad;. sling, $2.00 • Web heav!/
TO ORDER: Enelose $10 deposit for C.O.D. Shipped F.O.n. dutV gun c•••• $2.00. CI.aning
Culver City. Calif. resid. add 4% state tax. lO·day money kit consists of heavy duty cleaning rod.
back guarantee. . patFhes. borecleaner. gun oil, brushes. $2.00.

WEAPONS, INC., 11029 Washington Blvd., Culver City 107, Calif.
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PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE. SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN CANADA.

Guaranteed Custom Work

SPORTER
& SCOPE OFFER!
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Where, then, will the prospective reloader
for a fine old Sharps or a Winchester '86 get
his cases? What loads should be used?

The first question, seemingly the hard one,
is relatively simple to answer. Many of the
old cartridges were simply necked down,
lengthened, shortened, or otherwise modified
versions of a common existing case. Today's
wildcatters are nothing compared to yester
day's arms maker. The most common round
was the .45-70, which was modified to form
over 20 different cartridges! A few of its off
shoots were the .38-56, .45-60; and .45-90.
These were necked down, shortened, and
lengthened versions of it. If the case you
have in mind is less than 2.5" long, has
a body diameter of .502 (roughly), and
a rim diameter between .598 and .605, it may
be made from re-sized .45-70 brass. Many
other currently manufactured cartridges may
be used as the basis of an older round. The
large British Express rounds, like the .450
and .500 Nitros, may be used to make such
cases as the .45-120, .38-90, 50-140, and other
314" cases. The .405 Winchester and the .348
Winchester may also be used to form such
cases as the .38-72 and .45-75. Basic cartridge
cases for use as-is, or by re-forming, are dis
tributed by Nonte-Taylor, Inc., 1112 Buena
Vista, Decatur, Ill. '

The owner of an old rifle who wishes to
make cases for it should first obtain the
measurements of the original case and match
it to a currently manufactured case. The .45
70 may be used as is in many of the straight
case .45's with a case 2.10 inches or longer.
To make up for the reduced case length the
bullet need only be seated further out.

What loads should be 'used ? We are now
at the crux of the matter. It is possible to
make a fairly accurate generalization which
works for all the rifles of a given caliber.
The question is divided into four parts and
each is treated separately.

The basic four parts concern the com·
ponents of the finished round.

First, the case. This has been discussed
previously. Re-formed cases from new brass
are to be used. Even if original cartridges for
the rifle are obtainable, they are usually in
too bad a condition to be worth the trouble
of deactivating and reloading them. Some
are more valuable as collector's items.

The primer presents hardly any problem.
If modern reworked cases are used, the
primer for which they were designed should
be used. For example, .38-70's are being
loaded in sized .45-70 brass. The primer to
use is the large rifle primer.

What powder should be used? Most of to
day's smokeless rifle powders are not at all
compatible in rifles of 1870-1900 vintage. On
the other hand, why use black powder? It
has no real advantages, but presents prob
lems of fouling, messiness, and laying down
a smoke screen, which are not necessary.

The one powder that works well in all of
these rifles is Unique. It develops low pres·
sures, is easy to handle, and does not make
you unpopular at the range. What is more,
it is extremely economical.

Unique came out in 1898. It has been suc
cessfully used since then in practically every
cartridge and is also good for blasting tree
stumps. It is a fast burning powder of the
double base type, primarily used in heavy
revolver loads and reduced loadings of big.
bore rifles.

(Continued on page 46)



WEA"E~CtJPES
for precision .shooting at extreme ranges

Dr. Sherman B. Kepple
Cleveland 24, Ohio

Trail Blazers
Mann had a good editorial on the 73rd

issue of GUNS. You guys have blazed one
hell of a trail, wide and long, and have
done more to promote shooting than any
magazine before or since. The way to get
things done is to turn the job over to a
guy like your publisher, who wants to make
money and is willing to pour a few bucks
in the kitty on the chance that he may get
a return. Since I wrote my first piece for
you in 1955 it has been a pleasure to be
part of GUNS and perhaps contribute some
small help in making it "The Finest in the
Firearms Field." The imitations I've seen
have let their ignorance show up like a
sore thumb, all too often. You guys in the
office oughta beam with pride. I do.

Kent Bellah
Saint Jo, Texas

For information on the full line of the famous
target pistols and rifles write to:

H
-- W·HEINRICH F. GRIEDER

P. O. Box 4B7,ilmmer Knoxville, Illinois

A Colt Convert
Last summer I had the privilege and

pleasure of spending a day at the Colt Patent
Firearms Manufacturing Company at Hart
ford, Connecticut. I was amazed at the~me

ticulous attention to detail I witnessed in a
so-called mass production factory. I watched
skilled workmen use all types of gauges.
The fitting of the parts was by hand, filing
with different files and various kings of
hones. The barrels were rifled to a mirror
like appearance, and the tolerances were
terrific.

Before receiving their famous VP (verified
proof) mark, Colts are all target tested and
fired with heavy overloads. Then and only
then, if the gun passes these extreme tests,
does it receive the VP mark.

If Samuel Colt could walk through his
factory today he would be proud of the
company's efficiency and of the superb new
Colt pistols.

experiences and observations here in South
Australia on our game, the latter appears
to be a distinct possibility.

Thank you for a year of really good publi
cations. And tip your writers to save their
old articles and read 'em over once in a
while. It'll improve their shooting!

J. E. Mansfield
Somerton Park

South Australia

Needless to Say
I enjoy y~ur fine magazine very much,

think it is one of the best. But the article
"Tune Your Luger For Targets" turned my
stomach, as I'm sure it did other Luger col
lectors. The beautiful rare Luger carbine that
you picture certainly is a fine way to de
value a gun fast! I would have liked the
article much more had you made a point of
explaining that some Luger models are worth
more in their original state and, if only for
the sake of us poor collectors, should not be
altered. Needless to say, it would be a shame
to ruin a rare 1902 or 1904 piece, of which
there are only a few in existence.

John D. Kneibert
DeKalb, Mississippi

.-- - .

Name

Address

Cily Zone Siale
W. R. WEAVER CO.
DEPT. 43, EL PASO, TEXAS

These 8- and
10-power scopes
provide the pre
cision accuracy
needed for shoot-
ing at extreme

ranges and small
targets.Adjustments
are ~ minute mi-

crometer click. Reti
cle is constantly cen
tered. Objective lens

has range focus ad
justable from 50 feet
to 1000 yards. K8 or
KlO, $59.50. See them ~

at your sporting goods ~

dealer.

•

(Continued from page 10)
Kent Bellah, in the February issue, states

that a good .244 extends varmint hitting to
400 yds., and possibly 450. He goes on to
say that "400 yds. is a pretty fur piece to
blast fur out of Texas jacks consistently."
This 400 yds. maximum is further confirmed
by Elmer Keith in his account of the .264
Win. on jacks, in the July number. This
from a mighty shooter with a mighty gun,
from a bench position over the cab of a
truck.

I never tire of Mr. Keith's stories. You
can really smell the bush and wild game in
them. One written for another magazine in
May, 1936, on "Off-Season Shooting in Idaho"
is most enjoyable and food for thought in
this enlightened 1960. Writes Mr. Keith of
those good old days: "... Have used a
.257 Rem. Roberts and factory ammunition
a great deal this year and killed well over
a hundred each of chucks and jack rabbits
with it. The chucks up to and including
350 yds. and the jacks up to and including
480 yards range. My note book shows four
kills of jack rabbits on my last trip at
450,460,475, and 480 yds. I used the 87 gr.
bullet at 3350 ft., using an eight-power Lyman
Targetspot scope, shooting from prone posi
tion with sling before witnesses."

With the great influx of recent new cal·
ibres, from the sublime Win..22 d. Mag
num to the ridiculous .257 Condor, could
it be that 1960 shooters are being over
gunned, and as a result are deteriorating in
marksmanship? Or is it possible that the
.243's, .244's and .264's aren't much, if any,
better in the field than our old .250's, .257's,
and .270's with 1960 loads. From my own

K8
K10'

•

FREEl New
3S-page
full-color
catalog!

•

Sounds like dyna_
mite blast! BRIL
LIANT FLASH!
Mighty roar
echoes for blocks.
July 4th noise

maker, starting gun. Civil War
celebrations, etc. No recoil.
Hundreds of shots for few cents.
Uses carbide. Fast firing. At
tractively made of heavy cast
iron. Money back guarantee.

:~~~: s~a:~$n4.1~:9f7_r~~$8~3~
plus SSe post, send $9.50.
Ammunition 39c tube (500
shots); 3 tubes $1.00 postpaid.

Detroit 7. Mich.

.-

The all.
purpose
scope for

all types of
hunting and
shooting.
Clear, sharp
vision at any
power. Instant
power change
with V3 turn of
eyepiece. Con
stantly centered
reticle.' Positive
O-ring sealing;
ni trogen filled.
$79.50, complete
with Weaver
Adjustable Mount.

the ALL NEW
continuously variable power 2Yz X to 8X

~{torn the ordinory
~
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Ask for HORNADV SX BULLETS, 22 Cal. 50 or 55 Gr.

Bullets for handloading in all popular calibers from 22 through 45
for. all classes of varmints and ga(lle-send card for list

Nebraska
prairie dogs,

farm pest
and favorite

target

None so deadly
with
ilqual accuracy

•·······

OLD GUNS and SWORDS
You don't want to miss this absorbing
catalog. Fascinating background and
1,498 photographic illustrations ot au
lhentic old guns, daggers, swords, and
armor. For your Catalog No.3 f, just send
$1.00 to cover handling and postage
with your name and address.

ROBERT ABELS Inc 860-U Lexington Ave.
:':01 , • New York 21, N.Y.

~ oz-::n..ad.y
~ BU"LL:E:TS

By THOMAS R. RICHMOND

designed especially for the 222 cartridge

SUPER EXPLOSIVE
VARMINT BULLETS

22 caliber SX bullets 'in two weights-50 and 55 grain-designed especially
for the 222 cartridge-amazingly accurate and dramatically explosive. Most 22
caliber bullets are intended for all 22 caliber rifles from Hornet to Swift.
These specially designed 22s are super explosive at all 222 velocities.

Should We Adopt the 9 mm Parabellum?

ONE OF THE hottest controversies in power to a human target would be of rela-
ordnance circles today is whether or tively high velocity, be made of lead in a

not the United States, as the leading mem- blunt shape with no jacket, be relatively
ber of the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza- heavy, and be of large diameter. Both the
tion, should adopt the 9 mm Parabellum (or 9 mm Luger and the .45 ACP possess one
Luger) cartridge. The 9 mm is standard or more of these desirable characteristics, but
throughout NATO and most of the other neither has all of them, so a compromise
nations of the world, as is the 7.62 mm must be sought. General Julian Hatcher has
NATO (or .308 Win., if you prefer) which formulated a system for calculating relative
the United States recently adopted along stopping power based on the above factors,
with the new M-14 service rifle. It is ob- and comes up with a value of 29.4 for the
vious that standardization of small arms 9 mm Parabellum, and a value of 60.0 for
ammunition would be of great advantage in the standard government .45-which means
combat, since many situations are possible that according to this system, the .45 ACP
where the NATO powers will be literally, is twice as powerful as the 9 mm.
and not figuratively, fighting side by side. This in itself should give the vote to the
The advantages of the .308 over the govern- .45; but unfortunately the military must
ment .30-06 are clear cut, but not so with take another factor into prime consideration,
the 9 mm Luger and .45 ACP rounds. and that factor is penetration. A bullet's

Those who favor the .45ACP scream that power to penetrate objects is important when ~;;Y~~~~N~;\'::'~~~L~~~~;
it is a battle-proven killer, that the United, your enemy is wearing body armor (like the ~$~~~;~n'"s'r\lu}'i.k,,~:a,[0'6'k"sct~'i,"d
States has millions of stockpiled .45 car~ Red Chinese and North Koreans 'wore dur- Blue flni:~JS$1~~60~eaID~~~e polished

tridges, and that to adopt the 9 mm would (Continued on page 43) $6.00. Add-SOc shipping.

make obsolete millions of Model 19lIAI .- V_A_L_L_E_y_G_U_N__S_H_O_P_....:::.:..:~c..:r::::n.::g:=_.o....:°J:.:~=m:

auto pistols, the current sidearm of our mili
tary forces. On the other side of the fence
and shouting just as loudly, the proponents
of the 9 mm Parabellum state that the 9 mm
is the most popular pistol and submachine
gun round in existence today, and that it is
the current military cartridge of most of the
major and minor powers of the world.

Ballistically speaking, the .45 ACP moves
a 230 gr. copper-jacketed slug at 860 fps
with 378 ftllbs of energy, and the 9 mm
Luger a 125 gr. jacketed bullet at ll50 fps
with 365 £tllbs of energy. These energy fig
ures are practically valueless and are noted
for information purposes only.

Before we can discuss intelligently the
relative merits of the two rounds, we must
first know exactly what makes a bullet kill,
and what makes one pistol round more
powerful than another. In 1906, the U.S.
Army ran a series of tests for the Thompson.
LaGarde committee to determine what makes
a bullet kill. This is the prime military con
sideration-a. soldier must be able to kill
effectively with a mi~imum of shots fired,
preferably one. Human cadavers, mules, and
steers were used to simulate actual condi
tions as closely as possible in the experiment,
and definite conclusions were reached. The
killing and shocking power of a given bullet
depends mainly on five factors: velocity,
shape and composition of the bullet, its
weight, its diameter (cross-sectional area),
and the momentum (mass x velocity) that
it possesses.

In other words, the ideal bullet that would
transmit the maximum shocking and stopping.
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Hibben took thick-skinned and dangerous game,
plains game, with .300 Magnum, but shot first
elephant with White Hunter's big .470 double.

HERE AGAIN IS THE OLD DISPUTE

ABOUT THE ALL·AROUND RIFLE. BUT BE

SURE YOU READ THIS ALL THE WAY

One Gun For'
Africa

By FRANK HIBBEN

Frank Hibben is a college professor, noted
anthropologist, writer, and a hunter whose
wide experience and skill entitle him to a
hearing in any company. Coming soon-other
stories on other men's "all purpose" rifles.

T HE FELLOW WHO advocates any rifle as the all
purpose rifle has even less regard for hi3 own popular-

. ity than the man who judges a baby contest in his own
county~ The judge who picks the prettiest baby winds up
with at least one friend-the winning baby's mother. The
man who picks the all-purpose rifle is likely to have no
friends at all.

In many articles right here on these pages, experts have
proved with balIistic chapter and verse that there is no
such thing as an all-purpose rifle-even for deer. If you
are going to hunt the Virginia whitetail in his brushy
thickets, you need one rifle; if you will hunt the mule deer
of the far west,. you need another. If your quarry is to be
something heavy, like moose or elk, or something potential-
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Ikoma tribal warriors, who kill lions with spears, wear lion manes as head dresses, performed ritual dance
in honor of author's blond-maned Tanganyika lion killed with one 40 yard shot from Weatherby .300.

ly unpleasant, like bear, the experts divide again into at
least two groups. Elmer Keith, with a very large following,
advocates a big bore and a heavy slug. "Hit 'em where it
hurts-witli. something that matters." ... But there is also
a vociferous group which argues that a smaller bore with
plenty of zip is all you need for a caribou or a grizzly.
A .264, they tell you, will kill any bruin, and do it from
such a distance that, if the excitement grows too intense,
you can throw the rifle away and climb a tree ... Thus are
the lines drawn between the big slugger group and the
advocates of tiny bullets at express velocities.

Even among varminters there are divided opinions, to
state it mildly. The fact is that the hunting of any kind of
game anywhere in this weary old world divides the faith·

ful into almost as many circles of backers as there are
makes, calibers, and bullets-or more, because one must
not forget the wildcatters who dream up their own calibers
and roll their own fodder.

So why can't I have a Hibben Circle? If I'm its only
member, so be it.

I got into the all-purpose rifle thing quite accidentally
on my first trip to Africa five years ago. I simply couldn't
afford the battery of beauties I had seen and envied in the
pictures of the well-armed African hunter. In fact, I
couldn't even afford a second rifle. I figured that my rifle
was plenty good enough for the plains game, and if it
wasn't good enough for. the thick-skinned game, and beast
ies that might bite, I'd rent a rifle. From the volumes you
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It took eight weeks of hunting, one
shot from Weatherby .300 at some
30 yards, to bag rare Bongo ante
lope (above). Most plains game
shots were 300 yards or more.

read about them, you'd think that .470 to .600 British
double rifles would be, down there, a glut on the market
-but they're not. By no means every White Hunter or
safari agent has an extra; and those who do ask $10 a
day rental, plus ammo at a dollar or more per round. (I
flinched every time I fired one, and it wasn't all recoil!)

So, by necessity born of economics, and maybe, too,
partly by sheer perversity, I lived through most of my
safari with only one rifle-a Weatherby .300 Magnum.

I should add here and now that in so doing I lacked
the full approval of the White Hunters. These men, I
found, have somewhat fixed opinions about firearms.
Among the Kenya White Hunters, I got the impression that
if it doesn't smell like cordite it isn't a gun. My own White
Hunter on that junket, one Andrew Holmberg, handed my
Weatherby back to me after an examination and remarked
in his quiet, British colonial manner, "You may find that a
little light against elephant ... but it will be all right for
dik-dik." Dik-dik, as if you didn't know, are the smallest
of all· antelope. They weigh about eight pounds. Andrew,
in the British vernacular, was "pulling my leg." But he
wasn't just kidding; he believes in the big rifles.

Since the Weatherby was all I had, it rather goes with
out saying that I used it. I used it quite a lot. At that time,
there were still a few corners of Kenya which had not been
hunted, and Andrew took us-my wife, Brownie, and me
-into one such corner. What with hunting for trophies
and hunting for meat for the pot, we shot 30 species in
the first week of hunting.

To feed the Weatherby, I had brought along a supply ot
180 grain soft-nosed, some factory loaded and some home
made. I had also some boxes of (Continued on page 39)

Not Hemingway, but present Lieutenant Governo
of New Mexico Tom Bolack, with his giant Eland

Extrem'ely rare Dibatag (left) was taken at 400
yards in Somalia in 1960 with the .300 Magnum.
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THE· OLD • THE NEW • THE UNUSUAL

By HARVEY BRANDT

Jap LMG of WWII reveals
few parts, construction sim
ple as a pocket pistol, to
take full-caliber 6.5 ammo.
Design details suggest U.S.
might do well to study the
principle of blowback guns.

I-NoTHING INTRIGUES the gun crank more than a
strange weapon, when the weapon is a machine gun.

When some of the most informed experts in the field are
unable to provide anything other than baffled expressions .
or vague theories when confronted with it, the crank's
curiosity changes to fascination, and an intense desire to
identify his find.

Such a weapon is this so-far unidentified Japanese Light
Machine Gun. Although the gun has typically Japanese

"~,
GAS PORT.

characteristics, there is a complete absence of any identifi
cation other than a two-digit serial number, and the symbol
painted on the magazine, which, translated, means "Honor."
The only information regarding the history of the gun was
obtained from the former owner, who stated that "the son
of a widow of a friend" brought it back from the Japanese
home islands in 1945.

The following technical data was taken during a Pet:
sonal examination of the weapon. (Continued on page 52)
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Gun and gunner (above) match memories of years
past with plans tor years to come. Arrow (left)
points to owner's name; engraver's signature- is
in scrollwork, trigger guard. Note slogan on tag.
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E XTRACT FROM letter of Sheldon M. Sinith, President
of Ithaca Gun Company, dated 25 February 1958:

"Your letter arrived at our plant almost on the
birthday of your Nitro Special. Our records show
Lefever Nitro Special Double No. 255830 was started
in our plant February 28th, 1928. The records show
it to be a 12 gauge gun with 30 inch barrels,
originally choked full and modified. The gun was
proof tested on March 26th, 1928, utilizing Reming
ton Proof Loads. Work was finished on the gun on
September 17th, 1928, and it was shipped out of our
plant on November 1st, 1928, to the Montgomery
Ward Company."
I was a second lieutenant student officer then, at the

Cavalry School, Fort Riley, Kansas. My pay was approxi
mately $143.00 a month, before deductions. The price of a
Lefever Nitro Special was $28.00. I did not have $28.00,
and I disliked debt. Nevertheless, in March 1929, I received
the heretofore described Lefever and bound myself to pay
for it by the month.

Eventually, I received title and a metaphorical key that
has unlocked many a golden door on three continents for
more than three decades. How much longer we twain may'
weave our tapestry of' memories is unimportant. Priceless
is the knowledge that my gun has given me faithful service
and something more: it taught me never to alibi a miss,

never to blame the gun or load, never to regret the one
that got away. It is an honest gun.

Fort Riley's environs were a quail hunter's paradise, but
the open season was only 11 days a year. For a consider
ably longer period, there were doves and ducks. I could
hit quail and doves, but not ducks. My m~ntor, First
Sergeant William Morrow, 9th U. S. Cavalry, and the
Lefever, tried to teach me the secret, but my ability to read
and my inability to ignore the dogma of numerous writers
kept me in the duck eight-ball class for a lot of years. The
honest but well disciplined Lefever had a bad time while I
tried to apply the various formulae of leads which, allegedly,
were necessary to kill ducks. Along the way, I took up trap
shooting, and there, after being further irritated by well
meant advice, finally learned that each man and his gun is
a wedded combination, a law unto itself.

I killed a few ducks and, while standing beside Whiskey
Lake as a gale blew the cattails to a leaning rest, snapped a
shot at a passing wisp of snipe and killed seven. This added
to my knowledge that snipe were among airborne things
not necessary to lead, and must have convinced the Lefever
that I was progressing toward sanity.

Moving to Fort Meade, South Dakota, in 1933, and on
to northern Mi.nnesota, I shot ruffed and sharptail grouse
and discovered some good snipe territory. We learned
something about snipe, and we (Continued on page 41)

AFTER 33 YEARS AND UNCOUNTED THOUSANDS OF SHOTS. ONE AND ONLY

"BUSBEY GRADE" LEFEVER IS - NOT FOR SALE!

Bought new in 1928, sans engraving, for $28, later restocked and
recently engraved, author claims this is "world's finest Lefever."
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TOO OFTEN, THE VETERAN WHO FILLS HIS TICKET

YEAR AFTER YEAR WON'T TELL HOW HE DOES IT. HERE ARE A FEW OF

By CHASE HUNTER

THE "SECRETS" THAT BAG WHITETAILS

T HE WOODS were quiet and still. Every
little noise re-echoed from tree to tree, and

a frisky squirrel scampering through fallen
leaves sounded like a rhino rumbling through
piles of crumpled cellophane. An occasional
breeze shuffied the leaves and startled the waiting
hunter. He would watch intently for a while, not
quite knowing just how a deer would sound if
one should come.

Sitting still is a real problem when you think
the frost is hanging in icicles from your nose,
and you know that flappi~g a red handkerchief
is not a way to entice a wily whitetail to within
gun range. And don't let anyone kid you, it's
damned cold in the woods at daybreak on a West
Virginia mountain in December! The hand
warmer had long since been shifted from the
outer coat pocket to rest beneath many layers
of ·clothing against a bare belly where blood
could circulate the heat. It helped, but a couple
more like it would have been welcome.

The hunter could hear a small hunting party
over on the next ridge, driving down toward the
valley, so he waited and sat as still as his shiver
ing muscles would allow. Every chipmunk be
came a stag, and every falling leaf thundered
against its brethren on the ground like the clomp
of a cleft hoof... Then there was a noise that
was different.

Through the dense brush, the noise came slow
ly toward the hunter. It would stop momentarily,
then come a little nearer. A brief glimpse dis
closed a patch of brow~ish fur, and the tension
grew.

Suddenly the whole animal came into view.
He was watching back over his shoulder toward
the noise of the drivers, and he was moving
ahead of them. Then he must have decided that
the intruders would pass him by, for he calmly
lay down next to a windfall.

Can you shoot a deer when he is down? What
rules apply?

You can't hit a man when he's down, and you
can't shoot a duck sitting on the water. What is
the rule about a bedded-down deer?

Perhaps if that lever action Model 64 had had
a scope, a rule would have been written. But it
had a peep sight, with the disc removed for better
vision. Several times, the hunter raised the rifle,
but he just couldn't get a good sight picture
among the many shades of brown. It is difficult
to distinguish between fur and autumn leaves at
100 yards in the woods. (Continued on page 55)

Take it from the voice of experience, the most precious
single item of hunting gear is a good camp cook! If
you are one, your welcome is assured with any party.
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WHAT IS A BRUSH LOAD AND WHAT

ISN'T DEPENDS ON WHO'S HUNTING

TIGHT BULLETS at high velocity,
L or heavy bullets at moderate veloc
ity? It's the old, old argument, with
two strongly opinionated schools of
thought debating it. Texas is a great
place for controversy, and this particu
lar one is, I think, hotter here than
anywhere-for two reasons. For one
thing, Texas hunting terrain goes from
one extreme to the other, from dense
brushland to wide-open prairie, in dif-

ferent areas; and, for another, Texas
laws permit a wider range of hunting
calibers and loads than would be legal
ly permissible in many places. The fol
lowing should be read with that last
fact in mind, else you'll be throwing up
your hands in horror and writing the
editor, "Those guns are illegal!" May
be they are, where you hunt. Certainly
you should check the hunting laws
wherever you hunt; because, if you add

all the legal restrictions of the various
states together, a lot of guns are illegal!

Down here, when we speak of "brush
buckers," we think of such rifles as the
time-tried .30-30, the .45-70, the long
and short .35 and .375 Magnums, the
.35 Whelen, .35 Remington, .30-06,
8-06, and many others. My own brush
buster is a favorite 8 mm-06 Imp which
I load with 200 grain Barnes bullets for
the brush, and with 175 grain Sierra'
Spitzers for the open range.

A conversion that is catching on like
wildfire here is the Model 92 Winches
ter rechambered to the .44 Magnum.
This should be another dandy for the
brush, and the lever action would be
fine for that fast follow-up shot. Now I
hear that Ruger is making an autoload
ing carbine for the .44 Magnum cart
ridge, and (Continued on page 60)

Some of these cartridges conform to
accepted ideas, some do not. Left to
right: .375 Mashburn Imp. Mag.; .35
Short Mashburn Mag.; 8 mm-06 Imp.;
7 mm Norma: .222 Rem.; .22-250; .219
Mashburn Imp. Zipper; .243 Win.; .244
Rem.; .25-06 Imp.; .257 Weath. Mag.
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GUN COLLECTORS are much given to
specialization. One collects only Colts,

another only Winchesters, another only
martial pistols, and so on. Others limit their
interest to guns of a given type or period.
Homer C. Bosworth of Virginia City, Mon
tana, specializes too, but his specialty is
broad. He collects rifles, shotguns, and
pistols, domestic and foreign. His require
ments are 'only that something in their de
sign, their craftsmanship, their use; or their
history is interesting to him-and that they
will shoot. His is a shooting collection, pure
and simple.

For many years, Bosworth has collected
firearms that appealed to him. All are un·
usual in some respect, and in addition to
pointing out their design and craftsman
ship, Bosworth can discourse at length

Surrounded by new 'and old guns, Bosworth test fjreshis Haenel
.22 Sporter equipped with·t 2X ~arget scope, demanding accuracy.

By BILL JENSE.N
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His 'Collector' Guns Shoot

upon the origin and past history of his selections. But no
matter how beautiful or how unusual a piece may be, no
matter how interesting the history that may be attached
to it, a gun does not remain long in his collection unless it
is also functional and accurate. He has spent endless en
joyable hours handling, cleaning, restoring, and maintain
ing the items he has collected, but none are retained for
looks only, or even for rarity. They are all working guns,
used regularly on the range and in the field.

Bosworth's active interest in gun collecting started about
the turn of the century, but the guns in his present collec
tion have all been acquired since 1938. Earlier guns were
all sold or traded.

One of Bosworth's favorites is the .22 B.S.A.
Martini International rifle which he has used
with success in the Montana small bore matches.

When I queried the editors of this magazine regarding
their interest in an article about the Bosworth collection,
Technical Editor Bill Edwards wrote me as follows: "The
caption of one of your photos refers to a .32-40 Stahl
target rifle. Two questions arise: is the rifle truly .32-40
in caliber, or is it for the 8.15x46 cartridge which is more
common in Germany? The possibility of Getman origin
leads also to the second question: is 'Stahl' really the name
of the gunmaker, or is the word part of one of the German
phrases, 'Fluss stahl' or 'Cuss stahl,' meaning fluid steel or
cast steel respectively ? The German language capitalizes
the initial letter of nouns, and many people not familiar
with this fact assume that a word or phrase indicates a
proper name because of the capital."

I forwarded these questions to the gun's owner, and
this is his reply: "The Stahl rifle is truly a .32-40, was not
made. for the 8.15x46 cartridge. The rifle, bears, on the left

Pride of ownership shows on Bosworth's face (above and right)
as he sights and fondles the .32-40 Stahl Martini-action which
aroused curiosity of our technicians who thought it might be
more common German 8.15x46 caliber. Bosworth proved his point.
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side of the barrel, in gold, the words, 'System Stahl;' and
the left side of the barrel is .marked, 'Albany, N.Y.' This
is the way Stahl of Albany marked his barrels, so I would
say he was the maker." Bosworth's special interest appears
in the last words of his comment: "The rifle has a 30 inch
half-octagon barrel, very finely rifled and finished. It is
very accurate and reliable."

The picture at the bottom of page shows several
Bosworth pieces in a wall rack and standing. The rifle at
the top of the rack, horizontal, is a Stevens of which Bos
worth is especially fond and of which he writes: "This
Stevens Premier .25-20 tip-up rifle I purchased from James
Farr, of Princeton, New Jersey. It used to be Marcus
Fan's small bore rifle. Marcus Fan was at one time the
champion rapid-fire marksman of the world. This rifle is
fitted with Pope rear peep sight, with windage and elevation
.adjustments and six different (Continued on page 61)

This .22 caliber Schuetzen target rifle by J. Hubel of
Salzburg, Austria, has optical peep and D.S. triggers.

Rifles, top down, horizontal: .25-20 Stevens Premier; .22 Haenel; .22 Hubel Schuetzen; .22 Martini Interna
tion B.S.A.; .32-40 match rifle; .22 Winch. M52; .32-40 Stahl target. Rifles, left to right, vertical: .22
Marlin M39A; 8.15x46 Gebruder Rempt; .219 Wasp Winch.; Stevens Walnut Hill; .218 Bee Winch.
Low Wall. Pistols: Colt MT; percussion lock; .25 Stevens; S&W K22; .22 Stotzer Free Match single shot.
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Label DO""Qbles
ROYAL RIFLES FOR AFRICA

ARE ALSO CONNOISSEUR'S CHOICE FOR OUR

OWN NORTH AMERICAN BIG GAME. IN

APPROPRIATE CALIBERS

Author sights .470 Rigby. points out shotgun-like ease of handling.
Front view of .600 Jeffery shows detachable striker discs in breech.

By JAMES W. WILLIAMS

M ENTION DOUBLE RIFLES in the average gun gath
ering and the reaction is likely to be, "So who· can

afford an African safari?" The trouble is, I think, that few
people really know much about double rifles. The common
and quite natural image the words bring up in the mind of
the average hunter is that of the huge, tank-stopper doubles
used on elephant and rhino. A mgn said to me recently,
"Who needs a double? There's no game on this continent
that needs that kind of power."

He didn't know that double rifles can be had in any
caliber. He didn't know, either, that a fine double rifle has
advan.tages above and beyond its caliber. It handles, bal
ances, and points like a fine shotgun, carries its safety on
the tang where it should be, delivers its two shots lightning
fast and without aim-disturbing movement. And it's lovely
to look at.

For the Adirondack and Pennsylvania deer hunter, a"
double in .303 British, 7 mm rimmed, .30-30, .303 Savage
or similar caliber would be perfe<;t. With 24" barrels, it's
shorter and handier than any magazine rifle, and the second·
shot can be gotten off faster than with any other rifle except
the semi-automatic. So far as weight is concerned, a good

double in the calibers listed above weighs no more than a
comparable magazine rifle.

We hear conflicting stories about the difficulty in making
a double rifle shoot to the same point of impact, and this is
a major manufacturing problem. But all good gunmakers
guarantee their rifles to group in less than 2" at 100 y.ards.
John Rigby, one of the most famous British gunsmiths,
made double rifles in .22 Sav<tge Hi-Power caliber, and won
various field trials with this rifle and cartridge. Holland
and Holland developed their .240 Apex, a flanged shell of
6 mm caliber, firing a 100 grain bullet at 2800 foot seconds
veloCity. This was done around 1920, long before we Amer
icanshad any interest in the 6 mm line of cartridges. Using
this cartridge in their "Royal" model, the British Field
Trials were won and it was found (Continued on page 47)
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~For .Af:...-ica

Top above is German Merkel 8x57 over-under with
German scope mounts. Second gun is 9.3x74 side
by-side with imbedded action for high velocity.

On..Iy'
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BETTER GUN TRAINING MEANS

BETTER ENFORCEMENT, AT LESS COST

Firing from right-hand rest past barrier, from combat
crouch, and from highly accurate prone position, Bob
Matt demonstrates Indiana University police training.

These Guns CUT Taxes!
By DICK MILLER

Bill Toney displays proud smile and
clean score made with borrowec;l gun.

Y OU CAN hang a badge on a man and call him a policeman, but
does the bright new badge on his chest insure that he is combat

ready with revolver or riot gun?
If we accept the thinking of half the towns, villages and cities, in the

United States, it does. By some strange and mysterious quirk of wishful
thinking, city fathers of half our American cities seem to feel that
putting a man in uniform, hanging a badge on him, handing him are·
volver, and putting a riot gun in a squad car with him, instantly and
automatically prepares him to engage in personal combat with any and
all desperate criminals. It ain't so!

Another alarmingly high percentage of city administrations make a
different but almost equally tragic error. They recognize that simply to
issue a badge and firearms to a man does not necessarily qualify him to
use the firearms in his profession, and they provide range facilities,
target-type, for the training of police officers in the use of firearms. They
encourage or even, require officers to fire a specific number of rounds
per month, at target practice.

But the required or optional firing is done at paper targets, for
score, under match conditions. 'This type of firearms training is certainly
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Winners' awards are
presented by Colt's
representative. Far
right: surrounded by
guns, trophies, Matt
and pretty secretary
do a clean-up chore.

better than no training at all, but it does not prepare the officer
to engage in combat with a criminal, who can be expected to·
shoot back. It does not teach the policeman to bring his firearm
into use in the shortest possible time, and with a reasonable
expectation of accuracy. Target shooting does not demonstrate
to the officer how he can fire accurately with either hand, nor
does it teach him to make himself the smallest possible target.
Officers die because of these flaws in their training.

The Practical Police Pistol Course, familiarly called PPC, can
make the officer combat-ready with an important tool of his
profession. Only the PPC does prepare (Continued on page 53)

Firing big Colt's Python .357 Magnum from two-handed sitting position, Bob Matt's face reflects intense con
centration with which law enforcement officers compete in this post-graduate combat firearms training course.



John Alshuler, 13,
and Steve Meyer, a
15 year old, check
in with ex-Police
Ch"ief Bart Tyrell
for assignment to
Junior Rifle work.

BEGUN AS A FACILITY FOR THE PAN AMERICAN GAMES.

THE WAUKEGAN RANGE IS NOW A PRIZED COMMUNITY SERVICE

Why Not
DoThis
In Your Town?

32

Class goes out to
range for Captain
Couch's lesson on
range safety. M-2
rifle nomenclature,
and correct target
shooting positions.
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Completely absorbed in riflemen's common problems of putting bullets into tight groups, Alshuler coaches while
Meyer fires. Capt. Couch's son, Ted, age 12, holds both New Jersey and Twenty-nine Palms Marine Base Junior crowns.

By BI LL WI LSON

Y OUNGSTERS in Lake County, Illinois, are being
afforded a real opportunity to learn rifle shooting

these crays at the' Waukegan International Shooting Asso
ciation range. Captain Wallace "Dutch" Couch, USMC,
volunteered his service to instruct the basic NRA junior
course. Twenty-two boys and girls were graduated from
the first group started last August and another twenty-eight
will have finished by early December.

I followed a typical pair of boys through their instruc
tions in the latest class. They were John Alshuler, 13, and
Steve Meyer, 15, of Waukegan. Both are members of
Class Two, Junior Rifle Course.

On the first Saturday afternoon, these lads checked in
with former Waukegan police chief, Bart Tyrrell, and
were assigned to a relay. From there, they attended Cap
tain Couch's lecture on range safety and nomenclature of
a Springfield M-2, .22 caliber rifle. Chalk talks apd sight
picture diagrams completed the first week of instruction.

The following week, the boys returned to the range
and were introduced to Rangemaster James Wade, USA,
retired. "Big Jim" in turn introduced "Little Jim," his 13
year old son who holds the Illinois State Junior Pistol
championship earned at the Elgin matches in August, 1960.
Wade himself was a member of the US Army pistol team
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for many'years, and holds the coveted Distinguished Pistol
men's Badge. He recently tied for national civilian cham
pion at Camp Perry.

After Wade's talk, Captain Couch wound up the indoor
sessions with a lecture on principles of rifle shooting au.d
then the boys moved to the outdoor 50' range for "dry
fire." Couch employs the "buddy" system, with each boy
taking turns helping the other in "snapping in" practice.

By the third week, John and Steve were firing live
ammunition from sandbag rests and slings. Group shotlt
ing, Couch emphasized, is the most important thing at
this point, with sight adjustments and shooting for score
to follow. All targets and ammunition are furnished as a
part of the course.

Ted Couch, 12, who holds the New Jersey Junior Rifle
championship and the Twenty-Nine Palms Marine Corps
Base Junior crown, acts as a model for his dad. Ted
demonstrates the proper method of getting into a sling
and goes through the positions of prone, sitting, kneeling,
and off-hand. From the wings, Mildred Couch, his mother,
looks on approvingly and with a truly professional eye,
since she holds' over 50 medals for skeet, pistol, and small
bore arms. She was New Mexico's woman skeet champ
for three years runni-ng. (Continued on page 52)
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Ye Old Hunter is all heart!
Y. Old Hunter ilhutrate. all Weapon. bv actual unT.·
Inched photoorapM 80 11'0'" can ue how they REALLY loo'"

At Lastr The Full Story-Selected Mi
NOW IT CAN BE TOLD-the COMPLETE story! Just off the press-reprints of the superb AMERICAN RIFLEMAN series,
"Surplus Military Rifles" written by the NRA TECHNICAL STAFF! This 24 page booklet FREE during May w.ith the
purchase of ANY three items advertised below, INCLUDING ammunition in the lots indicated. (One only to a
customer-additional copies $.50 each.) Read about the SUPERIOR rifles depicted below and learn WHY these are
the STRONGEST, SAFEST, MOST EXPENSIVE TO MANUFACTURE, MOST RELIABLE, MOST EXACTING rifles ever de
signed and manufactured. The most exciting array of selected military rifles EVER available-let alone from ONE

World-famous Colt M. 191 i .4:1
ACP Revolvers. VeT)' good or
bett.er condition only $24.95.
Some excellent only $.00 addi
tional. ('Why P.llS more else-
where?) Half-moon CUDS .10 1'3. $24.95

~5;:;;;Son~;;;~':~EMBERof the !In!el'

Ask anyone who owns one! The finest
workmanship ever seen on a military

rifle, Without qualificati("n. And on a Mauser to boot.
Very good to excellent-with a few choice ones only
$4.00 ITIOre. Make this your number one choice.

A supreme, supremi, lta~iOl... ONLY
supremo if there ever was $
one. Why pay twice the price 14sewhere? Ye Old Hunter selected good or better

specimens complete with legal length barrel and folding 95'
1>ayonet are the l>est, as always. Order now before this
low price cotlapscs completely. Save before it's too latQ! •

M93 MAUSER CARBINE!

SPANISH TIGRE CARBINE!

Already in our warehouses - a stupendous ONLY
f~f.g:Ke~f:retl~~r}gvJ~T~,~ ~~~~~1~~a~:3~.~ge~$2995 'even the most penurious cannot afford to pass up.

y re-conditloned and factor reblued to make this the
most superb carbine buy ever! ?VOOd. very goood or better,
and metal abf'"olutely excellent. Totally like mint add $5.00. •

Pride of the \Vehrmacht from Narvik to
Tobruk-from Calais to Stalingrad. Genuine

:~~~lo~~e~f~g~:l"~V\~r~::~~~:~~e~to::.t~f:~;e~~d\.i~
tion before alt are cornered by titose who waited just for this.

SPECIAL WW II 98 MAUSER!

ITALIAN CARCANO CARBINE!

G33/50 SWEDISH MAUSER CARBINE!

i!® WW II MODEL 98 MAUSER! \:•.
- Cal.8MM

ONLY

$2795!

LUGER OWNERS! !

Brand new
German
prOduced
Luger Maxazlnes for the 7.65 or
91\1.1\'( Luger. Finest in precision

;.~;~~:ns~~~. ft?~t ONLY

~~~;aat ~~~ar~:t~ $5.95!

Cal. 44-40

Cal. 6.5

Brand new" •German
manufactured ...:
4" 9Ml\1 Luger Barrels, threaclcd,
Hnlsh chamllered and blued and only
$9.951 Your oppor- ONLY

~~~~tyfa~oorl~akLugneer'i $9.95!

~Wtfaf~tir:gec~~r~;Cti~h~se~y~~eci~~y~\·e~:
size trig-$ter guard eliminates all need for special
j:;'1ootin:;r ~l('\"es. All ,g-ood to very good at this astound
ing price. Be tl'!f first to cash in on this lowest price.

1& I ! I ! I. I ! I ! I! I . I. I ! I I I , I ! I ! I &I &I. I ! I! I ! j! I! I! I! I, I! I. I ! I ! I! I Ii ! ! ! I! I ! I ! I! I ! I. I Ai Ai Ai! II ! ! 1,11

g. ! I ! I! I! I! I, I" &I Ai I iii i!" I I I ! i! I ! I .. aX aI. I" r I!'.« &i I I! I! I Ai Ii, i! i, i [I! I! I,' I I! I, I .. ! i Ii ~

ONLY

ONLY The most popular brush )<Un on the $2295'market today! Think of It, the pc1'-

3 5

'

feet short rifle With a 171/2 inch leg'al barrel. Good •

$ 49 • 1!;l;!;~~~~!;!;i;~~~~~c~on~d~;~tJ~on:!:-~a!¥f~e~w~s~el~e!;i;ct~o~n~es~0~n~'Y~$~4~.~o~o~ad~d;l;;~tl~on~a~I~.~~~~~~~~
GERMAN-MADE ARGENTINE MAUSER!-

Rl<JGISTERED DEALERS: Write on your
official letterhead for new sensational discount
lists. CAl'"ADIAX BUYERS: Write direct to
our Canadian Distributor, P. D. Box 62S.
Peterboro, Ontario. Add 20 % to -abo\·e prices
when ordering and SAVE. Jmmedia te sen·ice.

M95 (SS) SHORT RIFLE!

PERSIAN VZ24 MAUSER!

M95 (SS) MAUSER RIFLE!

'\.....J Your choice of the famous BRNQ VZ24 with ONLY
either oriffinal BH~O markings or those with $2995 'the beautiful, rare PERSIA!'J" SUN LION

uest. The Mauser 98 without a peer as any real gunsmith
will confirm. ,Smooth, with unequaled machining and in
totally ~ood or better condition. with barrels In even better
condition. You'll never ag-ain find these aYail,ble like this. •

Back from the Middle East-a coveted Mauser
treasure to send collector and shooter alike
into paroxysms of deligoht. A true Model 98

~.~adus:~t~~h~~fter;:i~~dFt~~~f~r:dy~~lI.P~lii~~~~og~~~~~::f~
includin~ the ultra rare PERSIAN SUN LION crest. Plenty
of 8MM ammunition in stock for only 56.09 per 100 rds.

The perfect little Mauser Carbine com-

~~~.~~l ~~~h i~ a~~~~~r:IY1:~'o;"be~~~~
condition. All the same desirable features of the larger

~~:~~ t~d;t~~na~\'~vu~dh~~,~n';~~~f~~ef;r~d~~ ~~~
heauttful Chilean crest on the r(>ceiv('r ring for full aes

thetic fascination. Original slings .50, NEW bayonets $1.9~.

M95 (SS) MAUSER CARBINE!

PERSIAN M98 MAUSER RIFLE!

PERSIAN. MAUSER 98 CARBINE!

WHAT A FIND! The ultimate, ultimate,
ultimate Mauser 98 Carbine 1at an un

pl'ecedentcd low price. The strong-est, yet trimmest

<!.most idcnti cal'bine ~vf~l;n:dablgWl4ct~f~~s"ez:~rI~ft~,ggot~::g
l'ihape and in better condition, complete with PERSIAN

:;fTjJ~O~~I~ 18X~~Pirb~Af.~mel::Bol}~Dtra~\Vn~~~-
has. or e\·er \V ched to say the least! Order yo~rs today!

Read the above introduction to convince
yourseJf that these German made Mausers
are the answer to your wildest desires. and

~~~~et~~~et~t~u~c~~f:it;:alh~~'hit~~~fvr:;:-:t~%ijc~r JfJf~~i:~
only $24.9~! Grade II, ~ood or better and in perfect shooting
shape only $22.95! 7MM (M.C.) ammo only $6.00 per 100.

Used military slings .50. NEW Bayonets only $1.95 complete With ~(~nhha.a.

FABULOUS PERSIAN Sun Lion 98 MAUSERS!
The finest :Mauser of them all ... the incredibly rare (until now-ALWAYS
sold for $100.00 and UP) PERSIAN SUN LION Mausers. Manufactured duro
ing the truly great anns production era of the 20's and 30's, these lnagnificent
l\Iausers were secured by Ye Old Hunter in an exclusive deal with the Shah
after all competitors failed to pass the Purity of Blood and Best of Breed
tests. Only 79.323 left. so better order today one of these totally machined (no
cheap stampings) gems. Som.e absolutely NEW in original factory conrlition_

FAMED GERMAN MADE CHILEAN M95 MAUSERS!!
The finest selection of the famed German made SS (Super Strength) M:odel 95
e\'er available! Paul i\lauser's most expensive masterpiece-the SPECIAL
SS (Supel" Strength) model with the THIRD locking lu~ behind the bolt. Also
a speCial bolt guide rail to REINFORCE the receiver wall and mal{e this
the world's snloothest-not to Inention a special SPORTE.R 'follower, ALL

~~~i~~~lit~gCh~~~~~1;~n~~1LLlli~dtg:r~~p~1~;V7~t,0~:N1;e~r~e\~:rt~;J:rlroO£:i~

_>The most fantastic selection of SelECTED
rilles EVER available -- ond ALL from the

WORLD'S BIGGEST ARMS HOUSE. Values that·
SPEAK for THEMSelVES! Selections for EVERYONE
--shooter, hunter, colledor, decoroto'" hobbyist-
Give-aways YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO BUY!



lVESTERNERS! Sat1e tramportation colJt8-0rder direct I~
Ye Old WelJtern Hunter. Service that now spans a conti.~

(In the heart 0/ the Golden State.)

IMPORTANT SALES INFORMATION - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: All ~uns and ammo shipped
RAILWAY EXPRESS OR TRUCK (Shipping Charges Collect) from Alexandria. Va. or Cuiver City, Californi••
(California residents include 4 % State Sales Tax on Cull'er City shipments.) Send check or Moncl' OrdeJ'_
DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry no COD's. Regret wc arc unable to accept any "All Heart" Sale order less thalt
$5.00. "Money's Worth or Money Back" guarantee when goods are returned prepaid within two days after receipt:.
Ye Old Hunter will not answer ascrimoneous letters. Send them elsewhere. Sales limited to contin",ntal Unitaf"
States! Special sale prices. above, are good 'for this month (May) only! A selection never before eQualed!!!

ONLY

$1295!

ONLY

$2495!

ONLY

$7995!
1,1

Cal. .38
WEBLEY & SCOTT REVOLVERS!
Select shipment of improved .;~
\\'eLleys. These ha\'c both the
sint:'le and douhle action deslF'n
and shoot the standard .38 S&W.
Only $3.00 additional for one In
NRA Excellent condition. An
amazln~ low price for top value!

ONLY
The best dollar for dollar value ever. The $995'famed British Royal Enfield at an absolute

g-ive·away price. Order now before these are g-one
forever. Fair to ~ood condition. Bayonets only Sl.75. •

ONLY
The trimmest, fastest-han- $2495 'dlinR' military rifle ever de·

veloped. An "already" sporter ri::tht
down to the rubber recoil pad. A

must In any league. Yours in fair to ROOd condition. •

The pride of the British Empire - in
u,,;e as late as Korca. A s<,'lected lot

victimized by run.a~e.1~ rnnf~~ti~~':"" i~ p:g~3n~oKdrtiggir;.1
this low, low price. A few strictly very g-ood only $4.00
mol'C. Prong- bayonets only $1.00 when ordered with rifle!

.ONLY

~:: W~~I~J.ar~'::it~~.fr~mf~~·vU~c~~~~ca;I~~~:$2995!85.00 additional. ~ew Leather SlinJ,fS $1.95-used .50.
Genuine :\1 1917 Bayonets only $1.75. Ordel' yours today.

A REAL professional custom conver·
sion performed by the world-famous
Co~swell & Harrison gunmakel's of

L.ondon. CO:\rPLETELY refinished and re·blue<! with
sporter ramp front sight, slin~ sWivels and black for",
end tip. Yours now only $24.95. The best dollar for
dollar buy A..'lY'''HEREl Insist on tilts conversion only.

Back again-and even better than the v.g.'s
to near mints. we had previously. Another
shipment of tens of thousands of ori~inal

Spring-field Arsenal (no cheap contract jobs) Garands with

~~I ~t,}J.F~RP~~rya$~9~~15~s~t~~inffeanru~1Il~~S'on~~cr~16~8g
New Web sling-s only SI.OO-origlnal 8 rd. clips only 10C ea.

ROYAL ENFIELD No.1, Mk III!

ROYAL ENFIELD JUNGLE CARBINE!

additional.

Cal••30-06

~ World's Lowest Prices!

Cal••303

CUSTOM ROYAL ENFIELD M60 SPORTER!
Cal••303

ilitary Rifles-First With The Experts
house! Now you can throwaway your OTHER rifles! AN INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY! Imagine! -All the famed
British Enfields, all the great Mausers-(the ultimate M-98 with long or short barre!, plus the rare carbine • • •
the premium (55) Super-Strength M-95 in THREE Models •.• the elite M-94 (G33/50), the racy M-93 and the classic
01 crollsmanship, the fine M-91.) Also for you collectors, a nucleus of an outstanding collection. In addition,
todoy's M-l Garand, the super-strong U. S. Model 1917, and NOW the rifle desired by EVERYONE-the incompar
able U. S. Caliber .30-06 SPRINGFIELD. ORDER TODAY WHILE THIS FANTASTIC SELECTION IS STILL AVAILABLE!

~~~~~~im~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIII'~

U. S. SPRINGFIELDS! § INCREDIBLE AMMO BARGAINS §= Mi.nimum order (except Soft Point) 100 rounds. All prices below (except Soft Point) per 100 roundS-. ==Shipped RR. EXPRESS. SHIPPING CHARGES COLLECT. Sensational New prices! Save. save, save! =
:: NEW REDUCED PRICES 30 MI CARBINE n nnnn nn $5.0lJ =
- PISTOL CARTRIDGES .30-06 U.S. M2 BAll IN 4 rd. ClIPSn.n $6.0It =

JUST m! All In very ",,0<1 or better eon- ONLY :: 7.63 MAUSER (PISTOL) (M.C.) ... n $5 00 'ig-~~ ~~~~K~M'C)' 0000 00000000 n"$$4.0It =
dition! The greatest of them all, the - 765 MANNLlCHER PISTOL (M C) .. ·..$4·00 . - unn _ .. 5.00 =

INCOMPARABLE Spring-field at the lowest price ever- 29
95

' = 9MM LUGER (PARABELLUM) (M:Cj'''::::$4:00 .303 BRITISH MI.LITARY ..m __.$7.5()J =
only $29.95! These are NOT the crude, maker-;hift as- $ - 9MM LUGER (NEW NON-CORROSIVE) $600 .303 BRITISH BL.:ANKS ..m •• m 54.0ll __
sembled johs adyertised by others: these are NOT the :: 9MM STEYR PISTOL (M.C.) $4:00 8MM GERMAN MAUSER ISSUE (M.C.) $G.(j1 =

~~:ig~H:ld~}~lnffieirin:i~a~~~nti~~uet~er~n~fb~nNl/irfik'~S (~n'1; $5W.W~~ .• - 45 (ACP) COLT AUTOMATIC (M C) $500 8MM LEBEL (M.C.) $6.00 =
i'iome HIGH ::\,UMBERS WITH TARGET TYPE C STOCK only $42.95! New =.455 WEBLEY (M.C.) ~..::~~::::$7:50 8x56 R MANNLICHER __ $6.00 =
webi'iling-s only 50c. Oilers only 25c. The finest Sprin~field offer EVERl - RIFLE CARTRIDGES .42 COLT BERDAN RIFLE (M.C.) $10.00"_

I~~~~m~;mm~~~~l;fl~~~~~~~~~~~~~;£!:;l;fl;m~;£!:;~~~~~§6.5MM JAP (M.C.) u u $6.0G S4~F~I~O~~TR~~~~~~g~E~M.C.)· u$5.Cll- §
M-l GARANDS! = 6.5MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS {M.C.)· u$5.00 6.5 SWEDISH SOFT POINT (40 rds.). $59!J -

- 7MM MAUSER {M.C.) ..uu u $6.00 762 RUSSIAN SOFT POINT (45 d ) · ·S6·65 =
:: 7.35 ITALIAN IN CLIPS (M.C.) u.$5.00 7'65 MAUSER SOFT POINT {20 ~d~:) ::::$3:45 == 7.62x39MM RUSSIAN SHORT (M.C.) < .303 BRITISH SOFT POINT {45 rds.) $6.65 == 7 Ji~ ~dsl/U SSiA·N·""i.M·"Cj.. ::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::~::go (Those few with asterisk (*) above are par- =
:: 7:65M M (.30) MAUSER (M.C.) u.........S6.00 /jolly shootable but fully componentab/e.) §

Cal••303

"lml,I,J,!.I,.,I!!.1 I,! 111!,"IIIII,',I,I, 1 !I,I"," I" !III .!,I,I,I! II!IIII. I II ""111I,I'TI

Cal••30-06
U. S. ARMY MODEL 1917!

hl,I'!'!!!'!!I.!.I.!!I,',I!I!I!'II'I'!"II, •• !,I!I'I!!.III,"'I!!I.I,',!!II!!!!I.!.ll'IIII!11

ROYAL ENFIELD No.4 SERVICE RIFLE!
Cal••303



ONCE MORE NUMEROUS. THAN BUFFALO. PRAIRIE

DOGS ARE AGAIN A TOP WESTERN TARGET
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Good spotting binoculars and a flat-shooting .222 caliber or bigger,
mounted with a 6X or, better, ax scope, are recommended by author.

By HAROLD W. HARTON
Author's own pet rifle is .22-250 with
Zeiss power scope on Buehler mounts.

PRAIRIE DOGS are unquestionably one of the finest
targets obtainable for the varmint shooter. l'hese little

fellows were once scattered in great numbers from Texas to
Montana, and from Nebraska to Utah. They still extend
over these areas, but their numbers are greatly depleted. At
one time, a single "town" in Texas measured 100 miles
wide and 250 miles long, roughly three times the size of
the state of Massachusetts. A single town in Arizona con
tained 7,200 burrows by actual count. This gives an idea
of the prolific nature of the prairie dog. He is a smart
little guy, with excellent vision and an engineering ability
without peer. Although all the prairie dogs I've seen look
alike, there are 4 varieties: the whitetail, the black tail, the
Gunnison, and the Utah.

The destruction of the prairie dog came about because, as
the prairies were settled, they became a menace to livestock.
Many cattle and horses had to be destroyed because of a
broken leg caused by stepping in a prairie dog hole. They
have been destroyed mostly by poison grain. Sprinkle
poison oats or corn around a town a few times, and the
dogs will vanish.

Most ranchers don't want prairie dogs on their land at
all, but there are a few who don't mind them as long as
they are kept in control. Here is where the varmint hunter
comes in. r know of several "towns" that have been kept in
control by a small group of careful varmint shooters. The
towns have never been shot out, yet they have not grown.
This makes a good arrangement for both the shooter imd
the land owner. In the ranch country where the prairie dogs
are found, there are sheep ranches, and the varmint shooter
keeps the predators as well as the prairie dogs in control.
This can be worth a lot to a sheep rancher, as a large fox
can play havoc in young lambs, as can coyotes and bobcats.

Recently, a couple of my shooting buddies, R. B. Skaggs
and John A. Smith, and I went over to an adjoining county

at the invitation of our friend the game warden, Bill Swope,
to spend an !1fternoon of visiting and shooting prairie dogs.
The afternoon was hot but the shade of the small mesquite
trees that surrounded the dog town made the weather more
bearable. The town was in a small swale on top of a hilL
The dogs were out and busy when we arrived, but they
dived down at the sight of us. We got out and made our
selves comfortable and got ready.

As always, it wasn't long until they started to come out
again and the fun began. Skaggs got the first chance, and
made a nice head shot 210 yards. Smith followed with a
neat shot at 234 yards. Now the pressure was on me.

Presently my chance came, but it was a long way out. I
put the pointed post right under his chin, and let fly. The
bullet hit the middle of the belly and, of course, made an
instant kill. Not all our shots were as good as those three~.

but the targets kept coming, and we spent a very enjoyable
afternoon. This was a nice hunt and we didn't overdo it.
We took 10 dogs. We can go back again.

As to loads for prairie dogs, type of rifles, etc., it's every
man to his own, of course, but I'll tell about our equipment'.
Shaggs' gun was a 24" Apex sporter barrelled 722 Reming
ton; a custom rifle with French WaInut stock. His scope
was a 6X Lyman in Redfield Jr. mounts. His loads were 24
gr. 3031 behind the 50 gr. Hornady in the standard .222
Rem. Smith's gun was the same action and barrel, with a
Cherry wood stock. His scope was 6X Weaver in Stith
mounts. His loads were 20.5 gr. 4198 behind the 50 gr.
Hornady. My own rifle was a .22-250 Douglas 24" medium
sporter barrel, 98 Mauser action, French walnut stock. My
scope was a Zeiss 6X with picket post and Buehler mount.
My loads were the 60 gr. Hornady bullet in front of 40 gr.
4350.

All of these loads are very accurate in our rifles and
give no signs of excessive pres- (Continued on page 62)
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OVER $1400
IN READING AND REFERENCE • ••

ALL FO R$798

$14.00 worth of reading and reference enjoy
ment for the hunter and shooter-yours for
just $7.98 if you act today. And, as a special
bonus, we wil\ include a beautiful II x 15 full
color lithograph of a famous hand gun-if
you act promptly.
Send in the coupon below, today, to earn this
special bonus. This offer is fully guaranteed;
if you feel that you're not satisfied, simply
tell us: we'll refund the unexpired value of
your subscription to Guns and Guns Quarterly.
You risk nothingl

HA ILeO Up0N before June f for special bonus gill

r GUN~AGAZINE GUNS QUARTERLY-'
1 8150 N. Central Park Skokie, Ill. G-G I
I Gentlemen: I
I Include me among those who accept, I

I
your special offer. Enclosed find I
$7.98 to be returned if I'm not I

I satisfied. I
I Name I
, Address '

City Zone_ State JL -,_
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in the 16-yard class races at Sarasota. George
Newmaster and Robert Owens posted 198 ef
forts in AA, Bill Waldock of Sandusky, Ohio,
topped Class B with 198, and another 198
by my neighbor, Frank Mitsch of Cedar
Lake, Indiana, was good in Class A.

Orville Eberly fron: Uniontown, Pa. won
C Class, and Class D went across the nation
to Bill Labombarde of Nashua, New Hamp
shire. Katie Mills of Miami saved the day
for the home state with a victory in the
ladies event.

It wasn't planned that way, but the Circus
City 16-yard race at Sarasota was close to
an all-Illinois event. Homer Clark, Fred
Aldridge, and Keith Albert, from Alton,
Freeport, and Decatur, respectively, were class
winners. The one non·Illinoisian place went
all the way out of the country, to W. J.
Oliver, from Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada.

Bob Owens continued his winning ways at
Sarasota, by racking up 198x200 and a win
in Class AA. Adolph Nelson from Detroit
and Dick Morrison from Morristown, Tenn.,
were two targets off of Owens' pace, at 196,
in Class A. Roy Mason was good in Class
B, his 196 getting him away from 195s, fired
by M. O. Blackslee, Medina, Ohio, and Hor
ace Miles of Horse Cave, Kentucky.

Cliff Webber of Anchorage, Alaska found
the Florida climate to his liking, and edged
Paul Graff of Hamilton, Ohio for Class C
honors. Lester Lund, Walcott, Iowa took
Class D, with Lome Packham of Riverdale,
Maryland the runner-up. Wind-blown targets
in the Sunshine Skyway events at St. Peters
burg did not bother· Walter Gries from
Benson, Illinois. Walter's 97 won Class A
and high gun in a 16-yard race which fea
tured a mass of ties in all other classeol',- ne
cessitating shoot-offs the following day. Leon·
ard West flew in from Dayton, Ohio in time
for the Handicap events of the same day, and
flew high with a 98 and first place. Wayne
Richards of Tampa and John Doleshaw of
Columbus, Wis., tied for runner-up, with
Doleshaw winning the shoot-off. High Lady
was Helen Snyder of Washington Court
House, Ohio with a good 88 in the wind.

Pennsylvanian George Newmaster was hot
in the Sunshine Skyway program. His 198
was good in the 200 target events, and he
broke a perfect hundred in Wednesday's 100
target race. Homer Clark Sr., the Alton ace,
was runner-up in AA to Newmaster with a
194 effort. Frank Dissinger and James Null
both had 196 productions in Class A. John
Doleshaw picked up another trophy in Class
B. M. G. Forrester was good in Class C, and
Vinton Porterfield from Waldo, Ohio found
the range for 191 in Class D.

On the same day that George Newmaster's
(Continued on page 62)

DAN GRIGGS, a twelve-year·old young
ster from Las Cruces, won the New

Mexico Grand Handicap in the New Mexico
State Trapshoot. Dan, in his second year
over the traps, defeated R. L. Woods of
Albuquerque in a shoot-off, after both had
broken 95 regulation targets. Woods dropped
two targets in the extra inning, while the
youngster lost the range on only one.

Leonard Ginn, another shooter from Al
buquerque, was High-Over-All in the New
Mexico state event, with 739 of 800 targets.
Larry Gravestock of Amarillo, Texas scored
382x400 to win the overall open class cham
pionship. In a closed division (New Mexico
shooters only) , C. Martinelli of Gallup
cracked 379x400 for the title. Martinelli also
took home the New Mexico Doubles title,
and Ted Boudreau was high in 16·yard events.

Lois Russell unseated Kitty Tellyer for the
State Ladies Championship in a shoot-off.
Bill Felty was high junior, and Dougie Davis
took lhe sub-junior honors. Evelyn Fuller
took the open Ladies trophy on the 16-yard
event. Bill Hutchings outlasted both M. L.
Fuller and Pardner Tellyer in the industry
class.

Bill McCord was elected president of the
New Mexico State Trapshooting Association.
Don Beck was reelected Vice-President, and
Kitty Tellyer was reelected Secretary-Treas
urer. Leonard Ginn was reelected State ATA
Delegate, with Ted Boudreau and Gene
Stites alternates.

000

Good shooting, good scores, and good
crowds were reported in the Florida Mid
Winter Chain of Trapshoots. James Null, Jr.,
of Grover, Missouri, was high gun in the
500-target marathon warmup at the Sarasota
Gun Club, with 492x500. Henry Decker from
Vincennes, Indiana, was high class winner
with his 459x500 marathon production.

Other class winners were Robert Owens,
Broussard, La., in Class A; Fred Aldridge
of Freeport, Illinois, in Class C; E. H.
"Sherm" Morris, from Crossville, Illinois,
(another of myoId shooting buddies, along
with Henry Decker) in Class D, and Edna
Stark, Indianapolis, High Lady.

George Silvernail nailed down the Gulf
Coast Grand Handicap at Sarasota with a
near-perfect 99. Dr. Al Foxworthy of Tampa
was just one target off the pace for runner
up. J. H. Conner picked up the third place
marbles after a photo finish with Roy Mason,
O. Eberly, and Wayne Richards. Agnes
Buckles, the pride of the Bluegrass state,
bested Floridian Punkin Flock by one target
for the ladies trophy.

A record 287 shooters toed the line in this
event, up from 266 of a year ago, according
to maestro Bill Hoffman. 198s were popular
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We had spotted a couple of large tracks in
the bunch as we trailed them, so I had every
reason to expect some really good pieces of
ivory. As soon as we could see the nearest
bull fairly clearly, my little Portuguese guide
began to jump up and down and yell, "Beeg
wan, beeg wan!" I could see with half of one
blood-shot eye that the near bull was not a
"beeg wan" by any stretch of the imagina
tion. However, the alert elephants had heard
the human voice and started to shuffle off.

With a 220 grain solid in the throat of the
.300, I snapped off a shot as the bull shifted
into high gear. I aimed just where the edge
of the elephant's ear bisects his shoulder.
The bullet hit true. The bull squealed
through his trunk, but he kept on running.
In about 30 yards, he stopped. He stood
swaying. I walked up alongside him and
aimed carefully at the spot a little below
and between the eye and the earhole. The
bullet entered the elephant's brain and he
died instantly.

Before the hunt in Mozambique and since
then, I have shot elephant with various rifles,
from Andrew Holmberg's .470 double rifle
on down, and I can see very little difference
in the general effectiveness. It usually took
two or three shots, even with a really heavy
slug, to do the job. I recall a story going
the rounds of the bars in Nairobi at the pres
ent time which deals with two white hunters
who shall remain nameless. These two fel·
lows, both with heavy double rifles, shot a
charging elephant so that a movie company
could get some really spectacular pictures.
The combined efforts of these two experts
not only failed to stop the elephant, but
the bull galloped through a whole circle of
cameras and hysterical cameramen and got
clean away. I understand that the pictures
are really spectacular.

I killed all of the African 'Big Five' with
my Weatherby .300. I also pinned a couple
of buffalo through the shoulders with the
same rifle. In both cases, the beasts bellowed,
galloped on a few steps, and then caved in. I
have also shot buffalo with the .378 Weather
by, the .460 Weatherby, the .458 Winchester,
and a galaxy of double rifles from a .465 to
a .577. As far as I can tell, there was little
choice between them for ordinary run-of-the
mill buffalo potting. An old friend of mine,
Colonel R. L. Harrison, now unhappily gath
ered to his ancestors, has been on 11 trips to
Africa and on every trip tried to kill a Cape
buffalo with a single shot. He never did it.
Colonel Harrison at his death owned over
100 guns of different makes and calibers.

Soft-nosed 180 grain Hornady bullets in
the .300 Weatherby are ideal sleeping pills
for lion and leopard, in my opinion. They
also work excellently for the heavy-bodied
plains game such as oryx, and even eland.
The ordinary eland, in the thousand pound
class, is often very hard to get down and
keep down. I found that a solid bullet
through the shoulders does the job very well
indeed.

The flat-shooting, long range characteristics
of the Weatherby are, of course, a tremen
dous advantage in most African hunting. The
eland is as shy as a politician at a budget
hearing. Many of the other African animals
now, with increasing hunting pressure, are
getting very difficult to approach. Often the

220 grain full-patch heavies. I had sighted
my rifle so that all of these would shoot with
fair accuracy at 200 yards. (Curiously
enough, the 220 grain stuff shot high at that
range.) I had full confidence in the rifle, was
ready to shoot at any game offered. .

Today, things are different in Kenya, The
Kenya Game Department has stipulated of·
ficially what the White Hunters had been
advocating all along, that nothing smaller
than .400 caliber can be used for any of the
large or dangerous game. But at the time of
which I write, there was no such law, and
Andrew Holmberg was, I think, in spite of
his own convictions, curious to see what my
rifle would do.

Came a cold, misty morning when some ten
days of our safari were gone, and we were
confronted by a very nice rhino with a better
than 30 inch horn. "Shoot him under the
chin," said Andrew. So I did. I cranked a
220 grain load into the Weatherby and shot
the rhino under the chin. He snorted, whirled,
and dropped to his knees. I shot him again

on the point of the shoulder. The rhino fell
as if he had been poleaxed. This was all at a
range of 40 feet.

And this brings up another thing about
African White Hunters. They believe in tak·
ing a client up close, where he can't miss!
It is my personal opinion that, for rhinos,
buffalo, and other African fauna with nasty
dispositions, 40 feet is too close. I told An
drew so. "Andrew," I said, "why don't we
stand off at maybe a hundred yards and take
them? Then, if something does go amiss, we
can always throw our guns away and shinny
up a tree." But Andrew was not amused, nor
was he convinced.

On that first trip, I chickened out when it
came to elephant, and we shot a couple of
bulls with Andrew's .470 double-which, in
cidentally, had a nasty habit of firing both
barrels at once. But in Mozambique, on an·
other trip, I did try the Weatherby .300 Mag
num on elephant. I had plenty of precedent;
Weatherby himself had polished off a pachy
derm with one of his favorite rifles.

We tracked a herd of five bulls for only a
short distance in the early dawn of a Mozam
bique morning. We came up to the elephants
feeding quietly through some scattered trees.

Klipspringer' (above), other
.small game were clean kills
when solid bullets hit them.
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ranges are 300 yards or better. Frequently,
also, the game is in motion. Most of the stuff
doesn't stand and look at you any more. They
run like hell when they smell gasoline. Slow·
moving bullets with a high rate of fall just
won't get there and do the jpb under these
conditions.

How about' the little stuff? I have shot
dik.dik, oribi, steinbok, and duikers, all with
the .300 Weatherby. On a few occasions, I
must confess, the results were a little messy.
I usually had 180 grain soft-nosed in the gun
when we were stalking lion baits or ordinary
game. Then, if something delectable present·
ed himself, I simply flailed away with what·
ever I had. An oribi or a duiker weighs about
15 pounds. In a few cases, the heavy bullet
carried away a considerable portion of the
animal in question. However, if I had a

5000
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chance to put in a solid patch cartridge, the
situation worked very well even on dik·dik.
A solid bullet placed anywhere behind or
through the shoulder made a neat quick kill.
Both the trophy head and the meat were
adequately preserved.

I used the .300 Weatherby on the whole
gamut of African game, and it seemed to
do the job very well indeed. I have also
used the .300 on most varieties of North
American game. I have managed, in a
checkered career, to gather in all species
represented on this continent except musk ox.
I found that the ~300 does the job on a moun
tain sheep or goat far across some blue
shadowed canyon, or on grizzly bear or an
Alaskan brownie at Andrew Holmberg's
favorite distance.

So there you have it. The defense rests.
This is my candidate for the universal all
purpose rifle. Are there, dear reader, any
drawbacks? Any flaws in this rosy picture?
You bet there are.

How about a charging animal? Especially
one with teeth or tusks and an unpleasant
disposition? Is the .300 Magnum an ideal
gun for this exciting situation? Elmer Keith
of the OKH school of thought would say no.
I would, too. .

During my series of experiments with Au
drew Holmberg, he told me, one fine morning
in western Kenya, to shoot a big bull buffalo
in the chest with my .300 Weatherby. I did.
The 220 grain solid slug seemed to hit him
fair and square, but the bull grunted, turned,
and ran back into the heavy cover along a
small stream. Four hours later, we were still
trailing that particular buffalo. We could
tell by the blood and gunk that the buffalo
coughed up that he was struck in the base
of the throat instead of the chest. Twice the
bull laid in wait for us, then he changed his
mind and went on.

About noon, our gun bearer, Ngoro, who
was doing the tracking, pointed to some
bright blood on an upturned leaf. In that
same instant, the buffalo jumped out at us,
roaring like a jet engine. He knocked Ngoro
down and jumped clear over him. Andrew
and I scattered like quail. We both fired as
the bull passed between us. Andrew, of
course, got both barrels of his .470 into the

bull at a range of·six feet. The buffalo gal.
loped past us about 50 feet, slid to a stop,
turned, and came back to finish the job. We
managed to polish off the buffalo without any
further excitement. But as both Andrew and
I sat in the blood-spattered dust and wiped
our brows, we concluded that there must be
a moral in this near-escape. Maybe the moral
is that, sometimes, no rifle is perfect.

Other items, too, shook my confidence from
time to time. I shot a zebra which we needed
for a lion bait. It was necessary to get at him
through a bit of grass. The fast·moving .300
bullet never got there. At the second or third
shot, I finally hit the zebra in the shoulder.
Andrew, watching the animal through his
binoculars, announced that the hit was right
on and the zebra was dead. The zebra, how·
ever, failed to enter into the spirit of the
occasion. He galloped off with two or three
hundred of his fellows:

About a mile away and an hour and sev·
eral disgusted remarks later, we finally
sorted him out and finished him off•. We
found that the first bullet, deflected by a
grass stem, had not penetrated the zebra's
shoulder blade but had blown back to the
surface. The zebra with that superficial
wound could have lived to a ripe old age
to tell his grandchildren that a .300 Magnum
didn't hurt a bit. .

I had scope trouble too._ At least I would
like to blame it on the scope. The very sharp
recoil of the Weatherby tends to shake scope
mounts of even the most durable varieties.
Not only this, but with the enthusiastic nim
rod banging away in all directions, the sharp
recoil tends to lay the foundation for some
really splendid flinching. I caught myself
several times giving gracefully before the reo
coil long before I pulled the trigger.

Is there an all-purpose rifle? I think per
haps the argument stems from the fact that
the question, as usually phrased, is too short
or not properly worded. "Is there an all-pur
pose rifle-jor me?" or "What is your (or
his, but not the") all-purpose rifle?" are ques
tions that can be ans,yered affirmatively,
within reason. I still think my .300 Weather
by Magnum comes "very close to being the
all-purpose rifle for me. I'm going to~
take it back to Africa on the next trip.~
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THE LEFEVER NO MONEY CAN BUY
(Continued from page 21)

also killed some ducks amidst interesting
scenes and companions. Piloted by Lady
Blue, my lovely little Setter, the Lefever
gave me an unprecedented double and two
singles with four shots at the first sharptail
grouse I ever pursued. That performance was
never duplicated on sharptail but, a year
later, en route to the Hanson ranch near
Fort Meade, I dismounted to open a gate and
saw a flicker of movement in sparse cover
beside the road. Hastily grabbing and load
ing the gun, I consecutively killed four
prairie chicken from the pack that foolishly
refused to flush simultaneously. Mr. Hanson
heard the shooting and greeted me with the
dry comment that it was the shortest day's
shooting he'd heard. Lady Blue seemed to
think that she might as well have stayed in
bed, but we all had a hearty ranch dinner
and pleasant conversation.

During the next two years, I shot pheas
ants, a few more prairie chickens, some skeet
and, on a memorable trip to the sand hill
country on the southern South Dakota bor
der, killed two limits of mallard.

Ignorantly trifling with a .prison term, I
stumbled on quite a migration of snipe re
freshing itself on the military reservation,
and concluded-I think logically-that it
must be open season. The six couples I col
lected were delicious, and neither Lady Blue
nor the Lefever manifested any pangs of
conscience.

In August, 1936, we three-Lady Blue, the
Lefever, and I-tried city life in Chicago for

four years. Our experiences varied from pleas
ant and unusual to tragic and romantic: I
shot a limit of doves within the corporate
limits of Elmwood without being noted as
more than an eccentric. Shot pheasants, too,
in fields surrounded by flourishing suburban
towns and, on side trips to Indiana, killed
some quail and lost Lady Blue to pneumonia.
With only the Lefever remaining to solace
me, I got married.

Back at Fort Riley in 1940, with no dog,
only the Lefever and the sympathetic as
sistance of myoid hunting companion, Mr.
J. J. O'Neill, kept me from abandoning shoot·
ing entirely. We three fought for our limits
through the first and-I swear-the last dog
less shooting season of my life. Then I got
Lou, an incongruous mixture of worthless
ness and unforgiveable lack of decent be
havior at home and choke·bored superiority
of bird handling afield. Happy days seemed
to have returned, except that a trio of mad
men were embroiling the world in sanguine
lunacy. Sadly, I told the Lefever that this
was one hunt that it would have to sit out.

But before I departed, I took stock-took
stock of stock, fore-end, and all visible
metallic components of my gun. Honesty
forced me to admit that, with the exception
of the bore, the Lefever showed signs of
wear. So I snatched a short leave of absence,
shot a plenteous lot of Ozark quail over Lou's
points, and did some serious drinking and
visiting with my good friend, John H. Bishop,
then boss of the Warsaw, Mo., stock factory.
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um·sized streams, appropriately inhabited by
thousands of Perdices and Martinetas that'
lay well to dogs and never flushed as bevies
but only as singles, both species delectable
on table. I had such a valley, and it was only
28 miles from my house, accessible by one
of the only two paved roads in the country.
Add that the ranch entrance held a cool,
spacious house where refreshment was always
available and pleasant conversation a leisure·
ly must! The Lefever, the Cockers, and I
knew it intimately during the six months
open shooting season each year.

There were snipe in the bogs and ducks on
the water in my valley, but it was to other
places that we went for serious shooting of
those things. There were five estancias with
small plane landing strips where fabulous
numbers of edible ducks traded for hours at
a time and the only concealment necessary
was the shade of a palm tree-concealment
from the sun's rays. There were several
places where from dawn, for hours and,
again at evening, the huge tree duck locally
called Bragados, weighing an average of
eight pounds, provided shooting undreamed
of elsewhere, and met the most demanding
gourmet's demands at table.

There were places where great flocks of
Palomas, the steel blue wild pigeon, fed on
rice or other grain and offered the patient
shooter recompense for long waiting by pro
viding shooting as difficult as he could wish.
There were places where Palomitas, appar·
ently identical with our Mourning Dove, gave
shooting of every type known to man. The
reason for gunning was reasonable: six
months for upland game and no close on
waterfowl.

How did we shoot, the Lefever and I? We
shot a lot and with that much opportunity,
I improved. There were days when I felL the
beginning of hope that I might become a
really good shot as, for example, the time I
killed 30 consecutive Perdices without losing
one shot at. But those days were rare and
stand out only as rarities. Much better
were the hundreds of hours spent collecting
mixed bags of whatever game bird flushed
and, heedless of misses, other hours of rest
ing in many a lovely spot while the Cockers
panted and whined,' eager to be a-hunting
again. The Lefever never faltered, and I
would hesitate to guess how many thousand
rounds of diversified ammunition it accepted
and served forth excellently.

From 1954 to date, the gun has harvested.
ducks, geesll, quail, doves, pigeons--clay and
band-tail-snipe, pheasant, coots, and cats in
satisfying quantity, without complaint. But,
at the end of the 1958 season, I began to
notice that while the shotgun's exterior was
marred only by service strips, there were
some evidences of internal deterioration. In
one of the most sensible moments of my
life, I wrote to Ithaca's boss and some won
derfully cooperative action followed. Chrono
logically, it went as follows:

February 1959: gun received by Service
Department, Ithaca clinic, and diagnosis
completed. March 1959: treatment underway
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Mississippi Rivers, quail in Illinois and In·
diana, doves here and there, and snipe wher·
ever they could be found. A trip to Beards
town, Illinois, introduced me to the master
duck caller, Mr. Fred Rohn, and inspired me
to attempt a new game.

I bought calls and records purporting to
make anyone a duck caller. After a year of
practice, I revisited Mr. Rohn and asked him
to judge my progress. Politely, but with
finality, Mr. Rohn ended that phase of my
life. He did not actually say that he thought
me a superior addition to the cause of water
fowl conservation, but he did make it clear
that he would do the calling while I con·
fined my efforts to shooting at what he called
up. Since then, I have frightened no ducks
by intentional noises of any kind. It has not
made me a superior duck shot, but it has
eliminated one handicap. As if in gratitude,
the Lefever seems to outdo itself when ducks
are unusually wary.

Unexpectedly, in 1950, the Pentagon sent
me to South America. After my official in·
stallation in Asuncion, Paraguay, I went
shotgunning. That just about tells the story
of my unofficial activities for the next 43
months. By then, I had two good hunting
Cockers and, shortly afterward, two pups
were added. The Cockers and the Lefever got
along fine. To try to describe adequately the
shotgun hunting in Argentina, Paraguay, and
Brazil would only lead to hard·to-swallow
superlatives, and run into volumes of print.
Some highlights must suffice.

Imagine a valley three miles wide and
twenty miles long, grassland, brush, some
timber, slightly rolling, with water·filled
depressions with boggy ri~s, small-to-medi-
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Somewhere along the line, we arranged
that the Lefever should stay with John and
that he and Charley Fajen would collaborate
in administering a complete beautification
during my absence. In a moment of serious·
ness, I added that, if I did not return, War·
saw seemed a proper place for the Lefever to
remain. This called for another drink, and
when Harold Bugeon, then proprietor of the
Ozark Tavern, wandered in, I sold him Lou.
There wasn't a dry eye in the house.

Lou died under the wheels of a truck. I
lived. The Lefever got a beautiful blue dress
and superb walnut accessories. Perhaps there
is a moral here, but I do not know what it is.
I know that there was no shortage of guns to
be had in Germany, and that I used some of
them to collect snipe, pigeons, ducks, and
coots. It was all right, but it wasn't the same.
So, in 1946, I took a short trip home and
tried hard to see clearly the dressed up gun
that John and Charley placed in my hands.
After watching me for a few minutes, John
drawled to Charley that I reminded him of
a cowboy with a twenty dollar horse and a
five hundred dollar saddle.

Possibly a little previously-game wardens
were rare that year - we opened the dove
season and, thereby, gave the tapestry one of
those outstanding pictures that come rarely
in a lifetime. I shot better than I had ever
done, and did it as easily as a fancy lady
smiles. The Lefever went back to Germany
with me, and shooting picked up.

In 1948, we were home again and, for two
years, revisited many old and quite a few new
gunning places. Grouse and ducks in north
ern Minnesota, pheasant in South Dakota and
Iowa, ducks and geese on the illinois and
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GUN RACK: Should We Adopt the 9 mm Parabellum?
{Continued from page 15}

WILMOT, WISCONSIN --
Ali phones UNderhill 2-4111

GanderMountainShooten' Supply, Inc. Wilmot, Wis.
Please send me the Ohaus '50S' loading scale at once.
My check 0 Money Order 0 for $19.50 is enclosed.

only

$1950

FAST, EXPERT, PERSONAL ONE-SOURCE SUPPLY
SERVICE-AMERICA'S MOST FAMOUS BRANDS,AT

L-.-.- ~lKou.-taitt------l

~~,~.

Recognize that in comparing these tW()
rounds, their advantages and disadvantages
are being considcred from the standpoin t of
use in autoloading pistols, since revolvers for
military combat work {only} are practicaily
obsolete. The Colt Model 1911 and 1911AI
are the official sidearms of our Armed
Forces, and pistols made by Walther, Star.
Llama, Beretta, Browning, MAB, and Neu
hausen are all used by foreign powers.

Rapidity of fire is probably the prime ad
vantage of autoloaders. A revolver cannot be
fired as fast {with aimed shots} as an auto
loader, and in combat a man's life may
depend on fast successive shots. No revolver
made today can be reloaded as fast as an
autoloader; in fact, by the tiIJIe the six-gun
man has the empties shucked in his hand.
the man with the auto has swapped maga
zines and is in action already. Magazine
capacity of Ihe automatic is considerably more
than a revolver, and they generally weigh
less and are more compact; something that
can be important when a soldier is in fun
combat gear and every extra ounce of weight
detracts from his fighting efficiency. A well
designed auto (as all military weapons must
be) will stay in the fight with a reasonable
amount of dirt, mud, and other foreign
matter in the action, while the close-fitted
parts of a revolver with their minimum
tolerances require very little foreign debris
to put them out of commission. Incidentally,
the Colt model 1911 was the only weapon,
pistol or revolver, to pass the Army's accept-

Compare these quality features: .Magnetic
damping action speeds weighing without loss of
accuracy."Almonox" bearingsare sapphire-hard
to assure long life and accuracy. Non-spill.

Shipped pre- extra large, 50S-grain capacity pan with conven
paid within· ient pouring spout. Sensitive to 0.1 grain. Easl'
cont. limits reading notched beam. Compact, dust-proof

of USA. portable case-die cast to last a lifetime. '

I
I
I
I

Name :

Address :
I . I
L9~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a2~~~~~J

lEW!
CUSTOM

MADE
PISTOL
GRIPS

FREE ILLUSTRATED FOLDER

We svecialize in making products to improve the lot
of target shooters .•. clistom made pistol grips. for
instance. that take the drudgery out of holding and
aiming-and add extra points to your score.

Plain and deluxe grips are available in a variety of
patterns for most pistols and revolvers. The popular
pattern above illustrated (for automatics only). is made
of Kiln Dried Walnut and is available in a choice of:
Plain grip $24.50; checkered $28.50; caned $32.50.
Add $5.00 for Dehnr:e grips made 01 choice rare wnoa.

CUSTOM MADE REVOLVER GRIPS
Uevolver grips are likewise made of Kiln Dried Walnut
in 3 sizes and with a choice of: Plain revolver grips
$22.50; checkered $27.50; carved $27.50. Add $5.()O
eztra for Delll~e Grips mode 01 choice rare wood.

DELUXE PISTOL & REVOLVER GRIPS
Following is the choice of wood you may specify when
ordering pistol or revohTer Del'Uze Grips which cost but
55.00 extra.

• Brazilian Rosewood • East India Rosewood
• American Cherry • Andoman Paduck
• East India Teakwood • Prima Vera

Always enclose "pattern' of your hand when ordering
pistol or revolver grips to ensure a perfect fit.

ORDER FROM TH IS AD-OR WRITE FOR
ILLUSTRATED FOLDER.

~
MANUFACTURERS of exclusive p"oducts for the~

shooter-\Vritc! for FrC!C! Folder .
JOBBERS of shooter ('Quipmcnt for the South~

west-Dealer inquiries invited.

ing the Korean conflict}, or is behind a
wooden door, or behind a plexi-glass wind
shield. Maximum penetration is achieved by
maximum velocity with a hard-jacketed point.
ed bullet of relatively smalJ diameter; in
other words, those factors which contribute
to maximum penetration directly subtract
from maximum transmitted shocking power.
In its present form the 9 mm Luger {stand
ard loading} will go through ten %" pine
boards before coming to rest, as compared
with six pine boards for thc .45 ACP. The
smaller calibre load givcs good penetration
but not enough shock on impact, while the
latter load transmits adequate shock, but
doesn't penetrate deep enough when faced
with an obstacle in front of the target. The
low-velocity .45 is not as easily deflected as
the high-speed 9 mm though, and this may
be important under certain combat condi
tions {such as fighting in heavy brush}.

Another point given in favor of the reten
tion of the .45 ACP is its great accuracy.
It is one of the most accurate of all big-boTe
pistol cartridges. But in combat, the auto
loading pistol is a close-Tange defensive
weapon, and under these circumstances ac
curacy is not important. A man at close
range is a big target, and about all that is
necessary is to get the bullet out of the
barrel. Long range offensive work is for
the man with a rifle. Also, the crude fixed
siuhts on current military autoloaders don't
allow all the accuracy that either the 9 mm
or .45 cartridges are capable of delivering.

SNUB NOSE S. & W.~_
•38 SPECIAL

REVOLVERS •• $39.95
YOUR CHOICE OF NICKELED OR BLUED

W.~~~r~evo¥vacdreh
i
:;8 ~~ln~Yo~t C~l~'Fi~~iscof~~~ inside

& oUl. Fixed sights, stag- grips. Only $:::19.05. Hol.!;I"C!r
$3.95. SC!nd caSh, check or M.O. C.O.D.'s require $la

~~l:.°~~}(·1 4SJi~Pl~e: FS~ABpoJT.A.r'R:'if:~~~~(~lb~~ti2i~I~:
Grand Ave., Dept. G·6, Los Angeles IS, Calif.

with plastic surgery promised by engraver
McGraw, who will "sign" his completed
work. Interestingly, although Mr. McGraw
has been with Ithaca almost 50 years, only
within the last three has he been signing his
engravings, and the practice began almost
by accident. The story is taken, in substance,
from a letter from Mr. Ed Thompson, boss
of Ithaca's Service Department.

At a dinner for a retiring official, Sheldon
Smith, Ed Thompson and McGraw were
talking about the wild life paintings of Louis
Agassiz Fuertes. Fuertes was a close friend
of Mr. Lou Smith, Sheldon's father and long
time ruler of Ithaca Gun Company, and was
frequently commissioned to painting illustra
tions in early Ithaca gun catalogs and other
;advertising material. Sheldon Smith happened
to mention that he had a picture of a jaguar
·which Fuertes had painted and given to Lou
;as soon as it was finished, but that, unusual
ly, it was not signed. Ed Thompson then
suggested that McGraw ought to sign his
gun engraving jobs, and Sheldon Smith ap
proved the idea and ordered it done in the
future. McGraw was pleased, and it seems
probable that these "signature guns" may
become collectors' items in years to come.

April 1959: several members of Ithaca staff
;are now interested in creating a unique
"Busbey Grade" Lefever. June 1959: sadness
and delay enter: Mr. Harry Lake, master
worker on double guns, seriously ill. Septem
ber 1959: illness and tragedy at Ithaca plant:
McGraw ill for several weeks, and Harry
Lake died. From letter of Ed Thompson:

"Harry Lake is gone. He was one of
the grand old men who helped put and
keep Ithaca guns on the map for many
years. I think he knew more about
Ithaca double guns than any man we
ever came across, including the original
designer of the 1909 model and the
greatest gunmaker we ever knew, Emil
Flues. Harry's going marks the end of
an era, in that he is the last of the gun
makers capable of servicing an Ithaca
double in every way. I will have Mark
Senecal, the head of the high grade gun
department, assemble your gun, and will
then thoroughly test it, myself. It looks
now as though you not only have the
finest Lefever Nitro Special ever put up
but that you have the last one."
On October 20, 1959, my Lefever was in

my hands again. I studied its shining ex
terior with pleasure more mature but, per
haps, no greater than when I first unwrapped
it from Montgomery Ward's package more
than 30 years before. We have been tempered
by those years, during which a lot of feal
{;ompanions have passed to a land where, I
llOpe, they will greet me with habitual sar
{;asm and endless insults as of yore, the
while they secretly plan to share with me the
finest of thejr treasured shooting grounds.
And all my dogs...

Meanwhile, any collector who wants my
signed Lefever had better resign himself to
-waiting until my obituary notice
appears in print.
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Colt Army .44 Cal. 1860

VALLEY GUN SHOP, Dept. G
7784 Foothill - Tujunga, Calif.

he will be as part of the fighting machine.
During an actual shooting war, the United"

States would probably find itself, as usual,
supplying vast quantities of arms and muni
tions to our various allies. By adopting the
9 mm Parabellum, ammunition manufactur
ing facilities could wholly devote themselves
to the manufacture of components for one
particular cartridge, thus expediting the
whole process. Logistics, or the problem of
supplying and transporting the implements
of war, ammunition being a major item,
would be greatly simplified. Gone forever
would be the headaches and mix·ups of
WWII when we were supplying ammunition
to Great Britain. To make use of our .45
ACP ammo, they converted their Webley
Mark VI revolver from .455 to .45 ACP and
chambered their Enfield revolver to .38 S&W.
This posed a problem for Canada, too, since
her standard military round was the 9 mm
Parabellum, and she had to supply Britain
with .45 ACP ammunition. Adoption of the
9 mm cartridge would solve the problem of
interchangeability of ammunition on the
battlefield also, allowing all the Allied troops
to use each others' munitions. In an emer
gency, 9 mm shells can be used in current
Russian submachine guns, making possible
the use of captured military stores and
weapons. .45 ACP cartridges cannot be used
in any Russian weapon, thus denying our
enemies the utilization of captured ammu
nition.

It is said by those in ordnance who favor
the big .45 round that the adoption of the
9 mm cartridge would make obsolete the
tremendous stockpiles we have of .45 ammo.
This didn't seem to bother the Army when
they adopted the 7.62 mm NATO round and
shucked the Garand, BAR, and the .30 cal.
LMGs plus hundreds of millions of rounds
of .30-06 ammo to the scrapheap. The con
version from .45 ACP to 9 mm would re
quire much less effort and expenditure on
our part, and would aid our allies immeas
urably in their struggle to keep their heads
above water.

If the 9 mm Parabellum hasn't enough
shocking power, it can be easily hopped up
with little trouble. Even though the metal
cased bullet is detrimental to stopping power,
it must be retained for penetration pur
poses; but the shape of the bullet could be
changed to a semi·wadcutter for greater shock
on impact. Velocity could easily be boosted
up another few hundred foot-seconds with-'
out a too sudden increase in effective breech
pressure. On the other hand, the same modi
fication could be made on the .45 ACP,
making it more than three times the man
stopper the 9 mm is.

So in the final analysis, whether or not
the 9 mm Parabellum will be adopted by our
Armed Forces depends entirely on what the
long-range objectives of our military leaders
are. Would standardization of ammunition be
helpful, or would it hurt us in the long run?
Can the Army withstand the 9 mm conver
sion while at the same time undergoing the
7.62 mm NATO conversion?

It's a two-sided problem, any way you slice
it. No article like this can solve it; the best
we can do is try to lay the cards out on
the table. There are aces on ~

both sides. ~

"See Big New Subscription Offer-Page 54

ance test 100%, which is enough said for
functioning reliability.

It was customary in the Korean conflict
for those officers armed with the Colt .45 to
carry two extra loaded magazines on their
pistol belts, which is only fourteen extra
rounds. Any more than two extra clips rep
resents an added load when you are bur
dened down with a map case, binoculars,
and other gear. The 9 mm cartridge is con
siderably lighter than the .45 ACP, although
both are of the exact same overall length
(1.165"). This, plus the fact that a pistol
shooting the 9 mm Luger can be made much
lighter than a comparable .45, is a point in
its favor. The relatively heavy recoil of the
.45 cartridge becomes much more severe
when fired in a light arm, and this effective
ly limits its weight between extremes.

As it is now, most soldiers who fire the
big Colt .45 agree that the recoil is difficult
to control, and that any attempt to lighten
the weapon would pose a drain on combat
efficiency. Bear in mind that, although more
9 mm ammunition could be carried by the
pistolman for a given weight, it takes ap
proximately two 9 mm slugs to do the work
of'one .45 bullet, so there is no real advan
tage, broadly speaking, unless you carry
almost double the number of rounds. Actu
ally, in most military situations, hand-to
hand fighting, where you can take advan
tage of extra ammunition for a pistol, is not
common.

The armies of the world today are tending
toward a pattern of lightweight small arms,
and as stated previously, the weight of a
weapon firing the .45 cartridge is somewhat
limited. The 9 mm cartridge is extremely
popular and efficient in the new lightweight
submachine guns of various foreign powers,
the most notabl", example being the Israeli
UZI 9 mm Submachine Gun. These weapons
can be made unbelievably light and cheap
from stamped parts of no great tensile
strength, and their fully automatic feature
overrides the advantage of the .45 ACP
bullet for one-shot kills on men, as two or
three slugs will hit the target at the same
instant anyway. Tankmen, paratroopers, mili
tary police, assault commandos, and those
specialized-services men whose jobs prohibit
the carrying of a heavy, cumbersome rifle,
can be armed with a cheap, lightweight 9
mm submachine gun with a folding wire
stock. In most instances, these guns are
cheaper to manufacture than auto pistols
and are considerably more effective, plus
being much easier to control and less
"nervous" on. full automatic fire than the
.45 cal. Thompson Submachine Gun and the
.45 cal. M3A1 "Grease Gun" of WWII and
Korean War fame.

It is with submachine gunners that the
weight saving of the lighter 9 mm ammuni
tion becomes really considerable, giving a
combatant much more firepower than was
possible before with the heavier .45 rounds;
and as the trend of modern armies is to
ward mobility and firepower, this is a very
important feature in favor of the 9 mm
Parabellum. Emphasis is placed on sus
tained volume of fire and saturation of a
given area, and not on individual soldiers
firing at an individual enemy, so the more
rounds a man can carry the more effective

GUNSANTIQUE

Never bp
fore has an
achromatic tele
scope sold for any_
where near this aroaz!
low price! You get c
sharper pictures at all powers
because of the super compound
Achro Lens. No color, no fuzz. Vari~

~~e~~eEb~e adjustable i~erl;nt41~rorJl~et
iewing. Higher powers
omy. Guaranteed spot

.22 ho es in the at 200 yds. Guarant to bring

~~~~Nfeo~J;:i~sns,Pi~rm~~lai~e~i e~ ~~:gi~;iO~
lenses. A precision American made instrument, uncon
ditionally guaranteed. Carrying' case included. Send only

~~t~~fonCc:~'3f~et~ur~h ~~.n~~rt~~~3~"co':ne.. ~~t.p-¥i~.\e5

Moulds for all Prot-X-Bore zinc
base bullets, 38, 357, 44 & 45.

Lever-ejection handgun bullet
. swaging dies, jackets & zinc bases.
Jacket crimping dies.

HARVEY KAY-CHUK conversions of
S&W 22 cal. revolvers, incl. M.R.F.
to centerfire.

25c for complete info1·mation.

LAKEVILLE ARMS INC.
Lakeville, Conn.

Harvey core moulds to cast proper
size cores for any make bullet
swaging dies. 38, 357 & 44 cals.

NEW!

Truly novel gifts that are interesting conversation
pieces. Each gun comes complete with a short
and enlightening history on its period.

Send cash, check or !loney Order nowl

These are replicas of original rare COLT guns
made of strong metal-look and feel like the
REAL GUNS-with gun hlue finish.

1847 Colt Wolker-44 cal. . .....•..•.. $6.95
1873 Colt Peacemaker-45 cal. . .•.... $5.95
1836 Colt Texas Paterson-40 cal•..•... $6.95
1848 Colt Wells Fargo-31 cal•........ $5.95
1860 Colt Army-44 cal.......•......$5.95
1851 Colt Navy-36 cal•.............. $5.95

THE GUNS THAT
WON THE WEST
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Swedish Artik-KarHn Model 94 cavalry carbine is
prized because of its extremely fast action, lighf weight and;

refinements over other Mausers. Muzzle velocity is 2,295 ft. per
sec. Rifle weighs only 71/2 lbs.• 5 shot. 18" barrel. Choice hard-

;a~~n~~oc~a~t"b~i~i~t~gns~~fl~ef~z~ ~~r~e~~g~~~g~fnhi~;;~?U~~~l~~=
~~~n~n$1~T3a:·w~~Af~~r~2g~~e~~~dition.Pay only $2.00 $2995
KLEIN'S CASH PRiCE ••.•••.•••••..••••••••.•.•••
(Only $.5.00 Extra Jor Excellent Swedish Mauser) 6.5 target am••
$~~1fJ5$~e~02!.er box of 65; $16.95 for 260 rds. Soft nose ammo.

SCOOP' Ne.,sCFC?!e~ ~~'s~!2'k
• Power Scope, Mount and

Cheekpiece to Fit Your Swedish Mauser. All mounted Free if Ol'dered

~~~n:~~:ec~~rbh~~iifi~3°~~d~7r~frt;:~;;t~X~~"o::[y~o2.~8i1r~:
~tllONfls~e:gJo~R~~Eu:e:l~sfor•••••••••••••••••••••••. $24.99

~R~U~S~H~: I
MY NAME I
"A'-'D'--D-"R"'E"'S"S'----------------------- •

CREDIT CUSTOMERS: Send $2.00 or more Down Payment. You save- •

~~~s~ma~lt;:::,'I~: c~:~gebail~~:~a7~e 2~ c~:e:r;cep~~~:~1s~i~';.~a:.: I
monthly, If you prefer.

NEW CREDIT CUSTOMERS: To speed your order. send $2.00 (or I
more) Down Payment, name & addres~ of your employer and names

~~eea~~d)s~~:d~fa~c~~n~~..eAFsoom~~~~e~g':',it~c~:~~oK.ouno~a~~ ~~ I
~~n:~~t.:i8~t~t':~Q~tl~0~Db~9,:~y ~~ ~ouJRwFr~k>'Ts~~~bITT~k~~:t I
~:'~r 1~~s:\O.2.~·0 Cd~~~3r~~~:.o~~~do~heer~~ 0;dd~~1~ $~OO f~/~::; I
size order for postage, etc. EXCEPTIONS: Send $1.50 per rifle or

:~~e~e~hi~C:~dnV:~rE:g~~~~e~r l:~i~ht,bc~t:~g~O~O~I~~ctandgUnSand'

HA~DGUN PURCHASERS: Please send signed statement stating I
~~a~ ~iium:~en~tl u~d:rv'~di~~:n:~t.a~~t·a hf~vgeitrVo: ~:~nru~°"adl:~:t •

German·made Mauser 7.65 (.30 cal.) Model 1891 expertl»
converted to sporter. Mauser action has finest pre-war workmanshi-.
all milled parts, extremely smooth operating bolt. Tu ..ned down bale:
har:'dle, 24" crowned barrel, post front sight. 5-shot clip, 1:1.1..
SWIvels. Wt. 7 Ibs.• ove..all 44". European Walnut stock has hand-

~~~~11:~~0~~D~~d;~rii~~ ~~;'d$;-.~6n~OW~~e~A~A~tE $2495
$1.20 A WEEK FOR 22 WEEKS, or ••••••••••••••••

ORIGINAL GERMAN MAUSER 7.65 (.30 cal.) MODEL 1891 RIFLE
Same as above except not sporterized. 29" barrel, 481/2" overall, 8 Ibs
6 oz. The gun for collectors, shooters or converting
·'enthusiasts." $1"-
~~r6E~0a:lt1\~~c't:~eL'i.~~n.d.i~i~~:................. 7--
7.65m-m. Metal·cased Ammo $6.00 per 100 rounds;. • 7.65__

Soft Point $3.45 per 20 rounds.

7mm Mauser Cal.

,., __ MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ---

SALE! DE LUXE GUN CABINET
Your Choice of Genuine Walnut or Limed 0*
Completely assembled and finished. Beautifully made- ...
cabinet hardwoods hand rubbed to a lustrous finish. Keeps
your guns safe, dresses up your den. Holds 8 gbns. Barrell
racks and stock pits green felt lined. FuJI width dra....

~~~~er:c~5¥:,~i~s28,.L~ct~1J..~rd~~:~n:ta~~a~~Oi~~o~::=
~~rnu~~kS~ii~~~i~~. ~~~I:~ti:~o~rl~d~~~~.u'w~~t~11~
Pay $2.00 Down, Balance $3.48 a Week for 22 Wee-b-

g:r~Wi:c. it$~95~gO Mfr's List. $6-.77
KLEIN'S SALE PRiCE................ ,--

L:::::::::::::.":~~.(~.~:~~L:~:~~?~:::~~!:::i:~:):~:~:~:::~~~~L:::::~
.. _. MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! --.

~
o KLEIN'S-Dept. G-B I

• 221 W. Washington st••
• • • • • • Chicago 6, illinois •

EstabLislled 18B5-0ur 76th Year

o Cash Order 0 Credit 0 C.O.D. Order (Include $2.00) I

Col. Colt's Frontier SIX SHOOT-
.." ER is an exact super-accurate

modern shootint;J reproduction of
.. the famous 1800's Single action fron

_~ tier six-shooter most prized by the
men of the old west. These guns are

made by J. P. SAUER & SON in Germany in
the exact, size and weight of the original
models. Excellent for hunting, plinking. home

protection Ot fast draw. Blue steel finish. 40 oz.
weight. 5¥2" brl. Brand new! State choice of .22

.(~~oMt:gn~m.s~~~~rl~n6g6.0~a~0~~I;i~~.0°J' $3995
Down, $1.98 a week for only 22 weeks. or ppd.

GENUINE FRONTIER DERRINGERS REDUCED!
.22 CAL.-NEW! $16.95!

Exact copy of the original Rem.
ington over & under Derringer
-now made for modern high
power cartridges by famed

:r;a:"e~a~[t:~:~ninfl~:ti~:nt:~in~e;iun"s~
Brand new. Pay only $2.00 Down•

.22 Blued-reduced to $16.95 ...•22
Chrome-$19.95; •.•.22 Magnum Blued

_521.95; ••••22 Magnum Chrome-$24.95: .•.
.38 Special Blued or Chrome.. . . . . .539.95

Shoots aLL .22 Short._Long and Long Rille Ctt/8.
Sensational
Sm ith and
Wesson .22
Target Revolver Value! Accurate,
reliable and priced far below any
comparable gun! Custom con·
verted in England from .38 S&W
c.aliber to .22 caliber by finest Eng·
Iish gunsmiths ••• proofed by offi·
cial Birmingham. England, Proof House. Me·
dium weight, excellent condition famous Smith
& Wesson Military and Police model has top
quality Belgian made brand new 6" barrel 0' finest
alloy steel. New rear sight is adjustable for windage
and elevation. New checkered Walnut grips. 6 shot.
length 12" overall. Wt. 38 oz. Side break. Blued

~;~=hior~?wOenel~s ~~'~~"::rW;8cf~o~7 a $3988
KLEIN'S CASH PRICE, only .......••.

PRICE REDUCED! .22 OR .22 MAGNUM

'1=~;;;;;;;;;~ FRONTIER• SIX-SHOOTER

ASTRA 400 9MM AUTOMATIC
Developed for crack Span i.sh
Grenadier regiments and carned

~bl:e~~dana~~un~t~.L~~~<;~. :::'I~
Steyr. 9 shot. 53/4" barrel. .8,:0/8"
overall. Fair to good condition.

ASTRA CASH PRICE, S14.95
9mm Ammo. 100 rds.

u. S. SPRINGFIELD M1903-.30/06-LastCalll
This could be the last of these wonderful high num~

bel'" Springfield .30/06 Rifles-only a hundred are left! It's

popular ~~~tY"nc::I~~~emic:,st.::g(UOethr;;i~~:fcJ.~lf~os~Sp~~~lla~s ~j~e g~~S~

~~irbe~~' ;~~R:n;;,er$2~8gctd'~~n:~~:~~~eP$~~2:~r~::k2~~ $4495
only 22 weeks. KLEIN'S CASH PRiCE ..••••••••..••..

(011ly $5.00 extra for personal selection by Milt Klein)
.30/06 Military Ammo is $7.50 per 100; $33.00 for 500.

Made in England, these fine light Martini lever
action single shot rifles are great for varmint

or big game hl>nting. 25" barrel, 401/2" overall, 53/4
l~:e 'n~~ caliber (similar to .32/20). Good condition, shoots Sl288
KLEIN'S CASH PRICE, .310 Caliber .•••.••.••••••••••

(Only $3.00 extra for selection by Milt Klein)
•310 English Ammo IS $2.95 per 20.

(Above Martini is also available converted to our famed .32/20 @
$16.95; also .32 Special @ $19.95.) Only a few left. Hurry!

30/06-6 SHOl

CUSTOM ENFIELD SPORTER
Famous English gunmaker custom converted these Royal

~~field ~o. 1 Mar:k III Rifles to almost new sporters! .303
British Caliber. Specially selected guns were repolished reblued

barrel cut to 22" and crowned. New ramp front sight. Wal~ut stock
reshap~, san~ed and refi,:,ished.• New swivels. 10-shot detachable clip

~:~~z~neitlAld:ig~tatl~r$C;:ogr ~6~tN,4~~PX*:.~~I,~1~~6b~ $2488
~5~KB~?i~h2~':t:lE:a~~drA~~o$7:50 p'e~'ioo rO~~ds;·:·• . .303 Soft
/lose $2.95 per 20 rou-nds.

AS ISSUED
NOT REBUILT

SALE! BARRELED FN ACTIONS.
Absolutely brand new, first quality, latest ~961 mod·

els. All have hinged floor plates. ac:ljustable trigger With milled
trigger guard. Hooded ramp front s'{Jhts. BeautifUlly polished &

blued! ••. ready for stocking! State your choice: 1) F.N. "Supreme 400"
has latest side safety, new streamlined bolt sleeve. 22" four-g ..oove bar
rels have 1 twist for each 10". Drilled and tapped for receive .. sight or
scope mount. State choice of 30/06 or .270. Medium Weight Barrel.
2) F.N. "Supreme 400" in .243 cal. with 22" twelve-groove barrel with
I twist in 11". Medium Weight BaTTel.

~~~iC~n~: ~~O~~6~O:~~O ~~·~204:. week for 22 weeks; state $6995
KLEIN'S CASH PRICE, either barreled action for only ..•••
Oulll $74.RR for barreled F. N. j1.'!auser "Supreme 400" action in the
great new .264 Winchester Magnum caliber. (Same description itl above.)

NEW!

U. S. 1911 .30/06 SPRF'LD CALIBER
Virtually unfired; fresh from government cases; all milled

. parts. All NRA Very Good. or better! Strongest U.S. Army

~~~ Oa;f;o$2~J'Crd=~,ebal·1n~~0:1.~Ji~e~ee6k~~i~nl~6~~~:~:~·.$2995
KLEIN'S CASH PRiCE ..•••...................••....

(Only! $.''j,OO extra for personal selection by Milt Klein)
.30/06 Military Ammo, only $6.00 per 100; $28.50 per 500

RUGER "DEERSTALKER"
CARBINE! .44 MAGNUM CALIBER I=~'::-"::=::'=':='=:"''''''='=::===---

The first long gun designed and produced by America's gun Mf911 COLT .45!
genius--Bill Ruger-the spectacular Ruger ··Deerstalke ..••

semi-automatic in .44 Magnum caliber. Certain to be a favorite for game
up to and including deer and black bear.· Weighs only 53/4 Ibs., 181/2"
barrel, 5-shot tubular magazine, side ejection, open sights; low smooth
receiver perfect for scope mounting. Oil finished American Walnut stock.

ORDER"lit~~-g~.Ll;~tydoN7..r.te$2~go"O~~~:lYB~rAvro:c~'$4.82 $10800
A WEEK FOR 22 WEEKS, OR... . • . . . . . . • • • • . • . • • . . . . Ppd.
OuLN $42.50 extra for 2X Redfield Bear Cub Scope mounted on Deer
slalker (certified $,'i9.2,'i value). Order it1.l04; ••• only $52 ..')0 extra
for 4X Redfield Bear Cub Scope. (Certified $69.25 value.) Order itll05.

3950_-
The only U. S. military small arm made with the lines and IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
weight of a modern sporter. Wei~hs only 51/2 Ibs., 18" bar- The 0Bearcat" is a me~

rei, 36" overall. Gas operated, 15 shot semi-automatic. Receiver Sight chanical jewel, made to stand
adjustable from 100 to 300 yds. Brand New Condition. PAY $2.00 ards of precision and quality

~~~:~SB~~~~C:R~~:80~~ERE~~~:6~~.":'~~~~: .....•.... $19.95 ~~~ u~~I~rst:~di~~f~e Wr~a~as:
Only $2.00 extra for Slin.q"1lJith Oiler: •.• $1.00 fOT Piston Nut Wrench; Co.rnpact as it is. the "Bearcat" possesses a
.. 15-shot Magazine, 3 fOT $1.00: ..• $3.95 for Flash Hid.er; ••• grip which is comfOl"'table and secure even

.30 cal. Military Ammo, $5.00 per 100 rds . ... •30 cal. Hunting Ammo. In a la..ge hand, clea .. sights and the feeling
$5.00 per 30 rds . ••• 30-shot Magazine $2.95; ••• Web Pouches. 2 ~~t~ei~~o~t~~~y ~~~/ts ~:t,t~:~:m~~~s i~CnUg
;.,1°_';,.$_1._0_0,;.,'_._._._M_U_ZZ_I_e_B_T_a_ke~$_3_.9_5_· 1 ~~L~'NI~~~ :01'"H~~~r\'r~~~:dV~~~~iltYC:I~~:~~'e:fthSir~c~hs~~

i~ar;be[~~g:~~ral~~ w~hEfgklfT ..i~~e e:~s~avi~?;E::~L

~:u~~:~~t~~~:ar.SII~~1~:lt~x~dEd'H1r~~~~~tr~~ef;~~J:
ent alloy s~eel firing pin mounted in frame. GRIPS:

RARE .303 JUNGLE CARBINE f::'~~ ':,';:;;;;r~~ \~ea::::'e ~~~~s~~ ~?~~~he~te::' P':.':-~~:
Royal Enfield .303 ~!,itish Caliber Jungle Carbines, Ruger "Bearcat" prepaid price at Klein's is now re
No.5 developed specifically for rough usage and bitter duced from $49.50 to $39.50! Pay onlr. $200 down

lined jUngl:i.~~i::gh~~:~e l~n:~~:. tOI~u:~t~;n.B~~n'~~aar~~I,M.;l/:ibs.Str.e,:~A. ~';;:t~l~ ife~~uf~rref~~~ ~2rd,:~e~~0~~ab e $3950'
~~o:t:·fO~oa~i~~~·ks.P;?Ex~~~YS ~~ic?tOc~~i~'$4~:~~)ce $1.09 a $2288 KLEIN'S Credit or Cash Price is Only... ppd.

KLEIN'S CASH PRiCE.............................. NEW! 1961 RUGER GUNS
.303 British Military Ammo is $6.75 per 90. $39.75 for 600. Pay $2.00 Down. No charge for

LIKE NEW JUNGLE CARBINE. Completely remanufactured with all metal ~~~~~i~~ea~rne~g~~~1hi2~~~tsi~~
parts carefully inspected and reblued. Modified sporter stock completely gle 6-$64.25; 22 5-6-$64.25;

S~:~~~~~n,N:~a~~~b$L~9t:'e.,~~:f~r ~1h~~eil~~. Pay only $2888 (Flash! Only $5.25 Extra for .22
KI.EIN'S SALE PRiCE.............................. or .22 Magnum fitted cylinder-

NOW_BOTH JUNGLE CARBINES WITH 4X SCOPES! Only $10.00 extra R~t~elUslng~~~¥ii;,hor:~~~~r gra~t~
for brand new, first qualitv 4X scope side mounted (as illustrated) on hawk 44 Mag.-$120.00. 44 Mag.-$96.00; 357 Mag.
either rifle. Cross hair adjustable reticule. Amazing buy, all only $10.00. $::'~~!0;.4~2r:~~.~1~~$Oio:~;O~a}A~tpre~e:i':z)edto



HANDLOADING BENCH: Reloading For Black Powder Rifles
(Continued from page 13)

Cartridges above are all formed from .45-70 brass. Left to right: .45-70; .33
Win.; .38-56 Win.; .38-70 Win. (not yet fire-formed/; .40-50 Sharps BN; .40-60.
Win.; .40-65 Win.; .40-82 Win. (short case; seat bu let out); .45 Danish; .45-60
Win.; .45-90 Win. The .38-70 and .45-90 are from .45-70 cases redrawn to 2.40".

Probably the most important factor in the
accuracy of the loaded round is the bullet.
There are two general types of bullet avail·
able; cast and jacketed. Cast bullets are
made of lead, either pure or in alloy form.
Jacketed bullets are comprised of a lead
core encased in a copper or similar metal
jacket.

Of the two types, which is better? The
jacketed bullet meets with immediate dis
favor. The reason for this lies in the barrels
of the rifles for which we are loading. They
were made of soft steel and will not stand
up to the increased wear caused by a jacket
ed bullet. More friction is created and con·
sequently, more pressure is developed.

But isn't a jacketed bullet more accurate
and more dependable on game than a stand
ard load bullet? That is grounds for a long
winded and hot argument. A properly made
lead bullet will do any job expected of tbe
rifle as well as a jacketed bullet, whether it
is hunting or target work. The case for lead
bullets is that they are easily obtainable,
economical, exceptionally accurate in the
older rifles, do not harmfully affect the bore,
and most closely duplicate the original fac
tory bullets. (The Lyman Gunsight Co. sup
plies a complete line of Ideal moulds in all
calibers, weights, and shapes which perform
excellently in the old rifles.)

Try to pick a bullet for your rifle which

zine repeaters; and hollow points are for
hunting. Gas check bullets don't have much
use in the old rifles because the velocities
usually stay under 1500 feet per second.

The hardness of the bullet depends pretty
well on the individual gun. Generally speak.
ing, 10 parts lead to 1 part tin is the hardest
practical alloy. All bullets should be well
lubricated to avoid leading.

Thus far, the components are taken care
of. How to load? Start with primed cases of
the proper size and weigh the charge care
fully. 'Ieasuring is satisfactory but really
fine accuracy is achieved with weighed
charges. If fired cases are being used, it is
not necessary to full length size them, nor is
it necessary to go to the bother of cleaning
them if they were previously used with
smokeless powder.

Powder charges, accon;ling to bore diam
eter are listed in the table following. All
loads are for Unique only! These are all sug
gested loads which are well below maximum.
Loads are for the standard bullet weight in a
given caliber. With these loads in mind, the
reloader may experiment to find the best
load for his particular rifle. Powder charges
should never be raised more than % grain
at a time. Keep in mind that most of these
rifles were designed to operate at a pressure
of 25,000 pounds or less.

Seat the bullets by hand or in a die.
Crimping is not necessary for single shot
rifles. Light crimp may be used for repeaters.
Keep a record of all the lots you load,
paying special attention to their performance.

The suggested loads give roughly 11,000

. Grains Standard Bullet Grains Standard Bullet
Cartridge Powder Bullet Weight Cartridge Powder Bullet Weight

.32-40 Winchester, Ballard & Marlin 6.0 319289 175 .40-110-314 Winchester Express 10.3 403168 210

.38-55 Winchester, Ballard & Marlin 7.0 375248 250 .44-60 Creedmore 9.5 446187 465

.38-56 Winchester 7.7 375248 250 .44·77 Sharps and Remington 10.0 446187 465

.38-70 Winchester 8.2 375248 250 .44-90 Sharps 11.0 446187 465

.38-72 Winchester 9.5 375167 275 .45-60 Winchester 10.0 457191 300

.38-90·217-31,4 Winchester 'Express 10.0 375248 250 .45-70 Gov't 11.0 457193 410

.40-50 Sharps Straight 7.0 403168 210 .45-75 Winchester 10.0 457191 300

.40-50 Sharps Bottleneck 7.0 403168 210 .45-82 Winchester 14.0 457191 300

.40-60 Winchester 7.5 403168 210 .45-85 Bullard 12.0 457191 300

.40-65 Winchester 8.0 403168 210 .45-2.4 Sharps 10.0 457125 500

.40-70 Winchester 9.0 403169 245 .45-2.6 Sharps 12.0 457125 500

.40-70 Sharps Straight 8.2 403169 245 .45-90 Winchester 14.0 457191 300

.40-70 Sharps Bottleneck 8.2 403169 245 .45-314 Sharps and Winchester 13.0 457125 500

.40-72 Winchester 9.5 403173 295 .50-70 Gov't 12.0 515141 450

.40-75 Bullard 7.0 403169 245 .50-95 Winchester 12.0 509135 310 10 -

.40-82 Winchester 9.7 403169 245 . .50-100-450 Winchester 15.0 509134 360
•40·90 Bullard 8.0 403173 295 .50-110 Winchester 17.0 515141 450
.40-90 Ballard 7.5 403173 295 .50-314 Sharps & Winchester 15.0 512138 450

• DEPT. S3 429 MARKET ST•• PHllA. 6, PA.

FREE! THE GUNS MAGAZINE
LIBRARY OF GUN LORE • • •

3 separate and complete
Redbooks of gun information

See page S4 for details!

is as near to the original factory bullet as
possible. For example, if you own a Win
chester M'76 chambered for the .45-60, the
correct bullet is Lyman's #4,57191. This bul
let weighs the same, and is roughly the same
shape as the original factory bullet.

There are many different weights available
in the different sizes so there is plenty of
room for experimenting. Having decided to
use cast bullets, which one or type should
you use? The number available is astound
ing. There is a choice of flat point, hollow
point, roundnose, pointed point, flat base,
conical base, hollow base, concave base, and
gas check.

Pointed bullets are ruled out because they
require a higher velocity to stabilize them.
Roundnose bullets are best in single shot
rifles; flat points are best for tubular maga-

p.sj. in straight cases 2" in length,' with
slightly lower pressures in bottleneck or
longer cases of the same caliber.

Remember ! Your loads are no more ac·
curate or dependable than you make them.
Care and precision in their loading will pay
off at the range or in the field.

Great fun and enjoyment is to be had for
the asking with these old rifles, but remem
ber-safety first! Have any rifle for which
you plan reloading checked over by a compe
tent gunsmith; if he says it isn't safe-it
isn't! Don't go ahead and play around with
your life; having a breech block embedded
in your forehead is an unpleasant experience.

What about the cost? The total outlay is
under $25.00. This includes mould, dies,

. capper, decapper, powder, primers, ~
lead and cases. ~
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Flaig's bY'
Sako, featuf·

ing Soko's
smooth-working

hinged floor plate,
with floor-plate

release button in.
side trigger guard,

completely blued. Will
fit any M-1903 Spring

field, including .03-A3. In
creases resale value to your

Sporterized Springfield. A
$15.00 valuo-$12.00.

NEW TYPE "C"
SPRINGFIELD STOCKS

FULL PISTOL GRIP
STRIPPED

POSTPAID, $4.00

Opportunities everywhere for trained
Investigators, both men & women, pri.
vate & police. Work home or travel..
Send now for free information on easy
home study plan, badge, certificate &
profitable future. No salesman will call.

PROFESSIONAL INVESTIGATORS
4563 York, Dept. AR.Los An~eles41;Calif.

NEW SPRINGFIELD A3-03 2-Gr. Barrels,
each $3.00. Case of 10 ...•.•..$17.50

SPRINGFIELD
TRIGGER GUARD

MILLED
STEEL

Springfield nickel steel bolts w/extractol"
Collar ...•••.•.••.••.•..••••• $3.50
Same bolt, altered for low scope •• $8.50

J

~ FAMOUS GERMAN

.177 Cal. rifled BBL.
Adj. Sights and Trigger.

Comes Attractively Boxed
w/200 Pellets. $19.95 ppd.
OUR FIRST LIST OF RARE, UNUSUAL
AND CONTEMPORARY FIREARMS ... SOc

THE ARMS LOCKER Dept. W.
2027 Harbor Blvd. Costa Mesa, Calif.

ACE BARRELS for .338 Win. & .264 Win.
Your choice of 24" Sporter weig-ht or 28" med.
wt.. fitted to youI' action. (Win. 70. Enfield, Hig-h
No. Springfield. FN or 98 Mauser-no others).
Head spaced :md test fired ...•••....•.•. 540.00
If we furnish FN Deluxe Action. . . . • • • . .• $84.00
If we furnish FN 400 AcUon ..•••••••..• 89.00
45 Colt Barrels, New ..••••.•.•..••...• 4.50

~~ g~U ~~~~;;ii:~:.' New' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:~g

Silver Anniversary Catalog 2Sc
Write for FREE list No. 33.

Scrubs pockets Quickly, clean &
bright. For use in any motor or
hand-driven chUck. Or can be
manually operated. Fine steel
wire brush, with metal sleeve.
Only $1.00 Ppd. Specify whether
for larl'te or small primers.

KUHARSKY BROS.
2425 W. 12th st., Erie, Penna.

OTHER TURNED AND SEMI-INLETTED STOCKS-BLANKS ALSO AVAILABLE
FRENCH WALNUT I PENNA. WALNUT I CURLY MAPLE I OREGON MYRTLE
$25.00 to $S5.OO $6.00 to $40.00 $8.00 to $3S.OO $B.OO to $7S.oo

ACE TRIGGER SHOE
$2.50

Specify gun.
ACE DOUBLE-SET
TRIGGER, $10.00
Fitted, $6.00 more

Rare Circassian Walnut-Imported from Turkey. For the first time In many years we now offer
this distinctively attractive, light weight, yet very close grained walnut. Takes smooth finish and
sharp checkering. No other wood compares with Rare Circassian Walnut fo.r stock making. Turnedl
and semi-inletted Circassian Walnut stocks, $16.50 to $80.00-Mannlicher length $S.OO additional.
Rifle blanks $IS.oo ta $75.00. Shotgun blanks $10.00 to $50.00. Pistol grip blanks (pair) $2.S0 t....
$7.50.

Flaig's AUTOMATIC PRIMER POCKET
CLEANING TOOL. Free Circular. $15 00
(Dealer inquiries invited) POSTP~'D

Med. Heavy Weight 26"-4 Ibs. 4 au.

Sporter-weight 24"-3 Ibs.

ORIGINAL DWM Mauser mod. '98-09 is rare
collector's piece because of its unusual fine
quality. These are finest actions, bar none, we
have ever seen in forty years association with
Mauser, 7.65 caliber. Matched numbers, smooth
actions, V.G. bores, 30" barrel. Hinged floor
plate release in trigger guard. Walnut stocks.
Rifle with v.g. bore, complete $3S.00
Rifle with slightly used bore, complete 30.00
Action, complete (in white) 2S.00
1909 SWM Stripped Receiver 10.00
1909 DWM Trigger Guard 10.00
Alter to .30-06, proof test 7.S0
Alter bolt for scope 7.00
Ammo: 7.65 MC - $7.S0/C; 7.65 S.P.- $3.4S/20

ACE "BUTTON-RIFLED" BARRELS
(White), Each $24.00
For Enfield Only-$2.00 Additional. (If Your Action
is Sent to Us. We Charg-e $8.00 to Fit Headspa('e
and Test-fire. Returned F.O.B. Millvale. Pa•• Un-

~j~~edro~~J.~A~~dBl~~YrA~~~on~e(W~\~~)~..~72~~O
Usmg F. N. Supreme (Series 400) Mauser

action ......••••..••.•..•...••.••••$77.50

RARE TURNED AND
SEMI.INLETTED
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT BLANKS

•
I

PRIMERI
only$1-':.x..
Pa. Res. Add

'40/0 Sales Tax
DEALERS &

JOBBERS
INQUIRIES

INVITED

(Continued from page 28)

NOT ALL DOUBLE RIFLES ARE
"FOR AFRICA ONLY"

that this combination would group into less
than 2". These groups were fired using iron
sights. If one were to mount a telescope on
the rifle, it would do very much better.

Mounting a telescope, however, has its
problems. on a double rifle. It has to be done
at the factory in order to have the proper
regulation. The additional weight of the tele
scope, if mounted with the rifle regulated
with iron sights, would disturb the accuracy,
and many a good double has been ruined by
having work done on it by gunsmiths not
familiar with the breed.

If a man is a good hunter and stalker, he
won't take shots at extremely long range. A
good hunter takes pride in killing cleanly
and in not causing needless suffering of
game, and the average hunter is simply net
qualified to do this at long ranges. Most
shots in woods or brush are taken at less
than 100 yards, and for that type of shooting,
the double with its good open sights is a
natural.

So far as sights are concerned, I'm a firm
believer in the wide V type with a platinum
line in the center. This, in conjunction with
a gold bead front or a gold sight like the
Redfield Sourdough, is a splendid combina
tion. Most double rifles have a standing bar
and folding leaves, either two or three in
number, and a front sight with a folding
night sight in the base. The British call it
a "moon" or jack sight. It can be lifted up
from the front sight base to superimpose it
self over the front sight, and it presents to
the shooter a greatly enlarged bead. Usually
this type sight" is used in the heavier caliber
weapons, for shooting in poor light, at short
range.

If a person has a desire to hunt the most
dangerous game on the North American con
tinent, the double is made to order for him.
Chambered for the .375 Magnum cartridge,
it's one of the finest tools a man could use.
Any grizzly, Kodiak, or polar bear could be
dispatched with ease with a weapon of this
type. If .375 doesn't seem adequate, a .400
Jeffery chambered for the 3" case using the
400 grain bullet can be used by the man who
demands more power. Both would be excel
lent choices.

From a standpoint of safety the double has
no equal. One only has to break it to deter
mine if it's loaded, and there is no danger
of the action freezing in cold weather. Also,
the double is really two guns in one, and if
one set of locks or firing pin breaks down,
you still have the other barrel. The likelihood
of this happening, however, is very remote,
as these guqs are built to survive anything
short of sheer catastrophe.

For hunting the dangerous game of India
and Africa, the double rules supreme. The
most popular calibers for elephant, rhino,
water buffalo, and hippo are the .470 Nitro
Express and the .500-465, also known as the
.465 Nitro Express. There are other calibers
made for the big stuff, but these two are the
most popular. Another favorite is the .500 3"
case, which uses a 570 grain bullet and
develops 5800 pounds muzzle energy. Some
hunters use the .400 3" Jeffery for their
heavy rifle, but it's a bit on the light side, ac
cording to the general consensus of opinion.'
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Note massiveness of breech, action', barrels of .600 Jeffery under
lever double rifle once owned by famous African hunter Dr. Sutton.

Sold by Sporting Goods Dealers and Gun ShopS
everyWhere

new, best quality double will run in excess
of $2000.00, so I would recommend buying
good, used ones. By keeping in touch with
the used gun market, good buys are made.

When purchasing a used double, extreme
caution should be exercised or the buyer can
get burned. First, check for looseness and
rings on the standing breech. Then look the
barrels over to see if they are pitted or the
chambers burned. Check the caliber and find

out if ammunition is currently available for
it. If an ejector model, find out if the ejec
tors are operating. In all cases, the proof
markings and calibers are stamped on the
table flats of the barrel. An example of this
would be the .450 Nitro Express which is
marked as follows: .450 caliber; 480 gr.
bullet, 70 grs. cordite, 3%" case. A .450
Blackpowder Express would be marked: .450
caliber, 120 grs. blackpowder, 270 gr. bullet,
314" case. A .450 Blackpowder Express, light
cordite load is marked: .450 caliber, 45 grs.
cordite, 365 gr. bullet, 3%" case. Note that
in all instances the case is the same length,
and the danger in using the full cordite load
can readily be seen.

In order to detect the difference between
the blackpowder and light cordite expresses
and the full cordite rifles, one must first ob
serve the rifling. The older blackpowder jobs
have deeper rifling and the steel is much
softer. Also the weight of the older guns in
similar calibers is much lighter. A few full
cordite rifles were made in hammer style, so
just because a weapon has visible hammers
doesn't mean that it won't fire the nitro
shell. By the same token, some black
powder jobs were hammerless, so it be
hooves one to be very careful in reading... ·all
of the markings on the 'gun to determine
what type it is.

Because a double rifle is not as strong as
a bolt action rifle, the breech pressures are
usually lower. We find that, in many cases,
pressures run around 30,000 pounds. This is
true even of the .600 Nitro Express. The idea
behind this is for the rifle to have easy
extraction, even in tropical climates when
the heat causes increases in pressure. There
are a few shells, such as the .425 Westley
Richards, .375 Magnum, and .318 Westley
Richards, which develop much more pressure.
Only a few of the good makers manufacture
rifles for these shells because, in addition to
the pressures being higher, the shells are
rimless. A little half moon arrangement is
fitted to the extractors for proper ejection of
the fired case. Westley Richards and Holland
will both build rifles for these shells.

A question that frequently comes up is
.whether to buy a non-ejector or an ejector
model. There are pros and cons to both
sides, but I prefer the ejector model, as it

are of no use. Back in the old elephant hunt
ing days of ivory hunters, and hunters who
did the bulk of their shooting in thick brush
and forest, these calibers were useful. Now
their value is mostly sentimental.

As to what maker to select to make your
double rifle, it would be a matter of opinion.
At the present time, the only English makers
are Holland & Holland, Westley Richards,
James Purdey, Cogswell & Harrison, John

Rigby, and I believe Charles Lancaster. Un
fortunately, the prices of new English dou
bles are staggeringly high. All of the double
rifles that I have were used but in exce11ent
condition. Some of the makers, other than
those listed above that one may run into are,
W. J. Jeffery, Grant & Lang, William Evans,
E. J. Churchill, Watson Bros., Charles Bos
well, Harrison & Hussey, F. P. Baker, Joseph
Manton, W. W. Greener, Powell, James
Woodward, John Wilkes, and many more ob
scure ones. Dan Fraser, of Edinburgh, Scot
land, also made some fine rifles. The price of a

Choose a Bucheimer gun
case . . . for style . . . for

durability ..• and too, it fully
protects your gun. All Bucheimer

gun cases are -made by skilled
craftsmen from thoroughly tested

materials. There isa Bucheimer gun
case in your price range.

Price $2.95 to $50.00

J. M. BUCHEIMER CO.
FREDERICK, MARYLAND

No. 36

Before the advent of smokeless powder,
hunters used the double barreled black pow
der express, chambered for such calibers as
the 4 gauge, 8 gauge, and 10 gauge. These
guns used lead bullets and were not effective
on frontal shots on elephant. Recoil and
power were on a par with our modern guns,
but they did not have the penetrative ability
of the nitro weapons, and their weight was
much greater. John Rigby, in 1898, developed
the .450 Nitro Express, and to this day we
have nothing better. He took the old, black
powder shell, 3%" long, and loaded it with
a charge of 70 grains of cordite and a 480
grain bullet. This gun and load sounded the
death knell for all the blackpowder jobs.
Using the smokeless powder, the hunter was
not obscured by a pall of smoke, and the
new jacketed bullet would penetrate into the
vitals of any game, regardless of the animal's
position.

The .450 Nitro Express would still be
popular except for the fact that natives in
India and the Sudan apparently got hold of
a large quantity of .450 Blackpowder Express
rifles and were using them in native up
risings. As a consequence, the .450 was
barred in these areas. That's why Holland
and other British gunsmiths turned out cali
bers like the .465, .470, .476, .475#2, etc.
Ballistically they are almost identical with
the original .450 Nitro and are of just larger
caliber. The ultra-large calibered weapons
such as the .577 Nitro Express and the .600
Jeffery are really not necessary for elephants.
Actually, they have needless power and weigh
far too much to use effectively in an emer
gency. They are nice weapons to own and
fire, but under present hunting conditions,
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ONLY

$1295.

Select, $89.95

MAXIM
German 1909, Cal.
7.65, as illustrated,
with all brass fittings
and tripod, $125.00.

MAXIM
German MG '08 machine gun,
cal. 7.92, (with Costa Rican Seal),
complete with tripod. Price
$89.95; Select, $114.95

Costa Rican Model 30 machine gun, cal. 7mm,
very rare, without magazine.
Price $69.95;

direction. The side-by-side double, because
the axis of the barrels' is situated on either
side of the center of gravity, has a tendency
to swing away from the other barrel at the
moment of discharge, which !pakes the regu
lation of the side-by-side more difficult. I,
personally, like the balance and appearance
of the side-by-side, but it's a matter of per
sonal preference. The only London maker
that made a practice of building the over
and-under type of double rifle was Westley
Richards, and I don't think they make them
any longer.

As a matter of comparison between maga
zine rifle stocks and double rifle stocks, the
double has it all over the magazine. Double
rifle stocks are much like a high grade shot
gun, and fit just as well. In most cases, the
factory stock will fit most men unless they
are abnormally built. You won't find any in
lays or white spacers on a good double rifle;
they just don't build them that way. Neither
will you find peculiar cheek pieces, forends,
or carvings on them. They lean to the clas
sical side, and look the way a rifle should
look.

Double rifles, because of their construction,
can be taken down and carried in a trunk
case with no danger of the point of impact
being changed. This affords the hunter a
compact way of packing the rifle for ship
ment. A good case is a necessity, as one can
put all cleaning tools, ammunition, and parts
in the English-type trunk case.

My advice is-learn to know the double
rifle. After all, it was here long before
the magazine, and it still holds top place
in the hearts of many an P"!I
experienced hunter. ~

SUPPLY LIMITED

FINAL
OFFERING

LAHTI ANTI TANK RIFLE
Caliber 20MM and gas operated. Made in Finland and
used by German Army in WW II. Drastically reduced for
final offering sale. This "Monster" comes in original
heavy duty chest, with essential replacement parts and
accessories included. Shipping weight about 250 Ibs.
FOB price while they last, only $119.95. AMMO AVAIL.
ABLE: 20MM armor piercing rounds. $75.00 per 100.
Minimum order, 10 rounds for $10.00.

French light machine gun. cal. 8mm.
as illui'iotrated. without stock .•••..••
Accessory kit sent FREE with this
Dewat.
Select without stock $19.95

$39.95

THOMPSON

POTOMAC ARMS CORP.
P.O. Box 35-200 S. Strand St.

Alexandria 2, Virginia
(We buy & trade. All types of firearms.)

SENSATIONALLY LOW PRICED

BROWNING
British air cooled aircraft machine gun; same as
U.S. Browning except .303 British caliber.

Complete price only $59.95

Rare British sub machine gun, cal. 9mm.
Complete, $29.95; Select, $39.95

SHIPPED EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT. Send $20.00
Deposit for COD express collect shipment. For free list
of shooting equipment, enclose large stamped addressed
envelope.

*UNSERVICEABLE MACHINE GUNS
Potomac Arms now offers a variety of non-operational machine guns, available through no other
source, to collectors and arms students. All weapons listed below are available for immediate delivery.

are regulated at the factory for one load only,
and an increase or decrease in velocity will
cause cross firing or other aivergence of the
bullets. The makers have a man doing this
job at their range, and when the gun leaves
the factory, it's sighted according to the
various leaves on the rib. Some may not agree
to this sighting method, but it seems to work
on the doubles that I have.

Most of the doubles that I have seen are
engraved; and the engraving is mostly scroll
work done very tastefully. I like engraving
on a gun of this type, and I believe it en
hances the value of the gun. Some top quality
guns, however, are not engraved, as some men
want a plain gun for reasons best known to
themselves.

Recoil is another subject that frequently
comes up, especially in regard to the heavier
calibers. The recoil is not bothersome if the
weapon is held firmly to the shoulder. On
the larger calibers, it's more in the nature of
R large push. Muzzles rise, but are relatively
easy to bring back to the target. The .600
makes a lot of noise and does give a bit of
a push, but it isn't unpleasant. If one fires a
long string of shots with the large calibers,
a slight headache may result.

Many fine doubles are made on the conti
nent by Merkel Bros., J. P. Sauer, Richard
Marholdt, Merkel, Johann Springer, and
others. These are not in the class of the
British guns, but are well made and can be
had for muc!J. less money. You will find many
of the over-and-under type manufactured by
the Europeans, as this type is much easier to
regulate. The reason for this is that the two
barrels of the over-and-under are in the same
plane, and the movement will be in the same

would facilitate reloading. Another question
that comes up is that of the safety being
either automatic or non-automatic. I like the
non-automatic type, as a conscious effort is
not required to throw it off if one breaks
the gun to reload one barrel. Most gun man
ufacturers fit both double shotguns and rifles
with the automatic safety, but it requires
very little alteration to make the safe non
automatic. Just remove the connecting rod
between the top lever and the slide of the
safe.

When selecting a double rifle, one has a
choice of either the box lock or the side lock.
Usually, the side lock rifle is more expensive,
as it has more parts and is more difficult to
produce. Side lock guns do have better trig
ger pulls than box locks, and are supposed to
be stronger. The only disadvantage of the
side lock is that more of the stock has to be
cut away and, because of heavy recoil in the
large calibers, splits occur in the stock. The
side lock presents a more imposing appear
ance and gives greater scope to the engraver,
but for a using gun I think I'd be inclined to
go to the box lock.

Some of the better makers, among them
Holland & Holland, make the side locks with
hand-detachable plates, so the locks can be
detached and examined' easily. Removal of
these locks, if done very' often, is apt to
damage the mortise in the stock, allowing the
locks to become loose. On my .465 Holland
Royal, I deliberately took the turnscrew out
and had the locks made fixed. This elimi
nates the desire of people to "see the locks."
Westley Richards, one of the best English
makers, produces a rifle having hand-detach
able box locks that are most revolutionary in
design. The locks are removed by turning
back a hinged cover plate in front of the
trigger guard and lifting out the locks. This
system is one of the best, as the stock is not
cut away at its junction and there are no
holes drilled through the frame. The Westley
Richards is a gun anyone would be proud to
possess. I have one in .425 caliber that once
belonged to the Maharaja of Gwalior.

Box locks are divided into two types, one
of which, the standard Anson & Deeley, was
invented by Westley Richards. At that time,
Anson was a gunsmith with the company and
Deeley was managing director. This action
was the first hammerless introduced and is
standard with the gun trade today. The other
box lock is Westley's hand-detachable lock,
which is a superior version of the Anson &
Deeley. Their special action is almost as
strong as the sidelock and, because less wood
is cut away, has a much stronger stock.
Westley also developed the top lever arrange
ment on double guns, and almost all doubles
use this system. A few, such as Jeffery, use
the under-lever principle on their heavier
cartridges such as the .600 Nitro Express, as
they claim it gives better extraction camming
action. This type is like the .600 Jeffery I
have.

Side locks are also divided into two types:
bar action and back action. The back action
is the stronger of the two, but it doesn't
have as good a trigger pull as is found on
the bar action. Holland and Purdey use bar
actions, while Lancaster and others use the
back action. Regardless of which one you
choose, you won't go wrong.

Unless you are an experienced handloader
and have access to a chronograph, don't plan
on handloading for your double. These guns
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CARTRIDGE BALLISTICS
By Dynamit Nobel AG

(Stoeger Arms Corp., N.Y. $1)
Handy pocket guide to technical informa

tion about all current R.W.S. sporting cart
ridges and bullets. Especially good if you
have a pre-war German rille and need shoot
ing facts about its cartridge. Directly from
Stoeger Arms ~orp., 45-18 Court Sq., ~.
Long Island CIty 1, N.Y.-w.n.E. ~

adjustable for windage &:
elevation, fits all U. S. Car
bines, slides into receiver
dovetail - 2 minutes to t.ne
stall. as issued. $1.85 ppd.

t- <- -; ftd,.
_______________$6.95

NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply ••• beautifies & protects. Deep blue
permanent finish actually penetrates the steel.
Used by gunsmiths and gun factories every
where. Guaranteed t. be the best ~old bluo
you ever used-or your money back.

3 GUN SIZE $2.00 ppd.
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE

1 Pint $7.50 ppd.

NEW .45
BARRELS

SPECIAL-.32 Win. Special caliber barrels
-for '93 & 36 Model Marlins, 15" for brush &
trail use $12.50
(light weight compensator-Ph" long, easily
installed on above $1.00)

REMINGTON MODEL 12
Firing pins. Our new improved design __$2.75 ppd.

NOW DISCONTINUED BY MARBLE'S
following calibers only. 38/12-.303 Sav.-40/82-32
Spec.-9rnm ritle-a5 Newton-38/55-.30 Rem.-38/56
.22 Win. Auto-25/20-.401-.280 Ross-.256 Newton
.35 Win. Auto.-.35 WCF-.32 Rem.-351 S.L.-40/65
-40/70-.32 Win. S.L.-:-l3 Win. Many ot the above aro
adaptable to other calibers. $1.50 each (a saving or $1.00
rrom list) OR SAVE 50% by ordering 3 for $3.75-give
se<.-ond choices.

•

Any of below barrels
. . $12.50. Brand new-last

I available anywhere for
. • Model 95

33 W. C. F.... 24" round

For Model 93 & 36
32-40-26" 112 Octagonal. 32-40-26" Full Octa
gon. 32-40-20" Carbine. 38-55-26" Octagon
al. 38-55-26" V. Oclagon. 38-55-26" Round.
38-55-20" Carbine.

For Model 94 & 89
32-20-24" Round. 32-20-20" Carbine. 38-40
-20" Carbine.
• Note, 32/20 interchanges with 25/20 and
38/40 with 44/40 with no alteration.

FORMULA 44-40
NOW IN USE ON
4,000,000 GUNS

WEST l-JURLEY': ~.y, It is estlmafc(l' that over
4,000,000 t:Uns, in coliections, militat·y establish
ments and shooters hands have now been either com-'

r11~~~~ it~~le.'hh~~. ~O~~Ch~~~~t h"ai;hbe~~n~}I~la .44-4
ket 10 years nnd has enjoyed .such a<"·...
tlow the largest sel1in~ in the world. 1
rnanuf:lcturen:. includtnJr t.'" ........... 
also. used. in t .p ....

lndustrlr-

For Model 92 & 91
.32 rim or center fire. 24" round, 2611 round,
26" full octagon or 28" round.

Marlin

One piece safety firing pin, with erisp speed lock action.
Just seconds to install, no laborious taking apart of old

~li~s~ .f:~e ~~~l~~r ~~~e :r:: s~Yfd ~~V~~d sg~ul~~~. ~
time reduced by nearly 500/0. Speed mam$prJn~ ofspecial Austrian steel $3.75
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GERMAN SECRET WEAPONS OF WW2
By Rudolph Lusar

(Philosophical Library,
15 E. 40th, N.Y. 16, $10.00)

In the broad scope of preparations for war,
small arms admittedly take a small place.
Thus the material in this book on German
arms--the MKb 42 and evaluations of the
MP44, for example, and mention of the
corner-barrel "krummerlauf"-are probably
well known to GUNS readers. But there is
much of interest in this book. For example,
how many of you knew that the famed Paris
Gun of World War One was duplicated with
higher efficiency and range in "Langer Gus
tave," a 210 mm. cannon firing a 235.4
pound shell about 87 miles? Or that the
biggest cannon built was the 800 mm
"Dora," weighing 1345 tons, and with a crew
of 1,500 men to serve it? In English, tersely
presented and crammed full of specifications
where available, this is a companion book
to Col. Leslie Simon's out-of-print "German
Research In World War II" (Combat Forces
Press). Lusar's book can be a guide to
research for the specialist, as well as a
readable survey of armaments development
still affecting our ordnance and rocket pro
grams today.-w.n.E.

THE AMERICAN CARTRIDGE
By Charles R. Suydam

(Lawrence, P.O. Box 1777,
Santa 'Ana, Calif. $7.95)

The publisher left the price off the dust
jacket in this one, but myoId friend Chuck
Suydam seems to have leh nothing out in
his survey of "The American Cartridge." The
title has caused some complaint-"There
ain't no centerfires in it," we have heard
some cry. But the first paragraph in the book
explains the emphasis on the one-piece drawn
copper or brass rimfire, which as a distinct
American invention aptly deserves a book
about it.

The photos for identification are actual
size but precise in sharpness and clarity
excellently printed so they can be used for
practical reference. Ballistics are not tabu
lated. The main purpose of this handy volume
is as identification for the collector. Included
are passages on preparing cartridges for the
collection. It's a specialist's book, but worthy
of starting you to specializing in collecting:
The American Cartridge.-w.n.E.

HORSEMEN BLUE AND GRAY
By Milhollen, Johnson & Bill

(Oxford University Press, N.Y. $10)
The historical-minded collector will be

somewhat disappointed in this otherwise ex
cellent pictorial story of the Civil War
cavalry forces. Few of the many hundreds
of photos and contemporary battle sketches
show recognizable firearms. But for back
ground of the cavalry weapons of the War,
this is a useful book. Not essential for the
gun fan, but worthwhile.-w.n.E.

JOHN WESLEY HARDIN:
TEXAS GUNMAN

By Lewis Nordyke
(William Morrow & Co., New York. $4.00)

Hardin was unique among western gunmen
in many ways, not the least of which being
the fact that he wrote his own life story.
Had others done lil>ewise, as honestly and
as well, much of the controversy about tllem
might be resolved. Nordyke has added liter
ary values to the story in the form of evalu
ations of the times, the circumstances, the
factors that may (or may not) have moti
vated the actions. Few of us today can ever
truly understand the strange, proud, tough
fibered, stubbornly self-minded man who
walks these pages, but Nordyke has drawn a
clear and detailed picture of him; what you
see in it may be a measure of your knowl
edge of those times and those people. Be
cause, if you are in any sense a student of
the west and its gunfighting gentry, you'll
want this book.-E.n.M.

DIGEST TREASURY
Edited by John Amber

(Gun Digest Co., Chicago, Ill. $3.95)
This 384 page book, bound the same and

the same size as the usual edition of "Gun
Digest," is a compilation of the best articles
and features that have come out in the 15
editions of "Gun Digest." A very fine refer
ence work, and excellent reading for all gun
cranks. The story of proof marks is alone
worth the cost of the book, as it covers the
proof marks of about all European countries.

This volume is loaded with excellent ar
ticles on many phases of guns and shooting,
collecting and gunsmithing. Amber has se
lected the top features from his 15 years of
publishing to form his book and it is a
"must". for all shooting men, collectors, and
gun cranks.-E.K.

COLT LETTERS
Collected by James Mitchell

(Stackpole Co., Harrisburg, Pa., $10)
Reviewing a book about Colt imposes a

responsibility on me beyond that of the aver
age reviewer, for such a book may be thought
to obsolete my own "technical biography"
of Colt's life and work. Happily, this is not
the case. "Supplementary to" other works
on Colt is what the cover blurb says, and
supplementary this is. Mitchell has pub
lished. a number of dozens of most interest
ing letters. Especially interesting are new
letters of Amos Colt, who served the Colonel
as southern salesman at the eve of the
Civil War. Of much interest is the corres
pondence about tl1e importation of Enfields
at this same time. Mitchell in a way has
done me a favor, by showing that my iron
mounted Potts & Hunt short rille, while
not liked so well at the time, is currently
a desirable Colt rarity-one of 480 brought
in by Sam and sold, as the correspondence
says, to the Federal Government. A special
ist's book, it does add to the lore of Sam
Colt.-w.n.E.
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~[R'l1](Q)~~ ~ MORE

~MORE
~

@~I1~rnffilmf~ 1frn~ @ilWlll1 Wl£ffi
r1IlQll.'f/IOiIIQl1.'f/1.'f/IJ Ii1IJ by buy;ng a genu;ne
~t2J&J lJ ~&J&JJJliJL!!J c. W. musket ham w

mer. These are n(lW
and have been carefully stored and harboured
for this occasion for nearly 100 years. Case
hardened in color, fits all muskets, Springfield
and Contract ('xcepl Colt .•. only $2.75 or
two for $5.00. .

Rare Parts - Brand New ,j.
Limited Supply

Mdt. '92 Hammers $5.95
Mdl. '86 Hammers $6.95
Mdl. '94 Hammers $2.15
Hammers, Low Wall & High,coil spring mdls. $6.95

92-25 & 32/20,
$3.95

92-38 & 44/40,
$4.95

¥¥¥

CARRIERS Model
G1io: Model
~~

FIRING PINS
'92 Model $2.9S
'73-3B & 44/40 mdls $3.75
'73-25 & 32/20 mdls. . $3.7S
Hi & Low Wall, stale if rim or cenler flre •. $2.9S

One or 1,OGO-modern or antique, send full details
and best cash price today.

We Buy Your Guns

• 5 shot capacity-required by law for hunting, fits
flush with guard-streamlines appearance. Solid
machi ned bottom-not uraw" appearing oversized
fold overs that some are selling $'2.45

• 15 shot. in original wrap. only $1.00 ea.or 2 for $1.75
• 30 shot, "banana" olips only $4.95 or 2 for $7.951

complete with slide &
screw $3.75

.45 AUTO MAGAZINES I
WITH FREE CASE

made .1954 of new steel specs.
superior to any Illade pre·
vjously. New. in ol'ig. wrap·
ping'S. $1.95 ea.-2 for $3.50.
NOTE: When 2 are ordered.
new web carrying case FREE.
DOUBLE LEATHER CLIP
CASES, as jssued, exc., Russet color, NOT black $2.50

~_~.........) EXTRACTORS
'92 Model, 25 & 32/20 $2.50
'92 Model, 38 & 44/40 $2.50
Hi & low Wall, for small or large calibers

-slate which-none for rimfire ....••.. $2.95

LINKS FOR '73
WINCHESTERS

Brand new, eilher right or left. Slale which.
$3.75. SPECIAL! Pair for $6.50.

E

s~v~ ~1l~@ W~~~T~EY
'ill! Ia II) f!} ~ $30.00 List

t:JI _t:J ~ ~ only $8.75
~~ ~ • Assortment of 12 unused

~ • Marble sights of various
models & sizes. PopUlar

numbers: of the early 1920's such as improved Tunnel.
Vickers-Maxim Gold aperture, Gold Sheard, Standard
Bead, etc. The last of these long discontinued. expensive
;"s.'i:~e, models. While they last-all 12 sights .•• only

SUPER SPECIAL-$90.00 Jist-36 sights for only $19.50
(while available).

§+

i~

brings long mimeographed list
of guns. modern & antique,
edged weapons, weird acces
sories, etc., for sale at our
new retail store. If you can't
visit us personally, here's the
next best thing. Prices lower
than any we've seen.

(!l

ANOTHER NUMRICH SUPER SPECIAL
HEAVY-LONG SUPER TARGET

.22 BARRELS

NEW REMINGTON MATC~MASTER BARRELS, for ~se
as barrel blanks or on Henllngwn ~uns in the 500 serIes.

~g;m~~~~~J f~~/~26~' l~i~~e~r'grg~~eP~!b~~~~ i~St %~~;~i
trued. tested and serial numbered by ne~ington, The
pride of neming-ton's barrel n:takers. Ever 1~ you do not
NOW have a gun for rebalTehng. you Will 111 the future
-may we sug~est you pick up I or 2 of these at this
exceptional pl'lce before they are gone? High strength
steel, suitable for center fire calibers. fine for target
pistol barrels. Originally ma~e for the 513 Targetrifies Speclal $4.95 plus SOt post.

BUY· SELL· SWAP CRAZY
BRING TRADING MATERIAL BARGAINS!

ON~y
J 90 minutes from New York City via N.Y.S.

Thruway; 6 miles west of Exit 19 at
Kingston. N. Y.

Store open daily. Tues. thrtl Sat. -11 P.M. ti1l9 P.l\L

(d
.44 CALIBER BARREL BLANKS

Full 1 1/16" diameter, straight, rifled blank-6
groove for super accuracy. 27" long-large diameter
makes adaptable for most rim or center fire actions.1 turn in 14" only $7.95 plus 70¢

<Chambering for .22 L.R. only, add $1.00)

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL. BARREL BLANK5

(I'

, Nu",rich Ar",s

RETAIL OUTLET
West Hurley. N. V.

FOR ALL 1903 SPRINGFIELDS
Handsome conversion unjt allows year 'round use of
your favOl'He rifle. even after big game season is past
Inexpensive practice (or hunting & plinking) now pos·
sible with a real. man sized .22 which not only shoots
better but feels better while shooting. (Just sJide out
unit to chlln~e back to .30·06). Full sized, but short
acting holt, with precision rifled harrel liner gives
super accuracy. Each unit. jn display box, contains
.22 holt. harrel liner, trigger guard & 7 shot magazine.
Bolts have adjustable headspace feature guaranteeing
years of accurate shooting. Over 2,000 happy users.
Volume sales tumble price to a LOW, LOW $19.95 ppd.Extra magazines $1.75 ppd.

NEW LOW PRICE
.22 CONVERSION KIT

BLOCKS

fB ~i:~ $2.95
Quickly installed
sight set. Stream·
lined front ramp
with sight. Rear
sight with both
windage & elevation
built tn. Both in·
stalled by simply As found on Colt
tightentn~ Allen set Sporting Rifles
screw. Front .560
t.d .• rear .775 i.d.
Plenty of wall thickness for reaming to all popu.
lar sizes. Blued, ready to install. ONLY $2.99
for complete set! .

FULL 48" long-.45 caliber, rifled 1 turn in 56".
straight length blanks, 1 %" O.D. These barrels
are ritled-(NOT buttoned or hroached) which is
the only way to obtain proper groove depth. Eight
grooves make for super accuracy.ONLY $17.95 plus
$1.50 pp. & hdlg.
SAME, ONLY 32" LONGnnn$9.95 plus 95¢ pp.

45/10 BARREL BLANKS
straight rifted lengths. 32" long. 1%" o.d. 1 turn
in 22". beautiful 4 groove rifling. used for re~
barreling 'Vinchesters. Marlins, Whitneys. Spring
fields etc. Unheard of price of $9.60 nlus 95¢.

L-O-N-G i45t~~~· i~~.ton;~~c) o~~~~~s~1an~cir
experimental work, Uejsing Model 60's etc.• etc.
20" long. $9.75 plus 75¢ Pn. (SAME ONLY 12"
long for pistol. etc. $5.95 plus 50¢.

Add $2.50 for chambering to .45 auto

FOR ENFIELDS-THE BIGGEST IMPROVEMENT IN 46 YEARS!
SPEED ACTION-COCKS ON OPENING

... ~~
SIMPLY INSERT IN YOUR BOLT

The Enfields (bolh 1914 ond 1917 Models) are fine actions. Thousands have been made inlo
Magnum calibers; hundreds of thousands have been made into sparters, or used as "issuedu

•

They are one of the strongest actions in the world. However, there are two serious drawbacks:
a "schlumpy/J firing pin fall and a "cock-an-closing" action. NOW-our high speed unit corM
rects both of these faults. Lock time, the great accuracy improver, is reduced 72.8%-and
action now cocks on the upturn of bolt handles just as in the Winhcester, Remington, Spring.
field Mauser and 0,11 other fine actions. This gives for better feeding, for better extraction.
lC~gular safety works as usual. Norma.lly 01 $15 10 $18 conversion-OUR UNIT, READY TO
INSTALL IN YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES, SELLS AT THE UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF
$4.95 ppd. (Slale model). For 1914 & 1917 Enfields only. Nol for British SMLE models.

SMOOTH BORE .22 CAL.
SHOT BARRELS

Chambered for shot, new & in wh ite, 223,4"
long, 3/4 " on shoulder, 9/16" on shank. Adapt..
able to many small .22 rifles, $3.95 plus 40¢ pp.

THOMPSON BARRELS
New, .45 cal., 10'/4" long, $10.95 ppd. Magazines
30 shol, $4.00, 20 shol, $3.00. All olher parIs and
service available, write for quote.

AT ABOUT 50%
SAVING

Permits forging Mauser,
Springfield, Jap, & other
bolt handles low for scope
mounting and smooth sport
el"'. appearance. Takes only
minutes & produces a far
better job than cutting &
weldin!l. No need to cool

-sor~ heat so bolt is unharmeC:.l.~~~ews':r I~~:e~;;rblh~~~r;'b;
of Jobs. Our own make & deSign-equal to usual $17 to
·:~uos s;j¢ :~.11 guaranteed-with instructions. ONLY $9.95

.38 SPECIAL-.357 MAGNUM-9 MM
LUGER BARREL BLANKS

]leautiful 6 groove, .357 groove dia., 1 turn in
16", full 26" long, .940 o.d. Used for converting

'old 92 Winchesters into .357 magnum rifles (or
.•38 special), custom barrels for Colt, S&W,
Lugers, etc. $8.50 plus 70¢ post.. or 12" lengths
$4.95 plus 40¢ post.



Public Sports Shops, Dept. G, 11 S.16th St., Phila. 2, Pa.

wise invited to enter a class. The opportunity
for such _expert instruction is mighty rare
in these days of excessive anti·gun legislation.

Captain Couch holds every rating offered
by the Marine Corps and has fired matches
in 20 states as well as Hawaii, Okinawa and
Japan. His personal trophy case is packed
with over 100 medals and silver cups to
attest his skill with all types of weapons.

On graduation day, Rangemaster Wade
showed the boys a stunt or two about doping
the wind. With a lakefront breeze .kicking
along between 25 and 30 knots. Jim banged
out a rapid-fire, 5-X possible with his Colt's
.45 and just happened to have an NRA ref
eree on hand to verify the target.

The point is, of course, not that you must
move to Waukegan and enroll your boys
and girls in one of these classes. The point
is-why not start a matching activity in your
own community? Somewhere in your neigh
borhood, whether you know them or not,
are men and women who could carryon just
such a program of junior marksmanship
training. If you don't know them, write the
National Rifle Association for information on
clubs and members in your area. If there
are no clubs, form one. The NRA will tell
you how you, and others, can become quali
fied, certified Instructors. It's worth~
doing. Why not get started? ...

mass of 27 pounds long stated to be neces·
sary in a ".30·caliber" gun if built on an
unlocked system. The bolt travels 6Y2", com
pressing a 75·coil spring of wire .05.7" diam
eter, coils %" diameter. Extended out of
the gun, this simple spring is 14Y2" long;
compressed solid it measures 4Y2". The dead
force required to begin to move the bolt out
of battery against pressure of this spring is
about six pounds.

While some readers will find similarities
between this gun and the uncommon but
easily recognizable Japanese reduced·charge
Training Machine Gun, these are super-.
ficial. The trainer is of crude and flimsy
construction while this weapon, although
simple and inexpensive, is of exceedingly
sturdy construction, with relatively few
stampings, and has such additional refine
ments as a carrying handle, bayonet stud,
fully finned barrel, and sights adjustable to
1200 meters.

Unfortunately, the author was unable to
determine the rate of fire and observe gen
eral functioning, as the weapon had been
welded at the chamber, apparently when it
was brought into the United States. Even
with these disadvantages, a student of auto
matic weapons design would be fascinated
by the amazing simplicity of this mechanism.
Simplicity naturally results in ease of manu
facture and low cost·per-unit, features in
which the latest U. S. service weapons are
notably lacking. Designs such as this cause
one to wonder why Research and Develop
ment programs incorporate 50·year·old de
signs into ·"new" weapons costing more than
a thousand dollars apiece, such as the M60
Machine Gun. (Note: the cost of the ~
tripod alone for the M60 is over $500.) ~

Caliber 6.5 mm, barrel length 18 inches,
magazine capacity 15 cartridges single row
feed, with bottom ejection. Fire is automatic
only, from an open bolt, and the firing pin
is integral with the bolt face. A small reser
voir is mounted on the right side of the gun,
providing brushed-oil lubrication for each
cartridge as it is fed into the chamber. The
most extraordinary feature of the gun is that,
although chambered for a standard service
cartridge, it is completely devoid of any
type of locking system. The design is of the
straight blowback type, until now found
only on pistol-caliber guns, and Japanese
training machine guns. Apparently, excess
gas pressure is vented through a port five
inches from the muzzle into the gas cylinder.
An adjustment is provided at the rear end
of the gas cylinder to allow either controlled
gas expansion in the cylinder or straight
exhaust through a series of relief ports.

In any blowback system, barrel vented or
not, critical factors are the mass of the re
coiling parts and the weight and physical
proportions of the springs. Col. Chinn's equa
tions (The Machine Gun, Vol. IV, Lt. Col.
George M. Chinn, U.S.M.C.) show that the
springs do not "hold the breech closed" but
the inertia of the breech block resists the
force of the cartridge pressure when fired.
The function of the spring (s) is to return
the mass to forward position after recoiling,
and to some degree absorb the slam-bang
arresting of the breech block in full recoil
position.

In the unidentifieet J ap gun (only one of
its type known in the U.S., apparently), the
total weight of the gun is 17Y2 pounds, but
the total mass of the recoiling parts-the bolt
and bolt handle-is just one pound. This is
considerably less than the breech block

WHY NOT LEARN FROM THIS DESIGN?
(Continued from page 19)

DO THIS IN YOUR TOWN
(Continued from page 33)

In talking with her, she nostalgically recalls
young Ted bagging his first deer at age
seven, and taking first Marksman against the
adults at Corona del Mar gun club in Cali
fornia at 10.

The next three weeks, the class contin
ued to fire positions, with all targets being
scored toward the Junior NRA medal. Each
target of 20 or more points is counted toward
this goal. A former Marine Corps officer
with a few Expert badges in the World War
II and Korean memory box, your writer had
been mustered into service as an assistant
at this point and got a tremendous kick out
of seeing the boys improve.

By the time this reaches print, this class
of 28 will have completed their final written
exams, fired their match for graduation, and
a new group will be forming. The winter
classes, of course, fire indoors on the new
50' gallery which Rangemaster Wade and
Instructor Charles Butkus erected during
November. Eight firing points have been
provided and will be used for both rifle and
pistol competition.

Any boyar girl between the ages of 9
and 17 is eligible to join this instruction
group. A junior membership in the Wau
kegan International Shooting Ass'n. is avail
able at $5.00 per year and any son or daugh.·
ter of a family membership holder is like-

PROTECT YOURSELF
with this Fountain Pen-Type POCKET

TEAR GAS

~
Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantlY preserves and
renews steels and iron sur
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
- No heating necessary
Comes complete with all nec
essary equipment.

GUARANTEED - T.st.d and
proven over 40 years by $.
repeat sales to satisfled
us.rs. SEND
MONEY BACK GUARANTEEr-----·----,

I ~~6~ B~a~T.::2.Dp~FG. CO. I
IName I
IAddress I
I I
!..~;;;;;.;;;;;.;;;;;.=:;;!!~••;;:;:=J

For police or civil ian
defense against robbers,
mashers, etc. Causes no
permanent injury. Highly

Nick.1 Plat.d polished heavy nickel
P••rl.ss Typ. case with spring-steel

HANDCUFFS pocket clip.

$15.00 valu.; Sp.cial MON~~NgR~~~~~g~OD'$
$7.9S pair Registered Colt Distributors
Deluxe leather Suppliers for

carrying case $2.50 Official Police Equipment

This product is not intended for sale In states or
localIties which have laws forbidding their sale.

3516 WHITE PLAINS ROAD (Dept. G-66l)
NEW YORK 67, N.Y.- Phone TUlip 1-1900

PARKER Distributors'

LEADING DEALERS OF:
Ii:~i~~~n l~~rl~~fr~i-v~~arM~i~e~:es~e;kO~r~~~~n~:
Stevens, Mossberg. Ruger, Smith & 'Vesson, fti-
~~~1j~ald'sc~~les~~~~d~~~ It~J7~~3:e*iltra~~~ k:::l~l~r~
Pachmayr, Bausch & Lomb, Leupold, Unertl, 'Veather
by, Swift & Anderson, Hodgman, Jon-E, Storm Queen
& J(in~, OIt's, Supra Scopes. Stackpole Hunting
Books, etc.

FISHERMAN? ~~n~Al15G ~u~e,: ~~Ee ~i~~,H~u~lc;
Illustrated, gives fullest representation fa the world's
most honor anufacturers in the fishing industry.
Select your kle from our complete Ii of Garcia,

~~hnson, ,u~Jc~d2~'o~~~~eg6f{y; y'ls~eF~~~~
Heddon, ex, HarnelT, Montaque, ing, Cort-
land, ArbOgas , Flatfish, Creek Chub, enne y, UMCO,
~~~~scoIfg~~~~dR~~~a~a~~a~1hc~~~ry-ReadY.Ray-C

SEND FOR CREDIT APPLICATION
International Charge Credit Cards

Honored On All Purchases of $50 or More
~gi's~o¢pFi~~~ ~~bjai~t s~pe~ha~~:ow1~&g~tt ~::tig~~

SEND FOR OUR FULLY ILLUSTRATED

FREE! GIANT CATALOGS
Specify Hunting, Fishing or Both

NO MONEY DOWN
UP TO 10 MONTHS TO PAY

WEAVER SCOPES • • • Reta;' ,r,~~~
K 2.5 or K 3 eH or T.P•••••.•••••. $37.50 $23.95

~ ~ ~\\ ~~ ~:~:: :::::::: ::: :: :::: ~g:gg ~g:~~
K 8 or K 10 CH or T.P 59.50 37.95
ALL NEW VARI-POWER V8-CH

VARi/F6~~j{ V8 ':M:uiii~Ra'ng'e' Reb"-' 79.50 52.95

Topc~lresrbEoMrgtNTS' (S'tate' make' &: 84.75 56.95

PIVW;>~~~UNT's': : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: 1~:~3 ~:jg
SWIFT spotting- scope w jtripod & 5

nEDiftN~lej;~~v~g; ~B~9fet' Scale: : :: ~t8g ~g:~~
REDDING Master Powder Measure. .• 18.50 13.95
REDDING Standard Reloading Press.. 22.50 16.75
PACIFIC POWder Scale 10.90 8.75

PAC~fr.~£eS~p.e~·. :~~S.S.-:-.~~ .~r.•d.o~n: 18.50 14.75

~18I~ig 5 ~:~ p~~fbY ~~t ::::::::: ~~:~g l~:~g
DEITEMEYER Shotshell Reloader

"Hunter's Special" ..........• 59.50 47.60
LYMAN 310 TOOL - Complete with

dies ......................• 16.50 13.20
LYMAN THU-LINE JR. PRESS (dies

extra) ..................•..• 19.75 15.80

DIEJ~.~T~~ ~.i~l~. ~r..P.i~t.O~.(.T.r~:~i~~ 8.50 6.80

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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RUSSiAN BERDAN II RIFLES.
~ .42 Caliber, 331/2" bbl.

Finest precision long
range rifle of its day. Captured in
World ·War II. A collector's item.
Only $12.50 ea.; 3 for $30.00. Five
for 545.00.

HIDE-AWAY DERRINGERS: New Im-

~~O~nMWo':.ltrn"gbrf~~~;:I~is.r:inl-~~~~
all modern high velOCity .22 ammo.
Finely checkered simulated ivory
grips. $16.50 ea. 2 for $30.00.
Custom Chrome finish $3.00 ea.
add'i. Send Pistol Permit if required.

avourite
t 8-shot,

detachable magazine, micrometer tar
get receiver sights, Mannlicher stock,
tapped for scope. Shoots all .22 am
mo. (G. to V.G.) Only $17.50. 2 for
$30.00.

and
shotgun stock designs along with
the time tested favorites. It
pictures and describes Gomplete
gunstock service from semi
finished to completely custom
made; Shows many carved game
scenes and carved border checker
ing. Whether you buy a stock or.
wish to make your own, this new
book catalog will be a real guide
and an authoritative source of in·
formation on gunstocks. Send $1.00
Now for your copy, sent postpaid.

Write for FREE Brochure in color with all
information on Stocks and how to order!

*LEE ENFIELD RIFLES

FRONTIER STEEL The Men and Their Weapons
by W. E. Rosebush

Published for Eastern Washington State Historical Society
The conquest of a continent required not only steel in firearms but also steel in men. This

book combines the two; with West Point finally giving trained leadership to the small, new U. S.
Army, 1833-1861. The young leaders of companies became the commanders of divisions, corps
and armies in the Civil War.

The book likewise shows the development of firearms in this great age of their invention
from flint to percussion to the metallic cartridge; how these changes influenced the fighting and
how the first army revolver was born.

After the Mexican War, army operations shifted to the Pacific where the Dragoons found
Indians fiercely resisting the inrush of the settlers until finally still newer firearm inventions
conquered them and took their lands away. $6.25 at your bookseller or postpaid from

C. C. NELSON PUBLISHING COMPANY • APPLETON, WISCONSIN

.30-06 Ball M2 Ammo: US mfg. Top
Quality. $6.00 per 100 rds.

lialil!'1llll:1il~iiI=Elliniilif,iielllde:,il;!IIfl!i,"e=s=lii,n-'1~-ZEDMUZZLE LOADERS

~~~~~e~o s:~n ~:Jes~~oyo~I[e o.!~~rd 28-9a., 32'" bbl., lightweight. Finely
famous Lee Enfield in two great ~i~t~hhe~ox.C~:;;'~~d':d E~::reU~t :~~~~
~~~~~~"ct':r~ct?~el{~~o~~:tarllist~~~~ ers. Each $19.95; 2 for $35.00. Also
ard .22 ammo) and easy-la-obtain medium weight. 38" bbl., only
.303 for hunting, protection, and $33.50, 2 for $60.00.
full bore target shooting. Improve FLINTLOCK GUNS, bbls. 35" to 50",
your marksmanship with the inex- only $39.50, 2 for $70.00.
pensive .22 • • • get your buck

$4~~9~hap~rar~~~~ttin.~2·3~:~ar.?t~:~
$19.95, 2 for $35.00; .303 sepa
rately $9.50, 2 for $17.50. Select
ed Models $2.50 ca. additional.

~i~r~Sn$tl.sJ~h2 f~cra;~~7~. f~ic~oo~~
~~i1~i~~~~t$R:.~e~~e; 1~~hi~.~o.both

Best Shots Demand
HERRETT'S HANDGUN: STOCKS

1871 VETTERLI CAVALRY CARBINE

~.
~Issued to police and

crack Bersaglieri outfits. 10.4mm
with deadly 4-groove detachable
bayonet. Recognized by the Ital ian
Cavalry as being "indestructible". An
excellent decorator and conversation
piece. Good condition. While they last
only $9.95. 3 for $25, 5 for $35.

Over 100
Gunstocks

pictured in new
36 page book
catalog just
published.

Many fancy grades
of Walnut, Maple,
Myrtlewood shown,
in brilliant full
life-like colors,

J
with easily under-

~
stood standards of
grading.

Distributed on West c....t b y ..",

the officer to draw his revolver from its hol
ster and put all or most of his shots into a
man-sized silhouette target, while firing from
the hip_ The PPC does prepare an officer
to return the fire of a known felon, after the
policeman has sustained a direct hit in his
"shooting arm." And in the PPC course, the
shooter fires from both sitting and prone
positions, so that he can return fire while
exposing less of himself. One exercise of the
PPC combat-ready training course teaches
the technique of shooting around the corner
of a building, or other shelter, with either
hand. And all this instruction is given with
the stop-watch ticking away, under the prem
ise that, in a gun-battle, seconds spell the
difference between survival or a statistic in
departmental mortality records.

At this point, you say, "So what?" Some
police departments give no firearms instruc
tion. Some confine such instruction as is
given to formal or informal target shooting,
for score, and under range conditions. All
too few police departments. are fortunate
enough to enjoy either the budget or range
facilities for an effective, life-saving, Prac
tical Police Pistol Course. How does that
affect me as a citizen, taxpayer, voter--or
even how does it affect me as police officer,
department head, or city official?

Brother, if you're a taxpayer (and who is
not), whether or not your city provides PPC
training for its law enforcement officials hits
you right in the spot nearest and dearest to
you, your pocketbook!

"Oh, sure," you chortle. "A PPC course is
going to raise my taxes!" No, my patient and
long-suffering taxpayer. A PPC course in
your city will not put the bite on you for
more of your honestly and hard-earned pelf.
Your tax load will be lightened by installa
tion of an effective, active PPC training pro
gram for local law-enforcement agencies.

National estimates set the cost of com
pletely equipping and training a law enforce
ment officer at five thousand dollars. If just
one officer loses his life in a gun battle be
cause he was not combat-ready, that five
thousand dollar investment is lost to the
city, not to mention any incidental losses,
such as payments of medical expenses, or
payments to a wife and/or orphans. In con
trast, any community can build on city land
an adequate PPC range for twenty-five hun
dred dollars or less. And your city will get
better police protection from a force made up
of confident, well-trained officers, who are
sure of their ability to handle a difficult situ
ation. Morale can be expected to be up;
violent crime rates may be expected to be
lower.

It may se~m paradoxical to the casual ob·
server, but responsible law enforcement of
ficials feel that a well-trained officer, sure
of himself, and sure of his combat readiness
with a firearm, is less likely to draw the gun
and use it than the poorly trained officer.
These high-ranking police officials have ob
served that the officer who does not know
how to shoot his gun is most often the of
ficer who fires a wild shot endangering
civilians, and who may use the gun in a
situation which does not warrant its use.

A combat-ready police organization pays
(Continued on page 55)

(Continued from page 31)

THESE GUNS CUT TAXES
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THE OBOOK 'F MNDGOffS by Elmer Keith
loaded with field-tested re,ports of famous hand· .
guns~ techniques and equi~me~t to develop. your
sho' skills. Dut of a Jifetlme of expenence

. , I add j
p

TIJErEDtJOOK OFHANDLOAtJINQ by 'Kent Bellah
Tells you what you should know about available
equipment •.. what tools are best for you •••
how to get started with your own home set-up

•• s complete specifications for loading a
. rif volver pist rtrid

City Zone__State _

Name' _

Address: _

GUNS Magazine
8~50 N. Central Pork Ave.
Skokie, IIlinoi$ G-6

Okay, send me the 3-book Library of Gun lore (worth
$3.00), absolutely free and start my one year subscriptioll
to GUNS immediately. $6 enclosed to be refunded if not
completely satisfied.
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YOU CAN'T HIT 'EM IF YOU DON'T SEE 'EM
(Continued from page 23)

........................................

NONCORROSIVE $7 50
PER 100 •

$ 6.00
8.00

$12.50
10.00
10.00
10.00
17.50
10.00
10.00
8.00

10.00 :
10.00 :
4.00 :

12.50 :
8.00 :

11.50 :
12.00 :

1.00 :
75c:••••••••••••

i1" _ g 'hi.M>

AMMUNITION
30.06 C~~W~RJES

RUBBER

RECOIL BOOTS
$

Cal ••41 RF Short for Derringer-
50 rds•.•••.•••••••••••••••••

.351 Winchester Self-Loading Metal Patch
Per 100-Value 514.00 ••••••••••

30 Remington Soft Point
Per 100 •••••.•••••••••••••••

25-35 Winchester Rifle Soft Point
Per 100 ••••••••••••••••••- •••

6.S Italian Rifle Cartridges
Military-per 100 ••••••••••••

8MM Mauser Military Cart.
Per 100 ••••••.••••••••••••••

.35 Remington Soft Point
Per 100 ••.•••••.••••••••••••

•45 Automatic Pistol Cartridges
Factory loads, per 100 ••••••••••

762 Russian Military Rifle

• .25_20CaR~~::'tr~g rt'ffte 18ac:.tr·idgei ••••••
Per 100 .•••.•.•..••••••••• '"

.303 Savage Rifle Cartridges
Per 100 ••••••••.••••••••••••

30-40 Krag Blank Cartridges
Per 100 ....••••••••••••••••

32 Long R F Cartridgu
Per 100 ••• '" ••••••••••••••••

32-40 Soft Point.
Per 100••••••••••••••••••••••

32 Winchester S.L. Soft Point.
Per 100 ••••••••••••••••••••••

30-40 Krag Silver Tip,
Pe!" 100 ...•••••••••••••••••••

32 R:z:.inr~~n.~~f.t. ~~~n.t: ••••••••••••
Ear Defenders MSA for the Shooter. Brand
New, Gov. Surplus Val. $3.00 postpaid.

Bore Scopes. New Govt. Surplus; Postpaid.

~ F~u~m~~PPI~elo~~~e~I~~9~~R
3517 E Tremont Ave. New York 65, N Y

Designed as a medium between the High Speed
and Carbide drill it is the right drill for heat
treated actions and those of tough alloy steel.
Sizes in stock:
Drill # 47, 39, 34. 32, 31 ••.••••. each $1.30
Drill # 28,21,20 .. _ each $1.60
Drill # 11. 7. 4, 3 each $2.00

Send 25c for our new 48 page Gunsmith
Supply Catalog fully illustrated

COBALT DRILLS

~
dfJf FRANK MITTERMEIER

tr// WORLD'S FAMOUS
GUNSMITH SUPPLIER

CARBIDE TIPPED DRILLS

Drilling of deep case-hardened action is alway!>
a problem in the gunshop. High speed drills are
useless. Spot-annealing takes too much to pre
pare. There is only one way to do it, and that
is drilling the hole with a carbide drill. Expen
sive drills, yes, but the time saved will pay for it.
(The following carbide tipped drills are in stock.
#32 is the smallest size obtainable)

Drill #32 (for 6-48) ....•••••...• each $4.00
Drill #28 (for 8-40) _...•••••.•.. each $4.50
Drill #20 (for 3/16-36) ••••••••.. each $4.50

made them worth many times the $1.75 sur
plus cost to the Department when they were
bought sometime about World War I. Now,
the Elkhart PPC team is one of the hottest
teams in the United States.

In industrial Hammond, Indiana, a new
compulsory shooting program for every of
ficer and detective was installed one year
ago. No excuses were honored for failure to
fire at the appointed time. Officers detained
by duty, sickness, or vacation were assigned
alternate periods to get in regular practice.
Hammond's mayor donated trophies to be
awarded to the high officer each month, and
local banks donated trophies to be awarded
on the basis of a year's performance. When
I witnessed a regular shooting session, it
was not difficult to see for myself that the
upturn in morale reported by Chief Kambiss
and Asst. Chief Johnson was present. After
this observation, it was no surprise to read
in the Hammond "Times" of improved police
performance in the city.

Some qualified observers feel that the
difficulties of the Chicago police department
(to name but one) stem in part from an in
adequate combat arms training policy. Cer
tainly combat training for a police depart
ment will not solve all its problems, but the
evidence is overwhelming to the effect that
a good, sound, well-supported combat-readi
ness program will go a long way toward
shaping the kind of a professional law en
forcement agency which should be a must
for every community.

It is often said that the police department
of any given city is as good as the city wants
it to be. If you want good law enforcement,
pennies spent on making your force combat
ready will pay you dollars in dividends.

Law enforcement is a profession, and one
of the highest order. Why deny your police
department the tools and training of ~
its profession? ~

rest of the Appalachian chain, and it is
densely wooded. You'll find deer country like
it from Maine to Florida, and the deer them
selves are much like those of Pennsylvania,
Maryland, New York, North Carolina, or
New England. I am partial to Hardy County
because the game bag has averaged over
2,000 since 1951, and 3,000 and more the
past few years. The percentage of hunter
success is always high.

M. E. Wolf's farm is another reason for
my partiality. At the edge of a wide agricul
tural valley through which Lost River runs,
Wolf's farm goes almost to the top of the
mountain. There are steep slopes and many
"hollers" which the deer like. When the
hunting pressure is on, it is like Grand
Central station at 5 :00 p.m.

It takes hunting pressure to keep the deer
on the move. At twilight, they will come
down into the valley to feed on luscious farm
pastures, and they'll stay down all night
during the hunting season. But just before
daylight, they head back up into the high
country to bed down out of sight for the day.

You can walk over razorback ridges all
day long and maybe, if you're lucky, catch a
quick glimpse of a white flag disappearing
into the brush. That'is, unless you are a part
of the woods itself, like Arthur C. Bachman,

He waited some more. So did the deer.
Tben, when the drivers on the far ridge had
worked their way around to the valley below,
the buck rose quietly and headed back away
from the noise-makers. His direction took
him at right angles across the hunter's field
of fire.

An old trail, still free of brush, angled
away from the hunter's stand, providing a
clear path for a shot. As the deer reached
the edge, he stopped for another look. The
..30-30 was ready. It barked once with the
sights squarely on the animal's shoulder.

The deer jumped, ran a few feet, and fell.
All that was left to do was dress him out.

Now, there ·is nothing unusual about this
particular shot. But it does illustrate a
lesson that all but the most experienced deer
hunters should heed. You may be better off
letting the deer come to you.

The way it is today, you are more likely
to meet another hunter in the woods than
you are a deer, especially if you're like me
and step on every dry twig within five miles.
So, if the other guy is moving around, why
not let him push the animals up to your
stand?

Our hunting area is not unlike most of the
eastern whitetail country. Hardy County,
West Virginia, is a bit mountainous, like the

(Continued from page 53)
'other valuable dividends to a municipality.
.In order that the officer be combat-ready, he
:must have training and practice, and must
,have it in liberal doses. The training process
:builds morale and esprit de corps for the de
]lartment. In passing, we might observe that
:the FBI, whose morale and esprit de corps
:is a matter of public record and praise,
'makes expert shots of every agent. No hood
:Ium looks forward to a shooting match with
.an FBI agent. But the same hoodlum often
:has contempt for the combat marksmanship
<of a local officer.

Numerous examples exist of dividends paid
:to cities by the support and maintenance of
;adequate arms training programs in local law
'enforcement agencies. When Chief Ivan Carl
:son took over the Elkhart, Indiana, police de
'partment a few years ago, he found a depart
:ment low in morale, with tattered un~forms,

cat a low ebb in public relations, housed in a
:headquarters building out of the gay nineties,
:and lucky to have one squad car in shape
·.for patrol at any given time.

Chief Carlson's first request to the city
-council was for $6500 to be spent for new
.firearms, ammunition, and training facilities.
-Using the $6500 worth of firearms and am·
:munition, plus regular training sessions,
'Chief Carlson within a few short years head
oed a department with high morale, spanking
.new uniforms, housed in an attractive and
'efficient headquarters, and enjoying unbe
lievably good public relations. Four new
'squad cars followed, plus radar equipment,
.and an active auxiliary unit. The chief
frankly answers all comments on the high
-caliber of his department with the observa
tion that it all began with the acquisition of

'new firearms and the instituting of combat
training courses. The Department had been

·equipped with Krag .30-40 carbines. These
were ridiculously obsolete for police work, of

'course. But, significantly, the collector market
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H&H, .358, or even the .338 Magnum are
called for. Yes, I'm being vague. There are
infinite variables, and no one gun will meet
all the conditions. Better talk to your local
conservation officer and gun dealer for opin
ions on what is best for your conditions.

Consider also that you will be carrying that
rifle over many slopes more than you will be
shooting it, so temper your choice for its
carrying qualities, too. The light lever action
models hold an edge here, but they are not
as versatile. The .30-30 is an excellent deer
load out to about 200 yards, but it loses its
punch at the longer ranges, and it is too
much for woodchuck-size animals. It has
even taken plenty of bear in the hands of an
experienced woodsman, but the wise hunter
selects a .338 or .375 Magnum to give him
self an extra advantage in this department.

Every gun bug has his own favorite rifle
and caliber. You probably do too, and as far
as you are concerned, you are probably
right, since the man who owns it is the one
to be satisfied. As long as you take only
those shots that are within the capabilities
of your rifle/cartridge combination, it will
serve you well.

But heading up into the high country for
a day's deer hunting requires more than just
rifle and ammunition. It is cold during deer
season, so warm clothing is a must. And
don't spare the horses. You can always take
off something if it warms up during the
afternoon. But, if it stays cold, you can't
put on a sweater that was left back in camp.

This waffie-weave thermal underwear is
good for the hunter who moves around. It is
light weight, warm when you sit but not hot
when your body temperature rises. Over this,
wear wool pants and wool shirt, then brush
pants, if you need them, and a sweater.
Your coat should be light in weight, water
repellent, and a good wind breaker. You'll
want a warm cap, boot socks, muffier, and
gloves. I like a pair of unlined deer skin
gloves. They are warm enough yet not so
bulky that they interfere with triggering
off a quick shot.

Of all your apparel, boots are the most
important. Poorly fitted boots could get you
in bad trouble when you are miles from
civilization and they raise a blister on your
heel. Your feet warm up as you walk and
will perspire, so socks must be absorbent.
When you sit for a time on a o'tand, un
absorbed perspiration can give you frostbite
at worst apd, at least, make your feet cold.
When there is' snow on the ground, wear a
pair of rubber thermal boots. If the tem
perature is above freezing and the. ground is
dry, leather lumberjack-type boots are better.

Other small items, which could be very
important, can be stashed away in your
many pockets. Lighter and smokes, plus
some extra waterproof matches, just in case.
Wood matches dipped in melted paraffin will
stay dry and will strike through the wax. A
hand warmer is a real comfort during the
dawn chill, and a small roll of toilet paper
could come in handy.

Carry a whistle to use for signalling. Our
party set up these signals---one blast means
"Where are you?" or "Here I am." Two
means "Let's get together, but no hurry."
Three is "I've got a deer; come quick." And
four is like the nautical danger signal,
"HELP!"

A candy bar, like the Nestle's Sportsman's
Bracer, adds little weight and gives you that

of the state conservation commISSIOn. Art
knows that tilted country, and he can walk a
half hour and count a dozen deer. I could
make the same walk and perhaps see one.

Since that deer has had much more ex·
perience in the woods than I, I figure it's
wiser to let him do the hunting.

There are other conditions besides having
other parties not too far away. If the ground
is dry, their noise will stir up the woods.
Yours would do the same. So keep the noise
away from you and sit quietly. One member
of your party might have to scout a wide
circle, "running" the top of a far ridge, to
move animals in your direction.

In deep snow, the deer are going to bed
down and may let you pass by within just
a few feet. You probably won't see them.
But if there is a light snow, you've got it
made. The snow softens your footfalls, and
you can see where the deer have been.

Whatever noise or movement you make in
the woods will alert every animal around.
Walking must be interrupted frequently with
quiet periods of listening. Better yet, pretend
you are 'part of that old stump you're sitting
on, and deer may walk right over you.

Last -year, a doe and five fawns were all
within 50 yards of me at one time while I
played that "part of the stump" routine.
They nosed around for a while, then went
nonchalantly on their way. In a situation
like this, it doesn't matter much what rifle
you use. You would not call the .243 Win
chester a woods gun, but my first Hardy
County deer was taken with a Model 70 in
that caliber. It had a 4-power scope, how
ever, and that sighting equipment is manda
tory for a small, fast bullet in the woods.
You can pick the spot to shoot where there
is enough opening for the bullet to get
through the brush.

You will see hunters carrying .30-06's,
7 mm's, .308's, and even .25-35's. But the
trophy belongs to the time honored .30-30.
The old lever action is still the most popular
and most used gun in the woods. During the
1958 deer season in Maine, three of the four
biggest bucks taken fell to the .30-30. The
biggest one was bagged with a .32 Special,
still in the lever action M94.

There are many calibers that can be used
effectively on deer, and the choice is affected
by what other game you will want to hunt
with the same rifle.

The .30-06 and .308, because they are the
old and new military calibers, will always be
popular, and they are versatile enough for
use on game from woodchuck to elk. They
are both available in factory loads with
bullets ranging from nO-grains to 220 or 200·
grains respectively.

But if your primary game is more in the
woodchuck category and you go after noth
ing larger than deer, it makes sense to choose
one of the lighter 25's, like the .243, .250
Savage, or .257 Roberts. Being the newest
and offered in the widest variety of rifle
models, the .243 is a wise choice in this
group. It is potent medicine for groundhog
and, with a scope to pick out the avenues
between the trees, it is effectively used on
whitetail with the 100-grain bullet. The 80
grain bullet is made to blow quickly in a
small woodchuck.

If the range of your shots will be long,
the .270 Winchester or .280 Reming\on
might be' your choice. But, if your game will
be larger than whitetail deer, then the .300

• -
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SJ Ii u.s. and Canadian Pat.

tream tOne Comple'e job as shown
for Most guns $25

Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The muzzle brake de luxe that is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically no jump. All but pre
ventsJ'et thrust (secondary recoil). Guar
antee workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.
PENDLETON GUNSHOP ~:~.~~o~.ou~e:~~·

__•• 1

BERETTA
JAGUAR PLINKER
The Jreatherweight Jaguar Plinker has
everything the experienced Sportsman
needs. Indoors for Plinking with .22
Short. or Outdoors in the Field. and on the
Range with .22 L. R. Cartridges. Only
Beretta could bring you this exceptional
pistol: one gun that uses both .22 short
or .22 L. R. in the same pistol by just
switching the magazine and recoil spring.
Jaguar Plinker 3\12" bbl. $44.95. with 6" bbl. $49.95.
FREE: LEATHER HOLSTER. ORDER BY MAIL
TODAY. Send $5.00 dow". Bal. C.O.D. Dept GM-6
Godfrey Import Corp•• 85 Chambers St.. N.Y. 7. N.Y.

A,

ALL famous lever actions illustrated from 1873
to 1895. All parts illustrated. Hundreds of Win.
Marlin, Rem. Bullard, Ballard and Sharps car
tridges illustrated in full size. All Win. shotguns
and shells. All variations of Lo-Wall and Hi
Walls shown, including Hi-Wall Schutzen. An
exact lithographed reprinting.
To order: Send check, cash or money order to:

HOUSE OF MOLYNEUX
P.O. BOX 41123A • LOS ANGELES 41, CALIF.

NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME
a .22 cal. Pistol USING BOTH
•22 Long Rifle & .22 Short Ammo!

....-R£'IJ' S(J(JN!~
New Pislol Shoolers

Handbook·Calalog
Watch lor

Announcement
in lULY ISSUE 01

GUNS MAGAZINE
GIL HEBARD GUNS

Box 1, Knoxville, Illinois

WINCHESTER'S
1905 Catalog

170 Pages
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needed pick-me-up at mid-morning.
Binoculars help you find horns on a dis

tant deer or find that off-shade of brown in
the underbrush. They are essential to iden
tify other hunters. Never, never use your
rifle scope to spot another hunter.

At least one member of the party should
carry a small first aid kit with sterile gauze
pads, band-aids, burn ointment, tape, and
Mercurochrome. A snake bite kit is a good
idea when you're in snake country.

The hunting knife is needed to dress out
your game, but it's your most important piece
of survival gear, too. It can cut a shelter,
boughs for a bed, sticks for a fire, or trail
markers. Of course, should you become lost,
the best bet is to stay put, build a fire, and
make yourself warm and comfortable. Rig
up a shelter and start thinking about supper.

This is when a fish hook on a length of
monofilament line, baited with a patch of
colorful cloth, can provide something to
cook on your campfire. It takes up little
room tucked into a corner of a coat pocket
but it could be a life saver.

If you're out alone, you sho.uld have a map
and a compass. And you should have studied
that map before you left camp. County sur
veyor's maps are generally available at the
courthouse. Take the time beforehand to
learn how to use a map and compass, and
you can find your own way out of the woods.

In any event, going out alone offers haz
ards itself, so let someone know where you
are hunting and when you will be back. If
you fail to return, he elm alert a search
party. Just be damned sure you let him know
when you do return.

You shouldn't get lost if you have used the
map to familiarize yourself with the area and
keep spot-checking your position.

We hunted the western foot of Nathaniel
Mountain in Hampshire County, West Vir
ginia, one year, and the most experienced
member of our party was several hours over
due. The mountain side was cut with many
hollows and ridges like the fingers of a giant
hand. A rut road followed the base of the
mountain up to a lumber camp. The plan
was to station several hunters along the rut
road while the rest of us move horizontally
along the mountain side to push the deer off
those ridges. It was simple. All we had to
do was cross three ridges and come back
down the third hollow.

We were just about ready 'to'head back
up the mountain to search for the missing
man when he came trodding happily up the
rut road.

"Sorry you were worried," he said. "Trou
ble was, that third hollow doesn't go all the
way up the mountain. I got up on a wide
plateau, and all the hollows looked alike."

"Well, how did you find your way back?"
we asked.

"You remember, on the map, this lumber
trail forks back down a ways, and another
trail cuts around the other side? I just
followed that trail down to the intersection
then came back up this one until I found
you."

The explanation sounded simple, and it
was-because he had studied the map, knew
there were two roads, took the right direction
when he found the other one. A wrong turn
there could have been disastrous-at least to
the extent of a damned uncomfortable~
night for him and us. ~
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Standard
Reloading Press

All rifle and pistol cartridges.
$22.50 .

1144. BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster, with soft glove
leather white lining. Belt and holster in
black cowhide only. $8.99 P.P. Send waist
size, caliber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @
$13.95 P.P.

NEW MEXICAN ISSUE:
Independence Commemorative, 10 peso sil
ver coin, 1960 ... only 1 million struck, B.U.
Limited supply at $2.00 ea_; 5 for $9.50; or
10 for $18.00.

Coin catalog will be sent
on request.

PIECES OF EIGHT
.. . Collector's item ... authentic duplicate of oriR'inaI
silver "piece of eight" of pirate fame and the "pillar
dollar" of the 17th Century . . . basis for our American
dollar and term "two bits .. that came from division of
the coin change in "cob money". The rarest,
most so r coin in Western Hemisphere. Even
experts tell this extraordinary duplicate from

ntity, no more when these are
coin, authentic silver content: of

equa COB pirate money colonial piece
struck on irre~lar planchet, $5 each, PP. No COD.
Specify piece wanted. Either is worth far more.

The Hide-a-Way
Holster

Handcrafted for
YOU; fits inside
trousers band;
concealed but
available; pro
tects against
grease, rust. Wt.
2~2 oz. top grain
soft cowhide, rIV
eted nickel clip.
$2.95 P.P.

1127-SPECIAL; SWORD
CANE, RIDING-CROP

Beautifully made, hand plaited,
genuine leather riding crop, with
18" dagger hidden inside. Practical
collector's item. $5.00 P.P.

GENERAL FRANCISCO PANCHO
VILLA MEDALLION

Heavy silver medallion, 900 fine;
obverse Pancho Villa; reverse, Mex
ican Eagle with outspread wings
and snake in beak, "Division del
Norte, 1960". $4.50 ea. P.P.

WHITCO
P. O. DRAWER 1712

BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS
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REAR RECEIVER SIGHT, 57 SB for Savage
99DL offered by Lyman Gun Sight Corp.,
Middlefield, Conn. In jewel·like finish, 57
SB features clickstopped windage and eleva
tion adjustments. Accurate to :l4 minute. For

SHOPPING

IL..-.......m .. j

4-WAY COT, easily adjusted into four posi
tions. Compact, comfortable. Tubular steel
frame folds compactly for easy carrying to
camping ground. Heavy-duty canvas cover in
three colors: green, blue, and red. Good as
extra bed at home or in cabin. From: Con
tinental Trading Company, 608 N. Orange
Ave., Monterey Park, Calif.

AUTHENTIC FIREARMS MODELS avail
able in a collectors and a decorators series
from Fort Dearborn Trading Co., 618 S.
Cicero Ave., Chicago, Ill. Collector's series
for connoisseur of historical firearms; decora
tor's series encased in handsome picture
frame gun case.

ROYAL BENGAL TIGER and zebra tro
phies. The thrill of owning a fine trophy can
be yours without traveling to the game-filled
bush of Africa. The Bengal Tigers average
10 feet long, lined, have claws and complete
head mounts, including whiskers. Zebra skins
of fine quality. Run 8 feet and up in length.
Soft, beautifully tanned. Bengal Tiger, $285;
Tiger without head, $235; Zebra, $165;
Leopard skin and head, $235. From Safari
Import Co., Dept. G-5, 509 East 80th St.,
N. Y. 21, N. Y.

6·SHOT AUTOMATIC FLARE-GUN. A W.
German import, Flare·Gun is precision made
of solid steel with full grip handle, safety
catch and 6·shot self-ejecting clip. Can also
be used with insecticide, tear-gas or dye car
tridges. Made to save lives, gun cannot be
used as a weapon. Accommodates only 7mm
signal flares and 22 cal. crimp blank car
tridges available everywhere. Comes complete
with cleaning brush and detailed instructions
on care and operation. Priced at 6.95 ppd.
from 20th Century Distributors, 570 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. 36, N. Y.WAX BULLETS safe for training and rec

reation introduced to the firearms trade by
Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co., Inc.,
Hartford, Conn. Available in .38 and .405
caliber. Cartridge made of high density poly
ethylene material, and wax compound bullet
permit shooters to test reaction time and
accuracy. New cartridges are reloadable,
red in color, to avoid danger of getting them
mixed up with live ammunition. Bullet is
propelled by primer in base of cartridge. No
additional gunpowder is used. A box of 50
rounds, in either caliber, retails for $2.50.

ventional type primer arm. Takes standard
dies, complete with shell holder and primer
arm $13.75 F.O.B. Herter's Inc., Waseca,
Minn.

SPORTER STYLE STOCKS of different
kinds of wood. Custom rifle building and
custom gun work. Stocks now available in
Black Myrtlewood, Black Palm, Ebony,
Macassar, Lace Wood, Zebrawood, Green
Adalia, Lignum Vitae, Tulip Wood, Snake
wood, Coco-Bola, Bubinga, Rose Wood, Ohi
wood, Monky pod, Iron bark, Vermillion,
Osage Orange, Fresno, Quilted Gum, Wild
Cherry, Yama wood, Walnut in French,
English, Bostonian, Black, Claro, Tukish,
New Zealand, Maple in Shell Flame, Fiddle
Back, Tiger tail, Quilted, Basket weave, and
Bird's Eye. Send 25¢ for catalog from An
thony Guymon, Inc., 203 Shore Drive, Bremer
ton, Wash.

SUPER MODEL 9A RELOADER. Tool can
be adapted to load either on the up or down
stroke by changing the handle position. Con-

SPORTERIZING A SPRINGFIELD? Wheth
er you do job yourself or have a gunsmith
"sporterize" your Springfield, Flaig's milled
steel trigger guard is must for enhanced
value. Has smooth-working hinged floor plate
with floor-plate release button inside trigger
guard. Fits any Model 1903 Springfield in·
cluding 03-A3 Models. Milled steel construe·
tion, completely blued. Can be installeq in
seconds: A $15.00 value for $10.00 from
Flaig's, Millvale, Pa.

.... -......,..·1

target use, knobs are knurled for finger-tip
controls; for hunting purposes, knobs are
coin-slotted to prevent snagging on under·
brush or clothing. No. 57 secures itself at
once into prior zero-sighting. No further ad
justment needed. Priced at $8.50.

r

FRONTIER SIX-SHOOTER. All working
parts made of finest steel. Barrel comes in
5%" length, most popular size. Grips made
from special styrene plastic that looks and
feels like old-fashioned deer bone grips. Six
Shooter made 'for Hy Hunter exclusively by
The J. P. Sauer & Son Company of Western
Germany. Guns are exact size and weight of
original models. Available at retail price of
$39.95 from Hy Hunter, Inc., 3031 W. Bur
bank Blvd., Burbank, Calif.

DUCK HUNTER'S BAG of extra heavy
waterproof duck, reinforced with straps of
11,6-inch strong webbing. Handles of high
grade chocolate elk tanned leather. Easy to
open and close with regular luggage zipper
that runs full length of bag with arrange
ment for lock. Holds shells, lunch, mittens,
rain shirt, sweater, blanket, fire kindler.
Bottom protected with eight brass plated
studs. Priced at $11.60 from L.. L. Bean,
Inc., Freeport, Me.
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.30 Remington

.243 Winchester

.32 Win. Special

.220 Swift

.244 Remington ~ .

.257 Roberts
8mm Mauser
.30-'06 Springftel•
.270 Winchester
.257 lap
.348 Winchester
.300-.375 Magnu..

Sold in 14 pint cans in powder form
••. makes solution that brilliantly
cleans hundreds of brass cartridge
cases ... in 3 minutes!

LIST PRICE $1.75

Jobber Inquiries Invited

Rg~~i~~ CASE-BRITE CO. klo3c~e~fe~rJ~nN~:

NEW LIST EVERY MONTH

ANTIQUE & MODERN GUNS
PLEASE SEND STAMP FOR YOUR COPY.

ALWAYS ON HAND: Win. Lever-Actions,
Colt's, S&W's, Rem's, Muskets, etc. Will
Trade.
(NET FULMER, BOX 792, DETROIT LAKES, MINN.

If not at Dealer's, order direct.

McKILLEN & HEYER, Inc.
3871 N. Kirtland Road, Willoughby, Ohio

CASE-BRITE-l~""lt~~:
CLEANS BRASS CARTRIDGE'~~R~ .~

CASES IN A JIFFY! ."..~ ~ ~ "

~1&Ii'~~~~
USIIS REPOIT OVIII,ooo,ooo GUWNIIID fOR 200,000

lONG Uf£ • NO SOlTOlIHG • NO GAllING
MANUFACTURED ay

~ 1)" &?!(H. e.-
el.1Nno CARIID( CARBOLOY lTUD1 .... '

Po O. lOX 226 • COVINA, CALIF.

.45 Auto Colt
.45 ACP
.38 Special
.44 Special
.22 Hornet
.22 K-Hornet
.212 Reminlton
•300 Savage
.250 Savage
.22-250 Var.
.308 Winchester
.358 Winchester
.30-30 Winchester

~~~Tb:~L;.~~ES~i:~~U~~'~ ..
ever own! Strong 1.piece ~

machined from solid Alcoa
75-T6. Natural color, satin $SET375finish. 1" size only.

_ S;~6~:T:;~~;;;;:R t
CA~~BER NEW CASE LENGTH GAUGE

I$4.25 EACH I

TEAR GAS DEVICE fends off would-be
attackers. Built to carry in pocket or purse,
device projects tear gas pellets within four
foot range. Renders attacker helpless for
approximately 20 minutes with no after:
effects..38 caliber, comes with one free car
tridge. Additional cartridges 49¢ each. Satis
faction guaranteed by Gale Products, 216 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois.

PNEUMATIC RIFLES from Sheridan Prod·
ucts Inc., 1234·13th St., Racine, Wis., fea·
ture semi-beavertail forearm for Blue Streak
and Silver Streak models called "King-size
Forearm"; wide flaring, safe Trigger Guard.
New sturdy Exhaust Valve, coupled with im
proved Intake Valve, make a tough, enduring
valve combination:
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PACEMAKER HOLSTER. Fast-action
western design product from J. M. Bucheimer
Co., Frederick, Md. Features top grain oak
bark tanned leather snug fitting holster with·
out extra straps. Simplicity in design, easy
removal from belt and easy free draw motion
allows instant use of revolver or automatic.

LADY UTILITY COAT. Insulated body and
sleeves with 100% prime northern down.
Outer fabric wind.proof, water-repellent 100%
cotton Poplin. Soft lining, long-wearing 100%
Egyptian cotton. Body, sleeves insulated;
wool knit storm cuffs. Patch pockets with
lined hand warmer pockets. Sizes: 12 through
20, $39.95. Optional storm hood, $5.95. A
product of Alaska Sleeping Bag Co., 334
N. W. 11th Ave., Portland 9, Ore.

CAP AND BALL REVOLVERS used by
Army during Civil War were Colt Model
1860 revolver (top) and Remington New
Model Revolver (bottom). These, pI us near
ly 1500 other authentic, hard-to-find firearms,
edged weapons, armor, rela~ed items for sale
in 208-page catalog-reference book. Valuable
book obtainable for $1 from The Museum of
Historical Arms, 1038 Alton Road, Miami
Beach, Fla.

GU DIGEST "TREASURY" contains nest
from first 15 years of Gun Digest. 384 giant
pages. 64 features. Fully illustrated. Person
ally edited by famed John T. Amber. A must
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for gun enthusiasts. Now available at local
sports or book stores at $3.95 ppd. from The
Gun Digest Association, Dept. G-6, 4540 W.
Mad ison St., Chicago 24, Ill.

"PIN POINT" PLINKER. Designed for pel
let guns. A quality designed, all-ste\ll optical
scope made with precision ground and coated
optical glass. Clamp·on mount (included)
mounts in one minute, requires no drilling
or tapping. '2Y~X provides 35 ft. field at 100
yds. with long eye relief. Has focusing and
cross hair adjustments. Complete instructions.
Priced $9.95 ppd., including mount from Pan
Technics, Ltd., P.O. Box 578, Encinitas,
CaliL

AN INTERESTING LINE of fastening items
i'n metal and nylon, including standard nuts,
screws, bolts, and washers, as well as hard
ware items designed for sports applications,
are now available from Prairie State Screw
and Bolt Corp., 1523 W. Schreiber St.,
Chicago 26, Ill.



Quickly loosens rust and cor
rosion on guns, rods, reels,
outboards and equipment.

AT ALL HARDWARE
AND AUTO STORES

RADIATOR SPECIALTY COMPANY
CH"'.LOTTI, N. C.

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every Six Weeks
Now 72 Pages Each Issue!
thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from all over the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, efe. - all differ
ent each issue. Widest se
lection available anywhere!

T.:'.Iii.y-....,. Subscription Just $1.00
per Year. Send now to:

NORM FLAYDERMAN
44 W. Putnam, Dept. G-6

GREENWICH, CONN.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

Eley shotgun shells, 22 rimfire high velocity
cartridges and centerfire sporting ammuni·
tion are of the highest quality-for all guns,
all game. Ask your dealer now, and write
for fREE literature. Dealer inquiries invited.

.S. E. LASZLO - House 0' Imports
25 LAFAYETTE STREET, BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

FREE' CATALOG

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

HQui(k-Draw" Holsters

Works

(Continued from page 24)

that should be a honey.
Hereabouts, however, there is a second and

very different school of thought about brush
shooting deer-one that will, I suppose,
bring screams of anguish from some but one
which, I think, makes sense strictly within
the limitations stated. I'm not recommending
it for any and everyone; far from it. But it
lends a new a~pect to deer hunting for those
who are qualified to use it and who will
abide by its rules.

To be qualified to use it, you should be a
varminter, used to and capable of delivering
pin-point accuracy. You shoot the year
around, and you can spin a bullet consistent
ly into a tiny target-such as, for example,
a hole in the brush behind which a deer is
standing. Note that I say "standing." This
is not for running shots, ever. That is one
of the rules I mentioned. 1£ you are trigger
happy, this is not for you; this is strictly for
people who are not excited by the sight of
game, who can and will wait for the right
shot. (Many times, a deer that is jumped
into a run will stop within range, and look
back. 1£ you're ready, and if you can put
the bullet where it belongs, this is the time
to get him. I've done just that, several times.)

I'm talking about deer hunting with rifles
carrying six, eight, or ten-power scopes,
rifles of such calibers as the .222 Remington,
the .22.250, the .220 Swift, the .243 Win
chester, the .244 Remington, and their ilk.
Ri fles shooting little pills at high velocity,
with superlative accuracy, in the hands of
men who can use that accuracy.

I do not mean that larger calibers are not
inherently accurate; they are. But the big
bore big game rifle, with its lower powered
scope, bigger and slower bullet, and greater
recoil, simply isn't intended for the half·
minute-of-angle accuracy possible with the
varminter; and this is the accuracy needed
for this kind of shooting.

There are many arguments about killing
power and proper loads for game, but most
experienced shooters, however much he may
adhere to the big bullet school, will admit, if
you pin him down, that accuracy makes up
for a lot of missing weight in the bullet.

That it works is a matter of record.
"Skeet" Skaggs of Briggs, Texas put a 50
grain Hornady bullet out of his .222 Reming
ton through a 2" hole in the brush at 175
yards to bring in a nice fat 10 pointer. He is
a very experienced hunter and a fine rifle
man. His skill and his knowledge of how to
use the fine accuracy of his rifle, plus a good
6X scope, enabled him to score a clean one·
shot kill that would have been almost im
possible lacking anyone of those ingredients.

The placement of shot is all important. As
a graphic example; one late afternoon, I
was sitting just inside an oat patch waiting
for a buck that had been coming in pretty reg
ular. I was cuddling a new Marlin-Sako .222
with a Bear Cub 6 scope and Stith Dovetail
mount. I had been having excellent results
using 20.5 grains of 4198 behind the 50 grain
Hornady bullet, killing jack rabbits at 200
to 250 yards with pretty consistent regularity.
After a few minutes of waiting, I saw my
buck grazing nonchalantly at what turned
out to be 262 steps. I got a good position and
let go. The bullet caught him right behind
the shoulder, went through the top of his

BRUSH HUNTING LOADS?

POINTER PUPS

L2lJlCnster, Cnliforlliu

ACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC.
Dept._

1220 S Grand Ave., Los Angeles 15, Cal.

Box 54~-G

For hlg'h scores & greater shock absorp~
tlnn, crack pistol shooters rely on Pointer
Stocks. Improved back strap built into
stock, additional lcn~th. width & breadth,
form fitting non-slip strip: ALL combine
to insure you positive control & greater
shooting accuracy. Thou~h often copied, nothing cnn com.

JI.~oeN11L~eG\5~~fN~1{Ebc!e ~ilro~~t;~r s~~.~~. f~cf-~~DJ;
burn. Will never lose its Orie"luster. Easy to install.
~~~J~; fWAt~tl-t'por~~g~~S$7.~g~ce of finishes! IVORY.

GUN BOOKS

Pointer
STOCKS

OVER 175 IN STOCK
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

JACK FIRST

BOHLIN'S
"Elmer Keith

MAGNUM
Protectsight Holsters"

Specially constructed g.roove to
protect rib and blade of mica
rear sight which does not "con-
tact" the leather. "Cobra
Snapaway' '@ gun hold-down

",hleh also p.rcvcnts snow, etc. ob
structing notch in the blade. Hol
ster retains its permanent shape
under all usual conditions and is
fast-drawing. Belt 2% inches wide

with any angle of holster desired. FIrst
quality leather and workmamhip guar
anteed. leather double and sewed.
~~~ee ~~isiu~ ~~d ~~~~~feie~Il:?:r ~~~
parcel post $1.50 and in cali1hrnia add
40/0 State Tax-35% deposit required
on all C.O.D. orders.

Plain: Tan $34.50. Black $36.50. Fully
carved (shown): Tan $46.50. Black $48.50.

MaT:.er of UlVorld's FinestU holsters that have 110 eaual
for fast-dratcino.

Edward H. Bohlin 931 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 3B, (alii.
Copyrighted 1960 by E. H. Bohlin

Compression molded Imitation Stag.
For most American 'l'arg'et GUllS, $4.50
pl'. Yes, for HI-Std. Double 9 too.

OriR'inators or POINTER STOCKS, With thumb-
rest; and GENUINE WALNUT TARGET STOCKS.
also most complete stock of quality genuine

Pearl, Ivory, and Stag grips, for Ruger Single 6 & Colt SAA
new model $9.00.
ORDER NOW! REMEMBER, IF IT'S A PISTOL GRIP WE'VE
GOT IT! SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE.

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY & MFG. CO., INC.
1309 Olympic Blvd., Montebello 5, Calif.

NEW
PachlDayJ;'
DELUXE
Handgun
Cases

• 4 & 5 gun capacity
• choice of 8 finishes
• starting at $32.50

Now you can keep your side arins safe and secure in
these handsome gun cases. Designed by Frank A. Pach·
mayr, these fine cases have rack for guns, space for
ammo & accessories, plus special mounts for spotting
scope. Compact, light, easy to carry. Choice of 4 or 5
gun models with or without back door. Made of rugged
light weight construction in your choice of 8 new beau
titul colors and materials and tully lined inside to
match. Prices start as low as $32.50. Models having
lock tor back door slightly higher. Satisfaction guaran
teed by the West's oldest gun house. SeeI
your dealer or· write direct tor FREE colored
folder and 16 page brochure. •
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ERSE'

MEC 250 MEC 400 MEC 500
Price complete $48.95 Price complete $57.75 Price complete $89.95

decide which MEC tool is for you. There's one for every re
quirement. See your dealer or write to Mayville Engineering
Co., Inc., Mayville, Wisconsin.

".

Luger
Mauser
Ortgies
Sauer
Webley

Write today for 28-page book.
Prices, illustrates grips for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

~ CENT:r;:~,~!~~s~~~:r!u~~ eata/Of1
SHOOTER, SPORTSMAN AND COLLECTOR. V

Service Armament Ca. has done it again, by
offering you its new enlarged catalog.
This beautiful edition is chock full of all types
of fire arms and accessories from Anti-Tank Guns
to Minie Balls and is guaranteed to gladden the
heart of even the most blase gun bug. Present
ing the most diversified line of arms found
anywhere including the World's largest supply
of shooting ammo

SEND ONLY $1.00

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

~~Vhotshell reloaders ...
PREFERRED 2 to 1
over any other brand
A recent independent survey conducted among dealers proves
that MEC Shotshell Reloaders outsell the next leading brand
by more than 2 to 1. There are two basic reasons for this
popularity ... I) they are priced to make buying easy, and 2)
they have a combination of the most wanted features of any
loaders on the market.
Get the facts on all three of these amazing reloaders, and then

For All American, Many Foreign Cuns

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are
the most durable made I Beautiful colors; smooth,
checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per..
spirotion, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Black and Staghorn finishes. Low cost, $2.50 to
$8.00-See our complete catalog!

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

FREE
CATALOG

For
Colt Remington Browning
Great West'n Ruger Czech
H & R Savage Oreyse
Hi-Standard S & W Schmeisser
Iver-Johnson Walther Llama

And Many Others

SPORTS, INC. 5501 Broadway, Dept. C"-6, Chicago 40, III.

heart, and came to rest just under the hide
on the far side. He made a small circle and
fell dead. I doubt very seriously if he could
tell the difference if he had been shot with
a .300 H&H.

My friend, Lee Pool, has killed eight
whitetail bucks with eight shots from his
.222 Remington. Another friend has killed 7
whitetail bucks and one antelope with 9
shots from his .222 Remington. one of the
animals went more than 50 yards, and no
bullet blew up on the surface. In fact, most
of the bullets went through on the lung
shots, leaving an exit hole about 2" in diam
eter.

I still believe that there are two definite
classifications of "brush guns." The big heavy
bullets at moderate velocity are tops for
snap shooting, and the fast, light, very ac
curate bullets from super-accurate rifles in
skilled hands are for standing shots. There
is a definite need for both. One will ~
not take the place of the other. ~

HIS COLLECTOR
GUNS SHOOT

(Continued from pagt; 27)
apertures."

In this same picture, the second gun from
the top is a Haenel .22 with a Fecker 12X
scope. (Bosworth is shown shooting this rifle
at the bottom of page 25.) Of the third rifle
from the top (horizontally mounted), Bos·
worth writes: "This is a most unusual one.
It is a J. Hubel free match rifle, made by J.
Hubel of Salzburg, Austria. It is .22 caliber,
has double set triggers, optical peep sights
and a globe front sight with four different
sized globes. The trigger guard has a hook
for each finger. It has a high comb, a thumb
rest, a 30 inch barrel, and a Shuzgur Butt
plate. A very accurate rifle of unique design."
(This gun also appears in use at the top
of page 27.)

Next below the Hubel is a B.S.A. Martini
International, fitted with a 2" lOX Unertl
scope. This rifle, shown also in Bosworth's
hands at the bottom of page 26, is one he
has used in many Montana small bore match
es. Below the B.S.A. is a "Steigle that was
originally 8.15x46·but has been rechambered
to a .32-40. This rifle is all engraved on both
sides of the receiver, and is inlaid with a
duck in silver on top of the barreL The bar
rel is fluted, with matted rib on top, with
peep sights with four interchangeable front
globes. The rifle' has double set triggers, a
high comb, made by Steigle-Munsing. The
side of the barrel is marked Electro Stahl."

The Model 52 Winchester and the Stahl
.32-40 follow, to complete the listing of guns
mounted horizontally in the rack.

The rifles in a vertical position in the
cabinet are, left to right: a .22 Marlin Model
39A; an 8.I'5x46 Gebruder Rempt, made in
Suhl, Germany; a Winchester High-wall ac
tion, .219 Donaldson Wasp caliber; a .22
Stevens Walnut Hill target rifle with 8X
Lyman scope; and a Winchester Low-wall
.218 Bee with 2¥2X scope.

The pistols shown (same photo) are as
indicated in the caption. The percussion lock
pistol with the bell muzzle was purchased in
Damascus, Syria, for Mr. Bosworth by his
son.

Most of the rifles have been purchased
through advertis.ements in the gun magazines,
and a few from dealers. Mr. Bosworth say&
he has some guns not shown in the photo-
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over. There are, I'm told (though it's hard
for me to believe it), men who have grown'
a little bored with shooting run-of-the-mill
guns at run-of-the·mill targets. If you are
one of these lucky ones, try finding and shoot
ing some non run-of· the-mill guns at what
ever targets you like. Test these odd ones
against your best, most accurate pieces. It's
a fascinating hobby, not as expensive as you
might think if you don't try to buy 'em all
at once-and the results may surprise you.
When Bosworth says a rifle is "very accu
rate," he isn't talking about hitting a barn
from inside the building. His rifles~
will deliver. L.-

I have seen the new 3-9 X Leupold and the
3·9 X Bushnell and both look real good. I'm
convinced that you need at least 6X for such
small targets. The Bear Cub 6X, The Lyman
All-American 6X, and the fine Unertl 6X are
excellent. However, I think the 8's are better.

I'm sure the target scopes as made by
Unertl and Lyman and Lichert would be
fine, but I have never trusted the target-type
mounts, and still don't. I think the best solid
mount you can get, anchored down and
sighted in, are best. Of all the mounts I've
used, I like the Stith Dovetail best. However,
I have had very good luck with Redfield,
Buehler, and Williams mounts.

In the way of loads, one must work up the
load that suits his individual rifle. I have had
excellent success, accuracy wise, with the
54 gr. Sisk Neidner .224" bullet. For a long
time it was THE bullet for me, and I still love
it; but being sort of experimental-minded, I
have tried, and had equally good success
with the Hornady, Speer, and Sierra.

Good bullets, carefully weighted charges in
sorted cases, and CCI primers, and you have
the makings of successful prairie dog hunt
ing. And there's n9 better hunting for~
the varminter. ~

Indiana. There were no perfect scores in the
Silver Dollar shoot at Fall Creek Valley
Gun Club, in Markleville. Slim Mathers
from Greenfield won the event, with Jesse
Butler, Anderson; Martin Shires, Winches
ter; and Lloyd Wentz, Elwood, rounding out
the first four places. Casey Barrett's 19 won'
him the Miss and Out purse.

Ken Ross won high gun and Miss and
. Out in the next Fall Creek Valley program.
K. F. Kiplinger was second, Cars~n Evans
third, and a fourth·place tie deadlocked Ted
Rode, Willard Bealor, Casey Barrett, and
Slim Mathers.

The Will County Sportsmen's Club News
letter (Illinois) anilOunces that Frankfort
Sportsmen's Club holds trapshoots every
Sunday afternoon and Wednesday nights at
the club grounds, two miles East of Route
45 on 191st Street, North of Frankfort.

Other shoots are announced by Peotone
Sportsmen's Club, one-half mile South of
Peotone off· Route 54, and Wesley Sports
men's Club, eight miles South of Wilmington
on Route ll3N. The 50th Grand Chicago
Handicap will be held at Chicago's Lincoln
Park Gun Club, June 17 and 18. The Jim
Wareham Memorial trapshoot has been sched
uled by Lincoln Park for July 23.

PULL! ... By Dick Miller
(Continued from page 38)

GUNS FOR PRAIRIE POODLES
(Continued from page 37)

graphs-"mostly sporting rifles of German
make, or obsolete types that are of some in
terest to people of my age who used them
long ago. They bring back memories of the
past, and memories become more valued as
you grow older."

Should you wish additional information
about this unusual collection, William E.
Jensen (P.O. Box 707, Billings, Montana),
will be happy to try to obtain it for you.

And if you have thought of gun collecting
as a hobby for museums and millionaires
only, with an end result of a room (or
rooms) hung with priceless (you hope!) but
quite ullshootable "trophies," think this one

100 straight shaded three hungry 97s by
James Null, Joe Bradham, and Clarence
Ols'on, Dorothy Schmitt from Milwaukee
gave the men lessons in the 100-target handi
cap event. Warren Dougherty, Battle Creek,
Mich. and Lorne Packham, the Maryland
ace, shot it out for runner-up, with the deci
sion going to Dougherty.

000

While trapshooters were enjoying good
weather in the Florida shoots, Old Man
Winter was providing some tough targets in

sure. However, I would warn anyone who has
a rifle in these calibers to back down at
least two grains on any of these loads and
work up gradually, as varying bore diameters,
chamber dimensions, throating, etc., can
make a lot of difference.

There are a lot of fine guns on the market
that would be fine for this type of shooting.
To mention a few that I have had experience
with and liked, I will start with the excellent
722 Remington .222. Just as it comes, it is
usually very. accurate. Another is the heavy

. barrelled Sako .222 Magnum. This fine gun
needs no tuning to make it group. I have had
good success also with the standard .244
Remington for those long shots in the breeze.
I like the 1-12 twist best for the varmint
weight bullets, and 47 gr. of 4831 behind
the 75 gr. Speer bullet is just about tops. Al
though I haven't tried it, the Model 70 Var
mint rifle in the .243 caliber should be excel
lent, as it sure has the accuracy. Another one
in this same class is the heavy barrelled Sako
.243 Forrester.

For glass ware for this type of shooting, .
the fine Bausch and Lomb scopes are tops
in my book if you can afford them. The vari
power 8-and the fixed 8 are both top choices.

WORLD'S FINEST STOCK ..
lightweight design, hiah Monte Carlo comb, cheek piece and 3/S'"
castoff. Pistol grip cap and 45° forend tip of contrasting hardwood.
NearlY perfect inletting with outside needing only light final sanding.
Choice of walnut. myrtlewood. cherry or maple. For Mausers. Spring
fields, Enfields. Sakos, Mark V, Mod. 70, HVA, 88 Win., 721, 722,'
Brevix. Mex., Swedish and laps.
ROYAL ARMS Inc.,3274 EI Caion Blvd.,San Diego,Calif.

GATLING GUN CENTENNIAL
COMMEMORATIVE MEDALLION

Commemorating the 100th anniversary of the invention of
the famed Gatling Gun, we have just issued this beautiful
bronze medallion. 60mm (2%") in diameter, it bears a
handsome portrait of the inventor, Richard Jordan Gatling,
on the obverse. and an accurately detailed Gatling Gun on
the reverse, both magnificently sculptured in high relief.
Price, including attractive plastic case, only $5, postpaid.
Order your Gatling medallion today. Dealer inquiriE's invited.
WAHL ARMS CO., G-16, BOGOTA, N. J.

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
·'The Baker's Dozen Plan"

Send 50c for list and year 'round mailings

RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS CO.
Dept. G. 6844 Gorslen St., Philadelphia 19, Pa.

PflTURSOn smlTK
269-Q Shepard
E. Orange, N.J.

FOLDING Camp Stoves
HEAT ••• COOK ••• BAKE

• Slip easily into car trunk. Com
plete model shown folds to 4%fI

thickness. Weighs 36 Ibs.
. . • Wood-burning. Used
by Forest and Game Serv
ices, hunters,campers. Mod
cis from $26 to $35. Satis
faction guaranteed.
Write for free literature.

Sims Stoves, Lovell 1, Wyo.

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION. GUARANTEED

Carved Stock _ $32.50
Plain $19.50
Recoil Pad Instld $ 7.50 .

Please Add $1.00 Postage & Handling.

•

HANDCUFFS
LEG-IRONS .
Modern & antique \;
restraints, crime .
books bought, sold. \

'lOIIII.......L Illus. catalog, 25c. di.....lIil

$3.95 ...
POSTPAID Revolver Cleaning KU. Removes

l.eading from Forcing Cone, Cy)...
111der. and Barrel. Available in 38-44-45 cal. Kit tor two
caUbers $7.10. Patchea (Pkg. 10) $.60. Dealer Inquiries
~ Invited. Check or Money Order-No COD's.

""5P' GUN SPECIALTlEScolle:e °po~:~ l:orglO

A~azin9

BUSCADERO OUTFITS
"RAPID FIRE" HOLSTERS
SHOOTERS' ACCESSORIES

DALE MYRES CO.
lOX 7292-L, EL PASO, TEXAS

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
are my business and I make
the finest. Brilliant colors,
beautiful desi?,"ns, hand cut
by precision machinery. Send
for latest list.

C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2. BOXFORD, MASS.

••::==.....
SHOOTERS-COLLECTORS here's a top Quallty orig.
G.I. SNIPER SCOPE for sptg. or mliitary rifle. 2'hX
coated opttcs. 5:lh" eye reliet post & cross-hairs. hydrogen
filled. %" tubSA·jijTA..ANA..cTjjij·ROO·M.....·$22.50 ppd.

P. O. Box 1777 Santa Ana, Calif.

CLEAN rel:::~~

I
the dry, white; powdered -i;b;i~';'ntI

Ideal in case neck resizing, reduces split necks.
saves dies. harmless to powder charge. 'Vorks l~ke
graphite, but can't smudge reloads or .hands. Shck
for gun actions, immune to cold. Fast ask your
dealer. If not available, send $1.50 for 5-oz. cont.,
PLUS 25c postage. Free sample on request.

SCIENTIFIC LUBRICANTS co., DEPT. GG2
3469 N. Clark St. Chicago 13, 111.-
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Shooting publicity and coverage should
be on par with other sports in the Midwest
region after Maywood Gun Club hosts a din.
ner and shooting session for area sports
writers, wire service, and radio and TV per
sonnel. The progressive Maywood' GC Board
of Directors has authorized the party for the
writers, sportscasters, and their wives, to be
held in the beautiful Maywood club house.
All guests can participate in a 25-bird special
trap event for a raft of prizes. Beginners can
sharpen their shooting eyes with 10-bird

instructional and warm-up events.
The Scherwood Club, at Schererville,

Indiana is formulating plans for a similar
event for Northwest Indiana sports writers,
radio, and TV sportscasters.

Not only should both clubs improve shoot
ing publicity in the area, but if the scribes
and sportscasters run true to form, should
pick up some new and enthusiastic shooters
for the club. Has your club tried this means
for getting better coverage ~

of your shooting events? ~

49, Calif.

RCBS "Jr." PRESS

Dealers: Write for names of your
nearest jobbers on your letterhead.

R[as INC. Dept. E-6

P.O. Box 729 Oroville, Calif.

Finest lubricant available for case
sizing and bullet forming .•• helps
prevent cases from sticking in sizer
dies. 2 oz. Jar SOc. $3 00
Case of 6 Jars •

Removes stuck cases quick and easy.
Simply remove guide bushing, thread
Ress case remover into top of size(
die and pressure on expander rod will
force out stuck case. For RCBS or
Pacific sizer dies. 2 sizes Va" -24 and

~~~r-20. $2.10
RCBS LUBRICANT

With Removable Head Type
Shell Holder, Primer Arm
and Primer Catcher. Rugged
Block "0" Frame eliminates
springing. Converts to up or
down stroke in minutes
no extras to' buy. Standard
%"·14 thread fits all popu
lar makes of dies. Ample
leverage to handle all re
loading and case forming.
Primer Arm has flat return
spring to prevent primer
from jamming or clogging.

$31.50

STUCK CASE REMOVERS

WORLD'S FINEST

PISTOL GRIPS.~~
GOLD BOND

Guaranteed Unbreakable!

Sold By
The Best Gun Shops

Brochure & List 25c
(FREE ONLY to Dealers)

FITZ -Box 49702-Los Angeles

JUGULAR JACKETED HANDGUN BULLETS swaged from pure lead for finest
accuracy, rifle velocities and shocking power. Locked-on jackets for controlled
expansion. Backed by over ten years' proving and testing.
Cal. .38-127 grain $4.~5 156 grain ......••••..••... $4.80
Ca.J. .44-180 grain $4.85 220 grain : $4.95

240 grain $5.1 0 270 grain : $6.00
Hollow point or solid nose. Prices per 100. Include postage on three pounds.

HANDLOADED AMMUNITION using the above bullets for hunting or for Law
Enforcement Officers. Write for prices and information.
SWAGED ZINC BASE BULLETS, cal. .38 140 grain, Solid nose or hollow point,
$2.00 per 100. Include postage on two pounds.
SHOT REVOLVER LOADS for snakes, birds, small game. Colleges & bird collectors,
write.
Cal. .38 special & magnum ...................••••..••.•... $3.50 per 50.
Cal. .44 special & magnum ......................•.....•... $4.65 per 50.
Cal. .45 long Colt ...........................•...••.•.... $5.00 per 50.

Above loads in your cases.
Mail 25c For Catalog and Special Loading Charts

SHOOTERS SERVICE, Inc, CLINTON CORNERS, NEW YORK

All Lyman lenses are select achromatic
ground, aberration-free. Lyman guarantees
all lenses to deliver precise definition, at all
ranges. Coated both sides for maximum
(86% r 'ltght gathering qualities, they are
cushioned with DuPont Fairprene gaskets
to resist drop-damage and recoil. A special
imported sealant, "Losoid," hermetically en
closes all internal elements. A one-piece
extruded turret houses windage and elevation
screws, which are clickstopped for positivc
fix.

Available in popular magnifications, Ly.
man "All-American Perma-Center" hunting
scopes are offered in 2Y2X, 3X, 4X, 6X, 8,
and lOX.

New Cap & Ball Sixgun
The Centennial Arms Co., 3318 Devon

Ave., Chicago 45, Ill., now imports and mar
kets replicas of the early Colt percussion
line. Owing to the ever increasing number
of shooters interested in shooting the old

(Continued on page 65)

New Lyman Line
An all-new line of hunting scopes has just

been announced by Lyman Gun Sight Cor
poration, Middlefield, Connecticut. As in the
past, the line will carry the trade name "All
American" to denote the fact that the scopes
are entirely of American manufacture. Now,
however, to mark a design breakthrough that
culminates months of intensive study and
development, the new scopes will also be
called "Perma-Center."

A three-point middle-cell adjustment-sus-

ELMER KEITH SAYS
(Continued from page 9)

does not grab and shave like lead will when pension system keeps reticule crosswires
the case mouth is not expanded sufficiently. permanently centered optically, even though

We have found that jacketed bullets wear elevation and windage adjustment screws are
barrels many times faster than lead alloy moved to their limits. This is the same sight-
bullets; also, most half-jacket bullets still ing principle that earned the Lyman "Target-
do some leading of the bores due to the point spot" such distinction. Precision mounting
flowing back and upsetting to fill the grooves. against a Swedish spring-steel balance leaf
For this reason, we still prefer our original gives perpetual accuracy, lifetime rugged-
.44 bullet design that Speer features in ness, and dependability.
swaged lead alloy or in hand cast bullets.
Its point never changes shape from firing
with heavy .loads until it strikes the game,
and we have had better accuracy from it than
from the gas check or half-jacket types.
These easily loaded Speer bullets are, how
ever, far superior to the factory part-jacket
bullet load, and are also more accurate than
the soft factory bullets. They are packed 100
to the box.

S&W .22 RFM Kit Gun
We have been testing a new S & W Kit

Gun for the now popular .22 Rim Fire Mag
num cartridge.' This little gun is superbly
accurate, seemingly just as accurate as the
much larger and heavier K-Model S & W in
same caliber. The little gun is amply ac
curate for a chickens head every time at 15
yards, if you can hold it.

For the hunter wanting the shortest, light
est, practical small game pistol, this little
gun should fill the ticket exactly. The am
munition can be carried loose in the pocket
without picking up dirt and grit, and even
in this short barrel it seems to have ample
killing power for most small game. It is
very much more effective than the .22 LR
hollo"\"-point high speed on all game we have
tried. It kills big grouse or jack rabbits
nicely, as well as tree or ground squirrels.
The little jacketed hollow-point bullet must
still be rambling along at around 1400 feet,
even from this short pistol.

One can carry this tiny gun and a box of
ammo and not know he has it, as far as
weight is concerned, and can get himself
a mess of small game without too much
noise on a big game hunt. I would say this
is the finest real small light weight sixgun
I have seer:, both cartridge and gun.
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word per insertion inc!uding name and address. Pay
able in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date August 1961 issue (on

sale July 1) is May 16. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS Magazine,
8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

AUTHORS & PUBLISHERS

\VRITERS !-FREE Sample copy of Pink Sheets listing
lop-notch markets of U.S.A. available to you upon re
quest. "Trite today! Literary Agent Mead, 915 Broadway,
New York 10, N. Y.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

\VHOLESALE RETAIL franchise available. Spanish made
shotguns, equivalent to Browning, Capt. Jack Hensell,
87Gth AC&W Sadn.• APO 401, New York, N. Y.

COLLECTORS

\VINCHESTER M70 264 MAGNUM, store shot only, as
new $121.50. M61 22 pump, excellent $45.00. M61 22
':Magnum pump, N}~\V $66.50. \Vin. M63 22 auto. NE\V
$89.50. Jeff. Trader, Pocomoke City, Maryland.

DERRINGERS. Approx. one-half scale, resemble Colt
t~pe #3. Cased ... $35.00. 1i'oto ... $0.50. Custom work
invited. Write Little Guns, Box 6514, E. Germantown Sta.,
Phila. 38, Penna.

NE\V FIltEARMS-Scopes-Reloading Supplies-Acces
sories. Quick SerVice-Lowest Prices. Large Catalog Free.
'Walter Oliver, Box 55. Auburn, Indiana.

10,000 GUNS!! !-ANTIQUES, Moderns, Swords, Armour
-every description. Giant Catalog $1.00. Agramonte's,
41 Riverdale Ave.. Yonkers, N. Y.

INDIAN RELICS

3 INDIAN \VAR arrowheads. Flint Scalping Knife. Flint
Thunderbird $4.00. Catalog 10c. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Arrowhead. Glenwood. Arkansas.

LEATHERCRAFT

FB.EE "DO-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company, Box 791-V38, Fort Worth, 'fexas.

RELOADINC EQUIPMENT

.ATTENTION MILI'l'ARY Arms Collectors. Rare Vickers
Armstrong, Pederson Pattern .276 Caliber Semi-Auto
matic lUCIe or Carbine. Free Photograph, description and
I.)rice upon Request. San Francisco Gun Exchange. 75
Fourth Street, San Francisco 3, California.

AN'l'IQUE AND Modern 'Vcapons For Sale, Accessories.
Commission Buying in the U.K. A Specialty. Auction
Catalogues Supplied. Herbert Sutcliffe. Ing Hey. llrler
cliffe. Burnley. Lancashire, England.

HOLSTERS, BELTS, Guns, embroidered emblems, badges,
police equipment. Send 30c for literature. L. D.
Ringuette Co., Dept. G, Grants Pass, Oregon.

\VAn. SURPLUS Guns, ammo, accessories. relics. 24
page catalog describing 450 items. 25(;, :Martin B. Betting,
Inc., 11029 \Vashington, Culver City 5, Calif.

GUNS. SUUPI..US Military rifles $8.95. Revolvers $6.95.
Bargain list 25c. Armsco, P. O. Box 1308-GM6, Ventura,
Calif.

SELL OR TRADE

FLORIDA HUN'l'lKG and fishing campsites 100x135 only
$295 each. At Manatee Springs on the Suwannee River.
Will accept guns in trade, Send for Free Plat, terms and
pictures. I'aul Vonn, Bell~view, Florida,

SICHTS & SCOPES
B1UTISH POCKET flintlock pistols, circa 1770-1812.
,'arious makers, in good complete shape. $50.00 each.
J. M. Hepsworth-Firearms, 1046 Harris Avenue, Newark,
Ohio.

AUTHBNTIC CIVIL 'Var Bullets from Virginia Battle
fields $1.00 ea. l:)ostpaid. Virginia Home and Hobby
Center, P. O. Box 37, Triangle, Virginia.

GUNS - SWORDS - Knives - Daggers - Flasks. Big list
25c coin. Ed Howe. Cooper Mills 10. Maine.

ENCRAVINC

GUN ENGHAVING of unsurpassed Quality. Folder $1.00.
E. C. Prudhomme, 302 \Vard Bldg., Shreveport. La.

FOR SALE

CANNON FUSE 3/32H dia., waterproof. burns under
water; 10 ft., $1; 25 ft., $2, ppd. 'VilUam Zeller, Keil
Hwy., Hudson, Mich.

CUNS & AMMUNITION

u.s. 1\:11 30-06 Garand ritles. Very good-$79.95. Excel
lent-$89.95. U.S. Mod. 1941 30-06 Johnson ri11es. Very
good--:ji59.95. Excellerit-$6!UJ5. U.S. 30-06 Enfield
rifles. Very good-$29.95. Excellent-$34.50. U.S. 30-06
high number Springfield ritles. Very good-$49.50. U.S.
45-70 Springfield ri11es. Good-$39.50. British Mk. 5
303 jungle carbines. Very good-$24.95. Excellent-$29.95.
Cerman Mod. 98 8mm Mauser rifles. Very good-$34.95.
E:s.cellent-$39.95: German Mod. 98 7mm Mauser rifles.
Good-$24.95. Vcry good-$29.95. Czech Mod. 98 8J!11l1
Mauser ritles. Good-$24.95. Very good-$29.95. SwedIsh
Mod. !)4 6.5mm Mauser carbines. Very good-$29.95.
Spanish Mod. 93 ·7mm Mauser carbines. Good-$22.95.
Very good-$24.95. Chilean ¥od. 95 7mm Mauser car
bincs. Good-$27.95. Chilean 1\10d. 95 7mm Mauser rifles.
Very good-$24.95. Russian Mod. D1 7.62mm Moisin
rifles. Very good-$12.95. Russian Mod. 38 & 40 7.62mm
Tokarev rifles. Very good-$49.9fi. ExceUent-$59.95.
Swiss Mod. 1911 7.5mm Schmidt-Uubin rifles. Very good
-$16.95. Japanese 7.7mm Arisaka rifles. Good-$15.00.
Very good-$18.00. Japanese 6.5mm Arisaka rifles. Good
-$20,00. Very good-$25,00, 30-06, 303 Brillsh. 8n:'m
Mauser, 6.5mm Swedish, 7 62mm Russian, 7.35mm Ital~an
military ammunition at $7.50 per 100 rds. Free gun I1st.
Freedland Arms Co, 84 Park now, New York, N Y

M-1 GAUANDS, Near New.. $74.50. M-1 Carbines, New,
$74.50, Ammo $7./c. Island Enterprises, P. O. Box 93,
Altoona, Penna.

6 SHOT TEAR Gas Automatic. Effective personal protee
tion. Not sold to minors. $6.95 ppd. 20th Century Dis
tributors, 570 Fifth Ave., New York.

GUNS, NEW, Modern, Antioue, Illustrated List $1.
J. M. Powell, Gunmaker, Reigate, England.

NE\V M-1 CARBINES. $74.95. Ammunition $5. hundred.
Sloper, \Vestwood, California.

GUNS. ALL kinds. None over $20.00. Bargain list 25c.
Miller's, P. O. Box 1308-GM6, Ventura, Callf.

CUNSMITHINC

:MASTER GUNS.MITHS, Satisfaction guaranteed, spe
'cials! Bolts bent for scopes, polished $5.0-0, 6.5 Swedish
Mausers converted, coek on opening $12.50, rechambering
for 308 Norma Magnum $20.00; also complete gun re
pairs, dealers inouire, Freeway Gunshop, Texas' Largest
gunshop, 2402 Telephone, Houston, Texas.

AT'l'ENTION SPOB.TSMEN: Don't wait until the rush
next Fall to get that Il.ifle converted to a Beautiful custom
Spolter. Slack season special Custom stock !-toll-over
Cheek Piece, birds eye maple Forearm tip and Grip Cap
necoil Pact installed $45. All Bolt Action Rifles take
Guns, Scopes or Binoculars in trade. James \V. Brusaw,
1610 South McKinley Street, Casper, \Vyoming.

BL"U-BLAK: \Vorld's finest gun blue gives beauty and
10nO' service such as you have never known. Send in your
gU; now ... get it back more beautiful than new. Scopes
and sights mounted, stocks, conversions, barrels, repairs.
Discount to Dealers and on Quantity orders. Write Don
Mott, Hereford, Arizona.

GUN SCREWS. 6/48 or 8/40 assorled lengths 50e per
dozen. Professional 2 flute Taps $1.20 Special hard steel
drills 45c. All postpaid. Send for Catalog 16GC on all
Buehler mounts (including New Micro-Dial). Low Safetys
etc. Maynard Buehler Inc., Orinda. Calif.

CUSTOM VARMINT and hunting rifles to order from
$150.00. Also scopes, sights, accessories. Specializing in re
stocking, refinishing, rebluing of rifles. Write your wants·
will answer promptly. Ace Sport Center, 438 East 86 St.
New York 28. N. Y.

\VHY l:lay more when yOU can have the finest Quality
Zuiho Scopes with internal adjusted reticules at the lowest
·prices. 4x $27.50, 6x $29.50, 2,5-7x vari power $35.50.
"Dealer Enquiries Invited. '. \Vrite for your free catalogue
to "Weico," 5318 Chenerert, Houston 4, 'fexas.

SPECIAL SERVICES

INFORMATION RESEARCH-Reports, digests concern
ing everything. \Yorldwide Information Services, 321
Butler, \Vaterloo, Iowa.

INPOU1\:lATION RESEAUCH: \Vorldwide Information
ervices, 321 Butler, Waterloo, Iowa.

WANTED

HELP! CATHOLIC Boys School In Need Of Old Obsolete
IJistols, Rifies. Shotguns for educational study purposes
and exhibition. Please ouote lowest prices, we will pay
Express charges. Thank ;you. \VriLe-S. de Hanitz, Director,
Visual Education Dept., Campion Jesuit School for Boys,
Box 96, Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin.

\VANTED FOIl. Ca~h: NaZi, Japanese, Emopeall Knives,
Daggers, Bayonets. Singles or large lots purchased. Charles
Kingston, Box 36, Lowell, \Vashington.

MISCELLANEOUS

DEALERS ~ SEND license No. for large price list New
Firearms - Scopes - Mounts - Reloading Tools - Compon
ents - Leather Goods - Binoculars - Shop Tools. 3821
different items on hand for immediate delivery. Hoagland
Hardware, Hoagland, Indiana.

lVIINIA'l'URE CROSSBO\VS! 18" in length, fiberglass
bow, ra;ron bow string, 20 lb. draw wt., four arrows either
rUbber or steel tipped. Price $3.12 state sales tax in
cluded. Send chcck or money order to: N'ittany Crossbow
Co., Box 87 -C, Pennsylvania Furnace, I'ennsylvania.

"FREE SA)<IPLE Copy Of Shooting Times." The gun
world's newest publication, devoted to every facet of the
fascinating world of guns. Send name (print) and address
to Shooting 'Times, Dept. G. Box 1500. Peoria. Illinois.

}"'AST DUA\V Fans. All new Fast Draw Catalog con
taining guns, holsters, timers. clothes, boots, etc. Send
10c please. Glauser's Guns, 4510 Woodville noad, Toledo
16, Ohio:

•
•........

ROBERTS WOOD PRODUCTS
14720 N. E. Sandy Blvd., Portland 30, Orel':an

HANDCUFFS. $7.95; LEG Irons, $12.95; Leather re
straints. Collector's specialties. New catalogue 50c. Thomas
Ferrick, Box 12G, Newbursport, Mass.

SPECIAL FREE Can of Bore Cleaner with each 400 full
sized square .22 cal. cleaning patches $1.00. ,30 cal, size,
5 packs $1.00. Jim 'Vise. 134 Evans AYe., Akron, Ohio.

NAZI ITEi\IS bought & sold. orig. only, 1 piece or col
lection; "lists 25c"; Lenkel, 812 Anderson. Palisades. N. J.

BEER, 'VINEMAKING: Strongest methods $1.00. Bev
erage Supplies, Box 1242-N, Santa Rosa, California.

• •••••••
•
•

THOUSANDS OF used guns listed. All kinds, priced right.
Published twice monthly. Sample 25c. Yearly $2.00.
Shotgun News, Box 57 F, COlumbus, Nebraska.

"HO),fEBRE\VED \VINES, Beers"-Highest. Powered.
Complete instructions, formulas. recipes-$1.00. Dean's,
10n-GNS, \Vest 42nd, New York 36, N. Y. ,..,

SHOOTEItS-IF interested in gunsmithing and will work
a few hours in your shop for handsome, accurate .22 target
pistol, send 10c for illustrated information. Box 362, Terre
Haute, Indiana.

$9~p~·
......... - ..~ , MADE IN U.S.A.

NEW 51G HTMA5TER' "1 01" RIFLESCOPE.:
It's here at last! The most sensational scope value in a lifetime in your choice of power - 2V2X, 4X or .6X•. lts got _
all the deluxe features you've been looking for: precision glass o~tics through~ut; color c~rrected;. & With mternal
adjustments for perfect focus & alignment. Beautifully blued steel. long eye relief. Easy to IOstall, fl~s over 35.0 U.S. •
and foreign rifles including Enfields. Only $9.95 ppd. incI. mount. Send cash, check or M.D. C:O.D.'S r~qulre $S
deposit. Add $1 for Air Mail. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. When. ordenng speCify scope
power, make ana moael of rifle. Dealers inquire. PAN TECHNICS, INC.; 1230 Pan Technics Bid••, Encinitas 88, Calif.

SHOTGUN SPECIA..LIs'rs: Complete Refinishing from
$20.00 up. Restocking, Rebluing, Repair all makes. Re
boring, change chokes, lengthen chambers. New Parker
Barrels. Frank Le Fever &. Sons, Inc., Custom Gun
smiths. Frankfort, New York.

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-Repairing, rebluing, con
version work, parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop, Berry Creek, Calif.

DRILLINGS AND combination guns reUned to American
calibers a specialty. \Ve can handle any practical rifle or
pistol barrel and conversion work. Please describe work
fully, no price Ust. Snapp's Gunshop, 2]4 N. \Vashington,
Royal Oak, Michigan.
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The MUSEUM of HISTORICAL ARMS
Dept. N• 1038 Alton Road· Miami Beach, fla.
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HIGH NUMBER 1!l03 action assemblies, all milled
$27.50' 7mm Mauser 98 actions small thread suitable for
magnu;n $24.50; each above plus $1.25 mailing. High num
ber 4-groove 30-06 barrel action assemblies V.g. bores
$35.00 'plus $1.75 mailing. Hetting, Culver City, Calif.

NOBODY UNDERSELLS KLEIN'S I New and used Guns.
Golf, Camping. Fishing Equipment. Colorful Bargain
Circular FREE: or -send 25c for 144 pg ALL-SPORTS
BARGAIN CATALOG_ KLEIN'S-G, 227 W. Washlnglon,
Chicago G. Ill.

U.S. 30-40 KRAGS. VERY Good $37.50. German 8mm
Mausers. Excellent $38.50. Japanese 30-06 Rifles. Very
Good $24.95. Catalogue 10c. \Vellington Company, 1401
42nd Street, Brooklyn, New York.

JUST ARIUVED: U.S. 30-06 cal. high number Spring
field rifles. Very good-$3D.95. Excellent-$44.50. Per
fect-$49.50. Free list. Freedland Arms Co., 34 Park
Uow, New York, N. Y.



(Continued from page 63)
Civil War Colts and Remingtons, and the
ever increasing price of the original guns in
good accurate shooting condition, a steady
demand for shooting replicas has resulted.

These guns are made in Belgium, and the
original parts and shape are exactly copied.
The steel is probably far better and stronger
than the original Colts. Black powder shoot·
ers can now have shooting replicas as good
or better than the original. Colt guns.

These guns are not made with an idea of
faking original Colts. They are plainly
marked as to source and date of manufac·
ture, and the rifling is a straight twist and
not the gain twist of the old .44 Colts. Like·
wise, the groove diameter is .451" instead
of the .454" diameter of so many Colts
(some nearer .460 in the Dragoons). The
cylinder, fraJJ:l'tl, and barrel are marked R for
replica, and bear the Belgian proof marks.
This company is also going to furnish all
three model Dragoon replicas for shooters.

I have now tested two of the 1960 .44
Army models, and find them very good, well
made guns. Both shot very accurately. In
fact, myoId 1860 Colt does not do as well.
With 30 grains of FFFG black and a greased
felt·hat wad made by soaking an old hat in
melted tallow then cutting the wads, these
guns shot very well and clean for four
cylinders full of loads.

Many shooters of the old guns prefer to
smear cup grease or other grease in the
front of the cylinder, over the seated round
ball; but I have never found any method as
good or as accurate as the tallow soaked
felt hat wad between the powder and ball.
I also blow my breath through a cap and
ball gun several times after the cylinder is
all fired before reloading to moisten the
powder residue. I had one .36 Navy Colt
that repeatedly made one ragged hole less
than an inch in diameter at 20 yards from
seated, back·rest, two·handposition, gun held
between the knees.

Some of these guns I examined at the
N.S.G.A. Show at Chicago did not have
their front sight and the hammer notch lined
up properly, but the two I tested did line
up and shot very well. These modern 1960
Army replicas sell for $89.95. They are not
cheap guns; many of the fine modern target
revolvers can be bought for less. Cap-and·
ball colts were my first sixguns and I spent
several years using them before I acquired a
good cartridge gun, so am not ever likely to
go back to them for serious shooting; but
there is no reason now why the movie indus·
try cannot use arms that at least look ex·
actly like the original revolvers, in their
Civil War and Indian fighting pictures.

Sample tested is cut for shoulder stock,
and this company furnishes shoulder stocks
to fit in both 1960 Army and also in the
third model Dragoon copy. I believe the
other two models of Dragoon and the 1960
Army should have been fitted with the 3rd
Dragoon rear sight, at least for shooters, as
if is far better than just a tiny nick in the
hammer which mayor may not line up with

Street __ __ .. __ .. . . ...

R. W. Knight
Tandy leather Co.
Tele-Optics
and many others

ATTBNTION!
Your classified ad in GUNS
Magazine gets the attention
of over 150,000 hunters ...
shooters ... and collectors.
You get big sales results
for as low as $2.00 .per ad.

Beyer Mfg.
Jay Co.
ladd
E. C. Prudhomme

Rates: 20c per word per insertion, including name and address.
Figure 71/2 words to the line. Minimum 10 words. Closing
deadline: Copy in written form in Skokie Office no later than
16th of the month preceding on sale date. (Note: cover date on
each issue is one month ahead of on sale date; e.g., March
issue is on sale February 1st; therefore closing date for ad is
December 16.)

Ed Agramonte
AI's Gunroom
Norm Flayderman
Freedland Arms
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These. advertisers are using GUNS for just one reason-they want orders •••
and they get 'em in GUNS. Plan now to test your ad in the next big issue.
See how GUNS can get more sales for you-and at I.west cost!

The best measure of a magazine's selling power is its consistent use by the
advertiser. The Gun Market classified section of GUNS is used by advertisers
month after month after month because it pays off in sales! for dramatic
proof, look over this partial list of current advertisers using GUNS over
three years:

CLIP AND MAIL'" GUNS Magazine, G-6
THIS FORM TO:' The Gun Market, 8150' N. Central Park Ave:,;Skokie, Illinois

CLASSIFICATION , .. I am enclosing $. .

USE THIS
SPACE TO
PRINT OR
TYPE YOUR

CLASSIFIED
AD

My Name .__ __ __.. ..

City .__ .. . Zone State __ __ ..
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barrel and front sight.
We look forward to testing the shoulder

stocked No. 3 Dragoon, as it should make
a very good shooting gun also. The new
Dragoon Replicas will sell at 129.95 and,
with shoulder stock in this third model, for
$174.50. Powder Flasks go at $20, and the
moulds at ten bucks each, so they are not
cheap in any sense of the word. This com
pany also furnishes the old Colt "store
keepers model" .45 Single Action Army with
out extractor rod or housing, priced (and I
think overpriced) at $139.50 with 3" barrel.

New Norma .44 Magnum
Some time ago, we had some correspond

ence with Nils Kvale, of Norma-Precision,
on a new .44 Magnum cartridge they were
bringing out with non-corrosive primers and
smokeless primers to give 1470 feet velocity
with around 30,000 pounds p:t:essure from a
Ruger Blackhawk revolver. This new Norma
load uses a 240 grain, mild steel full jacket,
soft point bullet with nickel covering the
steel jacket. Samples sent me of the bullet
looked very good. They miked .431"-a bit
large; we would say, for revolvers with .429"
grooves, but just right for those of .431" or
larger; The 1470 feet velocity figures were
obtained from a 6Y2" barrel, which indicates
it is a very good conservative load.

The news release on the new Norma load
indicates it is the first such on the market,
but we happen to have already tested some
Remington full jacketed soft point ammuni
tion in Bill Rugers .44 Magnum carbine, and
this is already catalogued by Remington.
The Remington stuff shot beautifully in the
new Ruger Carbine, and we would expect
this new Norma load to be very fine ammu
nition as well.

The new Norma .44: Magnum ammumtlOn
is available through E. H. Sheldon, Norma
Precision, South Lansing, N. Y. We do not
know cost per box, and will report further
on this and on the Remington soft point
jacketed .44 Magnum loads after we receive
and test lots of both in revolvers.

Lightweight Police Gun
The smallest cartridge I would reGOmmend

for the police officer for a holster weapon is
the .357 S & W Magnum. The lightest gun
for this cartridge is the Smith & Wesson
Combat Magnum. It comes with big target
grips that are about right for men with large
hands, but for those with small hands or
those who want less weight and bulk in their
revolver grips, the little Combat Magnum
S & W can be fitted with the plain-clothes
grips. This gives the officer an effective gun
with light weight, 4" barrel and good adjust
able target sights.

My personal preference for the peace of
ficers holster gun is the 4" Smith & Wesson
.44 Magnum. Many police departments will
not allow anything but a .38 Special to be
carried, and this is a sad mistake. The .38
Special in about all factory loadings has
failed to stop criminals in a multitude of
cases. An officer may seldom need his gun,
but when he does it may well be a life and
death case for him, and I for one believe
he should be armed with the best and most
powerful gun he can get.

Bullet Lubricant
We have also tested an excellent sixgun

bullet lubricant made and sold by J. M.
Diebold, 11433 Patridge St., Coon Rapids,
Minn. It is furnished in eIther solid or hol
low sticks to fit about all lubricators. It does

an excellent job of lubrication and cuts
leading to the minimum. It seems to be just
about the right viscosity, as it does not peel
or crack and does not seem to be affected
by either extreme of temperature. It's a darn
good bullet lub. I do not know its content
but it sells for $5.00 per dozen sticks.

G·66 Gun Treatment
We are now testing a new combination

solvent and lubricant for all firearms. So
far, it has proven all to the good. It comes
in a big spray can and can be sprayed into
the most inaccessible places on a gun action.
It is not a petroleum product and cannot
form any gum from drying out or freezing.
It is fully guaranteed under any and all field
conditions and from temperatures 100 below
to 350 degrees above. zero. It leaves a very
thin film on all metal surface~ that seems to"
impregnate the steel.

Myoid Brown & Sharpe mike had a habit
of gumming up from oils I have used on it.
One application of this new G-66 put it in
perfect condition and it has remained that
way.

My tests are not complete, but we will
take it to Alaska next month and also use
on a late hunt for elk here, which should tell
the tale. So far, all my gun cleaning with it
has sbown amazing results.

This solvent and lubricant prevents rust,
lubricates witbout any gummy film, was de
veloped for missile and air craft use. It
seems impervious to water. It is put out in
generous spray cans by the Jet·Aer-Corp.,
Paterson, N. J., and sells for $1.39 per can.
For long term storage of guns they recom
mend three spray applications. This outfit
also produces water-proof spray for clothing,
hats, and gunstocks.
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The Sako Vixen and Forester rifles offer workmanship and accu
racy not found in any other production firearms ... quality that will
assure the finest performance. Whether you choose the feather
weight ultra-accurate Vixen or the equally accurate and more
powerful Forester, you can be sure of a life-time of shooting
pleasure. Both Vixen and Forester are designed for top perform
ance in their particular calibers; both have, for good reason, been
widely accepted as the best buy in hunting rifles. See your
dealer and take a look at Firearms International's complete line of
quality sporting arms.

COMING SOON - AN ALL NEW SAKO RIFLE WITH FULL LENGTH ACTIONl

SAKO VIXEN & FORESTER
Designed for Top Perfor:rnance

.222R, and .222R Magnum
(without rear sight)

Sporter Model $139.95
Deluxe Sporter $194.50

THE SAKO

F()~
SPORTER

Calibers .243, .244 and .308
(without rear sight)

Sporter Model $149.50
Deluxe Sporter $209.50

Send 10c to Dept. D-06 for illustrated catalog

l'IREARMS
INTERNATIONAL

CORPORATION
WASHINGTON 22. D. C.



No gun better typifies the Old West
than the gUij.o:that: opened up its frontiers
... the Colt Single Action Army. And no
gun better typifies Colt quality. In 90 years
it has had no significant change. It is
appropriate, therefore, that a Single Action
Army be designated Colt's 125th
Anniversary Model.

A limited production model, with special
serial numbers, in royal blue with
gold trim; 7 112" barrel, .45 cal. in
presentation case with anniversary
medallion. $150.00. See it at your
Colt Registered Dealer or write ...

Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co., Inc.

Hartford 15, Connecticut

@©
CS@[l,'iJ''ffi [?O~~ &~~@
A MAJOR INOUSTRIAL COMPONENT OF

FAIRBANKS WHITNEY
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